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ABSTRACT

PROMOTING THE SUSTAINABILITY OF THE GULF OF MAINE RECREATIONAL
GROUNDFISH FISHERY THROUGH DISCARD MORTALITY ESTIMATION,
MITIGATION, AND OUTREACH

December 2020

Connor W. Capizzano, B.S., University of Rhode Island
M.S., University of New England
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts Boston

Directed by Professor John W. Mandelman

Recreational fishing (i.e., angling), a popular leisure activity that provides socioeconomic benefits to human societies around the world, can represent a significant source of
fishing mortality and impact fish populations and marine ecosystems. Although fish are often
released by recreational anglers to reduce fishing mortality rates, the efficacy of discarding
fish is often criticized given that fish can die from the factors experienced during the capture,
handling, and release process (i.e., discard mortality). Despite this recognition, the rate at
which fish suffer discard mortality in specific commercial and recreational fisheries is often
unknown and difficult to obtain due to logistical constraints, representing a global concern
iv

for fisheries management and sustainability. Such is the case in the Gulf of Maine
multispecies recreational fishery for groundfish, specifically Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua),
haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus), and cusk (Brosme brosme), where, until recently,
discard mortality concerns were frequently identified as key sources of uncertainty in stock
assessments and management decisions.
To this end, my dissertation presents results from three field-based studies and one
qualitative survey to address discard mortality knowledge gaps in this fishery. With the use
of electronic tagging and survival analyses, I empirically-derived a discard mortality rate of
haddock representative of the fishery and generate responsible fishing practices to reduce
such mortality risk. Similarly, I used a field-based tagging approach to determine cusk
discard mortality, both in its current state in the fishery and with the use of barotrauma
mitigations methods (i.e., descending devices). Given the critically-depleted state of the
Atlantic cod stock, I conducted a large-scale sampling effort to identify an ideal set of
terminal tackle that anglers could use to sustainably target haddock over Atlantic cod while
reducing discard mortality in both species. Finally, because managing fish involves
managing people and their expectations, I surveyed anglers who target groundfish to
determine if their angling behavior would influence their willingness to adopt responsible
fishing practices from previous chapters and what channels they use to access angling
information. Taken together, my results highlight the socio-ecological complexity of discard
mortality and its implications on the current and future sustainability of this recreational
fishery.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Recreational fishing and discard mortality
Recreational fishing (i.e., angling) is a popular outdoor activity worldwide that
provides significant social, economic, and biological benefits to its stakeholders (Arlinghaus
and Cooke 2009; Tufts et al. 2015). As a result of population growth and access to more
sophisticated fishing technology and practices (Cooke and Schramm 2007; Griffiths et al.
2010), recreational fishing effort has increased rapidly in recent years, often rivaling or
surpassing commercial fisheries for many stocks (Coleman et al. 2004; Ihde et al. 2011).
Despite only accounting for <1% of the total global catch (Pauly and Zeller 2016),
recreational fishing has been increasingly recognized for its ability to impact fish stocks as it
can represent a significant proportion of total fishery removals (Cooke and Cowx 2004), such
as for Atlantic striped bass (Morone saxatilis) caught from Maine to North Carolina (Atlantic
States Marine Fisheries Commission 2011; Figure 1.1). Therefore, in an effort to reduce this
impact, fish are released by recreational anglers, either willingly or in compliance with
regulations, so they may presumably survive with little affliction (Bartholomew and
Bohnsack 2005; Cooke and Schramm 2007). Although fishing mortality is reduced compared
with intentional harvesting, the utility of this practice to reduce fishing mortality rates is
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often scrutinized given released fish can still suffer mortality from the capture, handling, and
release process (reviewed in Cooke and Wilde 2007).
The mortality of fish intentionally released from fishing events (i.e., discard
mortality) is a global concern with major implications for fisheries management and
sustainability (Harrington et al. 2005; Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations 2016). It is well documented that animals adversely affected by fishing events may
die in the hours or days following release (Davis 2002) due to factors such as physiological
stress (Wood et al. 1983), physical injuries (Veldhuizen et al. 2018), or increased
susceptibility to predation upon release (Raby et al. 2014). Even in instances where fish do
not die, lingering physiological stress or trauma from the fishing event, known as sublethal
disturbances, may impact fish fitness and growth and potentially impact the greater
community or population (reviewed in Arlinghaus et al. 2007; Watson et al. 2020). Empirical
discard mortality rate estimates are therefore necessary to more accurately quantify total
fishery removals in stock assessments (Coggins et al. 2007) and to inform fishery
management decisions, such as seasonal closures, minimum or maximum landing sizes,
possession limits, and gear restrictions (Bartholomew and Bohnsack 2005; Benaka et al.
2016) (Figure 1.2). However, reliable discard mortality rate estimates are often unavailable
or difficult to obtain given the inherent challenges of sampling under authentic fishery
conditions and tracking fate post-release (Davis 2002; Pollock and Pine 2007; Neilson et al.
2011).

2

Investigating discard mortality
Numerous approaches have been developed to monitor, evaluate, and estimate the
discard mortality of fish in the field (Neilson et al. 2011), but are frequently laden with
caveats, such as confinement methods (e.g., in-situ enclosures, on-board aquaria) and
conventional (mark-and-recapture) tagging. Confinement studies have been traditionally used
to measure the fate of released fish from fishing events and identify which factors influence
their mortality (Milliken et al. 1999; Milliken et al. 2009; Knotek et al. 2018). Despite
ensuring high sample sizes and representing a worthy method for certain species, this
approach can bias study results by artificially inflating (e.g., confinement stress) and
deflating (i.e., predation shielding) mortality risk (Mandelman and Farrington 2007), thus
biasing results relative to true conditions. Moreover, monitoring in-situ enclosures is costly
which usually allows confinement studies to account for the initial days post-release (Pollock
and Pine 2007), despite the strong likelihood that additional fatalities occur beyond that
period of time (Davis 2002). Many studies have also used conventional tagging approaches
to estimate discard mortality (Wilson and Burns 1996; Kaimmer and Trumble 1998).
Although the conventional tagging may account for post-release predation, results only
validate the survival of living fish and cannot truly discriminate among causes for mortality.
Further, conventional tagging studies rely entirely on fishery interactions, where results can
be biased by numerous factors, including tag shedding, fish migration, unequal fishing effort,
and irregular reporting rates (Neilson et al. 2011).
Acoustic telemetry has proven to be a powerful method for estimating discard
mortality in a wide variety of species and fisheries (Danylchuk et al. 2007; Yergey et al.
2012; Runde and Buckel 2018) because it can continuously monitor fish in their natural
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habitat for days to weeks post-release where they are vulnerable to potential predation events
(i.e., in contrast to in-situ or ex-situ holding studies) (Figure 1.3). Although acoustic
telemetry relies heavily on fish remaining in range of acoustic recording instruments, there is
no reliance on tag recaptures as with conventional tagging experiments (Pollock and Pine
2007). In contrast to other approaches, acoustic telemetry studies can generate longitudinal
data capable of describing the fate of fish over time and thus provide information on
mechanisms influencing mortality (Benoît et al. 2015). These data can be used to estimate
factor-dependent discard mortality rates, which, when combined with representative fisherydependent survey results of those factors, can yield a fishery-scale discard mortality rate
estimate for stakeholders (Benoît et al. 2012; Benoît et al. 2015; Sulikowski et al. 2018)
without the cost-prohibitive expense of additional acoustic equipment. Moreover, because the
post-release fate of fish is controlled by angler behavior (Brownscombe et al. 2017), results
can identify which factors influence discard mortality and aid in the generation of
recommended “best practices” (i.e., responsible fishing practices) for use by anglers to
reduce such mortality (Figure 1.4).
Nevertheless, the success of these practices for promoting sustainable recreational
fisheries ultimately hinges on whether they are effectively communicated, accepted, and
willingly adopted by members of the recreational angling community (Arlinghaus et al.
2007). Just as their socio-demographic and angling characteristics can vary, so too can
anglers’ beliefs, attitudes, and norms (Shafer 1969; Fisher 1997; Salz and Loomis 2004),
which can significantly impact the degree to which they are willing to deviate and engage in
new fishing behaviors (Sturgis and Allum 2004). Even if they are willing to voluntarily adopt
responsible fishing practices, anglers use a variety of channels to receive angling-related
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information, which can complicate effective outreach efforts (Nguyen et al. 2012). Such
investigations can also aid in the identification of effective information channels for anglers,
which are critical to engaging with and disseminating valuable angling information
(Arlinghaus et al. 2007; Nguyen et al. 2012; Danylchuk et al. 2018). It is therefore vital that
fishery managers and other agencies understand if anglers support the use of these practices
and, if so, how to properly engage with and educate anglers on such sustainability efforts to
influence their adoption.

Dissertation objectives
Given the potential influence of socio-ecological factors on the fate of released fish, a
holistic understanding is needed to properly address discard mortality issues that threaten the
sustainable use of marine resources in any recreational fishery. Such is the case in the Gulf of
Maine recreational “groundfish” fishery where anglers concurrently catch Atlantic cod
(Gadus morhua), haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus), and cusk (Brosme brosme), among
other species. Although the region’s commercial fishery has been historically responsible for
the majority of landings, the recreational sector can represent a significant proportion of total
annual catch and fishing mortality and can often include high discard rates due to strict
regulations or heightened conservation ethics. The Gulf of Maine Atlantic cod stock, for
instance, is at a critically-depleted state and regulated with size and possession limits,
including a 100% harvest restriction at times, which results in a large number of discards. On
the other hand, the haddock stock is considered to be healthy based on abundances and
fishing mortality rates, but can experience high discard rates due to the implementation of
similar regulations to reduce cod bycatch. Finally, although not managed with any
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regulations, cusk may need to be released in the future to reduce fishing mortality given the
stock’s low abundances. However, until recently, the paucity of directed discard mortality
research in this Gulf of Maine recreational fishery has left uncertainty in the assessment and
management of these three key stocks.
To this end, my dissertation sought to address discard mortality data gaps surrounding
groundfish targeted in the Gulf of Maine recreational fishery, specifically: (1) estimating
fishery-scale discard mortality rates to support stock assessments and management plans, (2)
mitigating discard mortality by generating and evaluating responsible fishing practices for
use by stakeholders; and (3) identifying how best to craft and guide outreach efforts to
promote the adoption of such practices by the angling community. To properly address these
discard mortality data gaps, I applied an interdisciplinary approach that consisted of three
field-based studies and one qualitative survey to better understand the aforementioned stocks
and the anglers who ultimately target them. Chapter 2 of my dissertation used a field-based
tagging approach to empirically-derive a discard mortality rate estimate for haddock
representative of the fishery and generate responsible fishing practices to reduce such
mortality risk. Using a similar approach, Chapter 3 investigated the discard mortality of cusk
released at the surface and whether barotrauma mitigation methods, namely descending
devices, could reduce discard mortality and thus fishing mortality rates in this stock. Chapter
4 sampled Atlantic cod and haddock across a range of authentic fishing conditions and
terminal tackle to better understand how anglers can maximize the sustainable use of
haddock while reducing the accidental capture of Atlantic cod as well as negative impacts to
discarded fish. Finally, given that the true value of these practices for reducing fishing
mortality rates relies on the anglers who would ultimately use them, Chapter 5 surveyed the
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Gulf of Maine angling community to investigate how anglers who participate in this fishery
differ in their fishing behavior and its implications for promoting the voluntary adoption of
responsible fishing practices.
Overall, my research chapters aim to support the current and continued sustainability
of the Gulf of Maine recreational groundfish fishery. Understanding the discard mortality of
groundfish, including the social and ecological dynamics, not only benefits this regional
fishery but also the stakeholder groups that depend on it. Despite its local focus, the
approaches and results presented herein will serve as a model for advancing our knowledge
of discard mortality and promoting sustainable fishing opportunities around the world.
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Figure 1.1. Example of the potential impact recreational fisheries can have on targeted
fish stocks, in this case, the total number of Atlantic striped bass (Morone saxatilis) caught by
commercial (green) and recreational (blue) fishermen from Maine to North Carolina (USA)
from 1982 – 2010 (Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission 2011).
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Figure 1.2. A flowchart demonstrating the importance of understanding the number of
fish to die from fishing activities (i.e., discard mortality). Although researchers can quantify
the number of fish that are removed from the system due to (A) landing, or harvesting and (B)
succumbing to immediate mortality, (C) the rate and thus number of released fish to survive
or die due to fishing is generally unknown, which can create uncertainty total fishing mortality
and thus stock assessments and management plans.
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Figure 1.3. Acoustic telemetry and its ability to monitor the movements and thus infer
the fate of fish released into their natural habitat. In general, captured fish are (A) tagged
with an acoustic transmitter and then (B) released into their habitat where hydrophones (i.e.,
receivers) monitor the area for pings emitted from the transmitter on the tagged fish. These
receivers will recorded various metadata for each detected transmitter and, once collected, can
aid researchers with (C) observing the post-release behavior of fish to determine if they are
either alive or dead (e.g., examining depth information over time).
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Figure 1.4. A multifaceted approach was developed to address two discard mortality
knowledge gaps: (i) to identify the most significant predictors of discard mortality and develop
responsible fishing practices to reduce discard mortality; and (ii) to derive a fishery-scale
discard mortality rate estimate for released in this fishery. To do so, (A) a large-scale sampling
effort was first undertaken to examine fish under a range of representative fishery conditions.
(B) Acoustic telemetry was used to monitor the movements and fate for a subset of these fish
whereupon results were examined with survival models to identify which factors influenced
discard mortality and at what rates. (C) Results from the acoustic telemetry experiment were
then combined with representative fishery-dependent sampling to generate a single discard
mortality rate estimate for the greater fishery.
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CHAPTER 2
FISHERY-SCALE DISCARD MORTALITY RATE ESTIMATE FOR HADDOCK IN THE
GULF OF MAINE RECREATIONAL FISHERY

Abstract
Empirical discard mortality rate estimates are vital to both stock assessments and
fishery management, especially for stocks that experience high discard rates such as in the
recreational rod-and-reel fishery for haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) in the Gulf of
Maine. The objective of the present study was to derive a fishery-scale discard mortality rate
estimate for haddock that are captured and released in the Gulf of Maine recreational fishery
by combining results of an electronic tagging telemetry experiment with representative
fishery-dependent survey data. Scientific personnel and industry partners collected data on a
suite of biological, environmental, and technical covariates from 2,442 haddock caught under
authentic fishery scenarios during 2015. Despite being a physoclistous species, <1% of
sampled haddock were observed to die when brought onboard and only ~3% floated upon
release. Post-release fate was then monitored for 154 haddock using passive acoustic
telemetry and determined using a semi-quantitative classification procedure reliant upon
movement data of haddock with known fates. The resulting data were analyzed with a
parametric survival model to identify which capture-related covariates influenced mortality.
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Fishing season and total length class of haddock were the most significant predictors of
discard mortality, with increased mortality for smaller individuals caught during the autumn,
possibly due to increased temperatures. Survival modelling identified mortality from these
covariates occurred primarily post-release as compared to upon capture and handling. By
integrating survival modelling results with fishery-dependent observations, a fishery-scale
discard mortality rate of 63% was estimated for the 2015 fishing year. Based on these
findings, I recommend that fishery managers implement measures to reduce recreational
haddock discards, especially of smaller haddock during warmer months.

Introduction
The mortality of fish intentionally released in commercial and recreational fisheries
due to regulatory measures, low economic value, or conservation ethics is a concern worldwide
with major implications for fisheries management and sustainability (Harrington et al. 2005;
FAO 2016). It is well documented that animals adversely affected by fishing events may die
in the hours or days following release (Davis 2002) due to factors such as physiological stress
(Wood et al. 1983), physical trauma (Cooke and Wilde 2007; Veldhuizen et al. 2018), or
increased susceptibility to predation (Raby et al. 2014). Empirical discard mortality rate
estimates are therefore necessary to more accurately quantify total fishery removals in stock
assessments (Coggins et al. 2007) and to inform fishery management decisions, such as
seasonal closures, minimum or maximum landing sizes, possession limits, and gear restrictions
(Bartholomew and Bohnsack 2005; Benaka et al. 2016). However, reliable discard mortality
rate estimates are often unavailable or difficult to obtain given the inherent challenges of
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sampling under authentic fishery conditions and tracking fate post-release (Davis 2002;
Pollock and Pine 2007; Neilson et al. 2011).
Discard mortality rates representative of the greater fishery have been increasingly
estimated through a two-step approach that combines the results of in-situ fate monitoring with
fishery-dependent sampling data (Benoît et al. 2012; 2015; Sulikowski et al. 2018) (see
Chapter 1; Figure 1.4). First, experiments are conducted to estimate factor-dependent mortality
rates that account for the range of biological, environmental, and/or technical factors and can
influence discard mortality. These estimates are then combined with representative fisherydependent survey results of those factors to achieve a fishery-scale discard mortality rate
estimate. This approach is heavily dependent on field-based experiments that accurately
monitor and quantify the fate of discarded fish. Acoustic telemetry has proven to be a powerful
method for estimating discard mortality in a wide variety of species and fisheries (e.g.,
Danylchuk et al. 2007; Yergey et al. 2012; Runde and Buckel 2018) because it can
continuously monitor fish in their natural habitat for days to weeks post-release where they are
vulnerable to potential predation events (i.e., in contrast to in-situ or ex-situ holding studies).
In contrast to conventional tagging studies, the fate of fish tagged with acoustic transmitters
does not rely solely on recaptures which vary with fishing effort and reporting rates (e.g.,
Pollock and Pine 2007). Furthermore, acoustic telemetry studies can generate longitudinal
(time-to-event) data capable of describing the survivorship of fish over time and thus provide
information on mechanisms influencing mortality (as compared to cross-sectional data; Benoît
et al. 2015).
Providing the most accurate discard mortality rate estimates possible is particularly
important for stocks with high discard rates, which has been the case in recent years for
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haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) in the Gulf of Maine recreational rod-and-reel fishery
(Northeast Fisheries Science Center 2017). Haddock, a physoclistous and demersal gadoid
species with a historical distribution in the western North Atlantic, can typically be found at
depths from 40 – 150 m on gravelly sand and gravel substrates and reach sizes up to 75 cm
(Cargnelli et al. 1999; Collette and Klein-MacPhee 2002). Since the early 20 century, haddock
th

has been an integral component of the New England groundfish fishery (Clark et al. 1982) and,
despite suffering considerable abundance declines in the late 1980s and early 1990’s, has
increased in abundance in recent years (Northeast Fisheries Science Center 2017). Together
with the stringent harvest regulations placed on the critically-depleted Gulf of Maine Atlantic
cod (Gadus morhua), haddock has become a more popular target species for the recreational
sector, which accounted anywhere from 32 to 70% of the region’s total haddock catch between
2009 and 2016 (Northeast Fisheries Science Center 2017). Yet, because both species overlap
on similar fishing grounds, regulations have also been imposed on haddock to reduce impacts
to Atlantic cod, resulting in high discard rates for haddock (>40% from 2013 – 2015; Northeast
Fisheries Science Center 2017). Due to the paucity of research for haddock in this fishery, a
50% discard mortality rate estimate was assumed and used by fishery stakeholders in stock
assessments (Northeast Fisheries Science Center 2014; 2015) and for developing fishing
regulations based on a bioeconomic management model (Lee et al. 2017). Therefore, an
empirically derived and reliable discard mortality rate estimate for haddock in this recreational
fishery was needed to improve the confidence in stock assessments and fishery management
decisions.
The objective of this study was to derive a fishery-scale discard mortality rate estimate
for haddock released in the Gulf of Maine recreational fishery by combining results of an
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acoustic telemetry experiment with representative fishery-dependent sampling. This study also
sought to identify the most significant predictors of haddock discard mortality to develop
responsible fishing practices so that stakeholders can reduce discard and overall fishing
mortality (see Chapter 1; Figure 1.4).

Methods
Study site
Haddock were captured and sampled during research charters conducted throughout
the 2015 fishing season (April - October) while fishing on the central portion of Jeffreys Ledge
in the western Gulf of Maine, which is a popular fishing ground for the recreational and
commercial fishing industries (Figure 2.1). Fishing effort was distributed throughout the 2015
fishing season to coincide with the seasonal occurrence of recreational fishing activities and
best represent the full breadth of fishing conditions experienced in the Gulf of Maine. The
study site was selected with input from my recreational fishing industry collaborators to ensure
an ability to consistently catch haddock at high rates and representative depths (~ 40 to 70 m)
throughout most of the fishing season. Given that much of the study site was closed to
commercial fishing, the study site was also appropriate for preventing the loss of acoustic
receivers (via gear interactions) that were necessary for monitoring the post-release fate of
haddock.

Sampling design
Prior to sampling, anglers were provided with fishing gear and terminal tackle types
that are widely used in the regional recreational fishery to recreate authentic scenarios (see
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Appendix A for details). Three terminal tackle types were selected for capturing haddock due
to previous survey results (Table A.1) and industry input, specifically two baited hook setups
(J- and circles hooks) and one jig and teaser setup (treble-hook jig) (Figure A.1). Because
anglers varied in experience level (as quantified using a questionnaire), efforts were made to
remove angling and capture biases that would interfere with the interpretation of study results.
For instance, all anglers fished, unhooked, and handled their own catch to promote authentic
fishing scenarios. First time anglers were given instructions on how to use the fishing gear and
handle the fish before being left to their own devices. Equal tackle-specific fishing effort (i.e.,
amount of time anglers used bait vs. jigs) was also maintained throughout the study to ensure
representative samples across angler experience levels, tackle types, and fishing trips
(Capizzano et al. 2016).
Haddock were captured and sampled during research charters completed in 2015 as
part of two different seasonal sampling efforts (April - July and September - October) aboard
the F/V Annie B (12.8 m) from Seabrook, NH, USA. While regional fishing effort for haddock
typically remains high in August, gaps in funding resulted in a gap in sampling trips. For each
landed haddock, a suite of biological and technical variables related to the capture, handling,
and release process was noted (Table 2.1). Such variables included the capture time and depth,
fight and handling times, angler experience, terminal tackle, hook location and removal
method, fish total length, physical injury score, and release behavior. Environmental variables,
including surface and bottom water temperatures and air temperatures, were later collected
from local meteorological buoys or sensors deployed in the study area. To provide results that
would remain applicable irrespective of potential future shifts in size and/or trip limits, the
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study included haddock that were above and below the minimum retention size limit of 43.2
cm in place at the time of this study.

Tagging and post-release fate monitoring
Following tagging procedures detailed by Capizzano et al. (2016), a subsample of the
captured haddock was tagged externally with acoustic transmitters to monitor their post-release
movements and determine their fate while at large (Figure 2.2). Given the impact on the later
analysis and extrapolation scheme, haddock were selected for the acoustic subsample
approximately equally among injury classes and across a range of fishing trips, terminal tackle
options, and other capture-related variables. Pressure-sensing VEMCO acoustic transmitters
(VEMCO Division, AMIRIX Systems Inc., Halifax, Nova Scotia) were affixed to the dorsal
musculature of selected haddock via end caps to a single Floy FT-4 spaghetti tag (Floy Tag &
Mfg, Inc., Seattle, WA, USA). VEMCO acoustic transmitters with different specifications
were used due to tag availability from the manufacturer; V9P-2H (29 mm length x 9 mm
diameter) transmitters were deployed from April - July 2015 and V13P-1H (36 mm length x
13 mm diameter) transmitters were deployed from September - October 2015. In all cases, the
transmitters were programmed with ping delays based on the competing needs of data
resolution and battery life (i.e., every 2 min for the first 7 d, 5 min for the next 23 d, and 15
min until transmission termination at 365 d). A transmitter retention study was not specifically
performed for haddock, but transmitter loss was considered negligible based on a previous
transmitter retention study using this tagging method with Atlantic cod (100% transmitter
retention over 18 d; Capizzano et al. 2016). All other captured haddock were externally tagged
with two Floy FD-94 T-bar anchor tags to opportunistically observe post-release survival and
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movements of recaptures. Conventional tagging data, however, were not used for investigating
and estimating discard mortality rate estimate and thus not further analyzed in the study.
An array of stationary acoustic receivers was used to monitor the movements and postrelease fate of haddock tagged with acoustic transmitters. Based on manufacturer
specifications and detection range tests performed in the study area with V9-2H transmitters,
which predicted a 470 m – 50% mean detection radius for each acoustic receiver, 32 VEMCO
VR2W-69kHz acoustic receivers were deployed in the study area at ~1100 m spacing (Figure
2.1). The acoustic receiver array was deployed for a period of 191 d (April 6 – October 14,
2015) with monthly trips to download data and perform gear maintenance. Only one receiver
was lost during the study.
Following methods applied by Capizzano et al. (2016), movement data collected from
fish with known fates were used to help characterize the post-release fate of haddock in the
acoustic subsample (see Appendix A; Figure A.2). A subset of haddock (n = 3) were
intentionally sacrificed, affixed with acoustic transmitters, and released at the surface and
array’s center to serve as negative controls (i.e., known dead fish). To reduce their
conspicuousness to predators upon release (Raby et al. 2014), haddock selected as negative
controls were euthanized by submersion in ice water until the cessation of all movement. In
contrast, haddock tagged with acoustic transmitters that were later confirmed alive (via
recapture or detection on other acoustic receiver arrays) were used as positive controls to
distinguish behavior for living haddock (i.e., known alive fish).
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Data analysis
A multifaceted procedure was conducted to successfully address the study’s discard
mortality objectives, which consisted of the following phases: (A) the post-release fate
determination of released haddock tagged with acoustic transmitters; (B) the evaluation of
covariate influences on haddock discard mortality and associated rates; and (C) the estimation
of a fishery-scale discard mortality rate for haddock in the Gulf of Maine recreational fishery.
All statistical analyses were performed with the computing software R (R Core Team 2019)
and the packages oce (version 09-21; Kelley and Richards 2017), MASS (version 7.3-45;
Venables and Ripely 2002), klaR (version 0.6-14; Weihs et al. 2005), and survival (version
2.38; Therneau 2015). Statistical significance was accepted at a level of p < 0.05.
During phase (A) of the procedure, the post-release fate of haddock tagged with
acoustic transmitters was identified by comparing vertical and horizontal movements to control
haddock using a semi-quantitative procedure. Detection data were initially filtered to remove
any erroneous detections using published procedures (Capizzano et al. 2016) after which a
suite of quantifiable movement data from the acoustic detections of control fish (hereafter
metrics) was evaluated for the ability to characterize haddock with known fates. Given the
differences in movement metrics between the control groups, I employed a discriminant
function analysis which creates a function capable of classifying individuals of unknown fate
into groups based on metrics from individuals of known fate (White and Ruttenberg 2007). A
stepwise forward model selection procedure using the Wilk’s Lambda criterion (R
greedy.wilks function; Weihs et al. 2005) identified a subset of these metrics that could
properly classify haddock of known fate, specifically the mean change in depth and the
maximum number of detected receivers, whereupon a linear discriminant function was
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generated (R lda function; Venables and Ripely 2002). Because it did not have an explicit
temporal component, the linear discriminant function was applied to time bins generated for
each tagged haddock where bin lengths related to the transmitter’s ping schedule (i.e., bins
were 3.2 h for the first 7 d, 8 h for the next 23 d, and 24 h until transmission termination at 365
d) to ensure enough data would be present in each bin for the analysis. When a tagged
haddock’s movements and consequential metrics were classified as dead, mortality was
inferred and a time of death was recorded. Scientific personnel qualitatively reviewed the final
fate designations of haddock tagged with acoustic transmitters to ensure results were accurate
and make necessary changes. Final fate designations were only further evaluated and changes
considered if fishery-dependent recaptures and/or acoustic receiver detections outside of the
array were available for the animal(s) in question.
During phase (B) of the procedure, final longitudinal data for haddock collected in
phase (A) were examined with non-parametric and parametric methods traditionally used in
survival (or event) analyses to evaluate which variables significantly influenced discard
mortality. Event times for both dead and surviving haddock, along with the values for a suite
of capture-related variables that might influence discard mortality (i.e., covariates), were
assembled following methods described by Benoît et al. (2015). Such event times were
categorized as one of three types of data censoring: (1) fish that were inferred to have died
within the acoustic receiver array (i.e., uncensored), (2) fish that died during capture and
handling or release (i.e., left-censored), and (3) fish released alive whose death was not
inferred/observed during the experiment (i.e., right-censored).
Survival data were first analyzed using the non-parametric Kaplan-Meier estimator of
the survival function (cumulative probability of survivorship over time; Cox and Oakes 1984).
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The Kaplan-Meier survival function suggested the presence of two types of mortality over time
when viewing mortality across all observations: capture and handling mortality that occurred
prior to release, and capture-related post-release mortality which occurred within days of
release (see Appendix A; Figure A.3; Benoît et al. 2012; 2015). Although natural mortality is
a consistent external force acting on fish, delayed mortality was not observed in the weeks or
months post-release for surviving fish tagged with acoustic transmitters and thus natural
mortality was not modelled in this analysis. The parametric survival analysis modelling
approach proposed by Benoît et al. (2015) explicitly accounts for these types of mortality and
provides estimates for each. Specifically, this model assumes that there are two general groups
of fish that were alive at the time of release: fish that were adversely affected by the fishing
event and will die as a result, and fish that were immune to stress and trauma from the fishing
event and will not die. The survival function for this model (S(t); probability of surviving to
time t) is expressed as:

𝑆(𝑡) = τ ∙ (π ∙ exp[−(α ∙ 𝑡)𝛾 ] + (1 − π))

(Eq. 1)

where τ is the probability of a fish surviving capture and handling, π controls the probability
that a fish was adversely affected by the fishing event, and α and γ are respectively the scale
and shape parameters of an underlying Weibull distribution that determines the mortality
patterns over time for the adversely affected individuals. From Equation (1), it is clear that at
t = 0, 𝑆(𝑡) = τ. Therefore, as t→∞, the term τ ∙ π ∙ exp[−(α ∙ 𝑡)𝛾 ] → 0 (i.e., all affected fish
die) and 𝑆(𝑡) → τ(1 − π) (i.e., only immune individuals remain alive). Thus, τ ∙ π is the postrelease mortality rate (i.e., the mortality rate for individuals that were alive when released but
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subsequently died as a direct result of capture and release), and 1 − τ + τ ∙ π is the total
mortality rate associated with the fishing event (i.e., discard mortality). The influence of
capture-related variables that may impact mortality can be included in the model via the α, γ,
τ, and π terms but the effects are most often and strongly observed on the two latter terms (e.g.,
Benoît et al. 2012; 2015; Capizzano et al. 2016).
To examine the effect of relevant covariates on haddock discard mortality, I considered
three model variants of Equation (1) (Table 2.2) and a suite of relevant covariates. Eight
covariates were identified a priori as potentially influencing discard mortality in haddock:
general time of year of capture (i.e., season), capture depth, fight time, handling time, haddock
total length class, presence of injury (i.e., uninjured or injured), type of tackle (i.e., jig, baited
J-hook, or circle hook), and angler experience. Because the periodicity of acoustic transmitter
deployments became integral to the experimental design, such time periods were loosely
designated as seasons (i.e., “spring” for April – July and “autumn” for September – October)
to examine their influence on mortality (Figure 2.3). Although typically investigated for their
impact on survival, the effect of air and water temperature are subsumed within season and
thus not examined separately in the analysis. Furthermore, given the 43.2 cm minimum
retention size limit at the time of the study, it was of interest to examine the mortality of
haddock above and below this limit. However, because sample sizes for acoustically-tagged
haddock below the size limit and released in autumn were very low, I opted to for a higher
threshold of 50 cm to define two total length classes (i.e., < 50 cm and ≥ 50 cm). Coarser
categorizations of the other variables were also generated whereby continuous covariates were
binned using their median values and categorical covariates had their levels combined to
produce meaningful groups. Kaplan-Meier survival functions were used to explore the impact
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each factor level on survival, while log-rank tests were then applied to determine if survival
functions for each covariate were statistically distinct from one another. Such preliminary
analyses failed to support the use of coarser categorizations of these covariates, resulting in
only eight candidate covariates.
Different model variants were fit to the data using maximum likelihood (see Benoît et
al. 2015 for details) and compared via a step-wise forward selection procedure based on deltavalues of Akaike’s Information Criterion corrected for small sample sizes (ΔAICc; Burnham
and Anderson 2002) (see Appendix A). While guidelines suggest that models with AICc values
within 2 units of one another have comparable support (Burnham and Anderson 2002), a more
conservative ΔAICc threshold of 3 units was chosen a priori when considering plausible
models for the present analysis (e.g., Benoît et al. 2012). Predicted survival functions were
plotted on the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of the Kaplan-Meier estimates to visually assess
model fit. Non-parametric and contingency table statistical analyses, namely the MannWhitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) and Pearson’s χ2 tests with post hoc pairwise comparisons with
Bonferroni corrections to adjust for significance value inflation, were then applied to explore
if other covariates influenced those selected in the final model.
Finally, phase (C) quantified a fishery-scale discard mortality rate estimate using an
extrapolation scheme that capitalized upon the covariate-dependent discard mortality rate
estimates from phase (B) and fishery-dependent survey data for a subset of recreational
haddock captured in the 2015 Gulf of Maine recreational fishery following the methods of
Capizzano et al. (2016). To determine the uncertainty surrounding this discard mortality rate
estimate, I applied a combined empirical and parametric bootstrap routine of 1000 iterations.
Each iteration proceeded in two phases. First, a multistage bootstrap was conducted using the
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capture date and total length data of sampled haddock, sampling both fishing trips and fish
within trips with replacement, to estimate the frequency distribution of total lengths by season.
Seasonal and length class-specific mortality rates were calculated by drawing from parameter
values of the preferred survival model from a multivariate-normal distribution based on the
estimated parameter vector and covariance matrix. The bootstrapped seasonal and length class
values and random model parameters were then used to predict discard mortality rate estimates
by season and length class. Second, sampling data from the 2015 Marine Recreational
Information Program (MRIP) for the Gulf of Maine were resampled to account for haddock
discard patterns in the fishery by season and length class. Raw MRIP survey data of alive
haddock discards on headboat operations (M. Palmer, NOAA Northeast Fisheries Science
Center’s Population Dynamics Branch, personal communication) were first used to reconstruct
seasonal total length frequency distributions, sampling both fishing trips and fish within trips
with replacement, and estimating the proportion of haddock discarded in each season and
length class. The total number of haddock discarded seasonally in the fishery across all
recreational fishing platforms (e.g., for-hire and private vessels) was then randomly drawn
from a normal distribution based on MRIP survey estimates (and standard error [SE]) from the
Gulf of Maine in 2015 (Table 2.3). Data on the temperature differential between sea surface
and bottom waters and date were used to group haddock discard frequency estimates by season
since numbers were initially reported in two-month sampling periods (i.e., waves; Figure 2.3).
To calculate the overall fishery-scale discard mortality rate estimate, length class
proportions and effort data generated in phase two of the bootstrap routine were first combined
to estimate the total number of alive haddock discarded in each season and length class as
follows:
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Discardsseason,class = (𝑃season,class )(Discardsseason )

(Eq. 2)

where Pseason,class denotes the proportion of alive haddock discarded by season and length class
and Discardsseason is the estimated number of haddock discarded by season from the MRIP
survey. The total number of alive haddock discards per season and length class from Equation
(2) was then used as weights in an average of the season- and length class-specific discard
mortality rates calculated at the start of each bootstrap iteration. The distribution of bootstrap
values were used to establish the mean and 95% CIs for the fishery-scale discard mortality rate
estimate (Efron and Tibshirani 1993). Previous work by Capizzano et al. (2016) determined
that 1000 bootstrap iterations were suitable for properly and consistently characterizing
quantiles.

Results
A total of 2,442 haddock were captured and sampled between April 15 and October 27,
2015 (n = 19 trips, 75 total individual anglers) (Table 2.4) where only five haddock died upon
capture (<0.01%). Of the haddock to be successfully released overboard and into the study
area, the majority swam down immediately (96.7%) while the remaining individuals either
floated (3.1%) or were eaten by predators (< 0.01%). One hundred fifty-four haddock were
tagged with V9P or V13P acoustic transmitters for post-release fate monitoring and survival
modelling. Acoustically tagged haddock possessed similar capture characteristics to observed
haddock in the larger sample, and, in some instances, greater sample sizes for underrepresented
factor levels (Table 2.4).
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Post-release fate determinations
Of the haddock tagged with acoustic transmitters, 98 and 56 haddock were identified
as alive and dead, respectively, when accounting for at-vessel mortality and using the semiquantitative procedure. The discriminant function generated with movement data from
acoustically tagged haddock of known fate possessed an 88% fate classification accuracy,
which supported qualitatively re-assessing the inferred fate of all acoustic fish. Based on
reported recaptures of acoustically tagged fish, no haddock were incorrectly classified as dead
using the semi-quantitative procedure. Of the 56 mortalities, only one was attributed to
predation following release as visually confirmed by researchers in the field. Moreover, all
mortality events occurred within 2.5 d of release, with the majority dying within 24 h of release
(78.6%; n = 44; mean ± SD: 12.2 ± 16.4 h).

Evaluating the influence of covariates on discard mortality
For model selection, a consistent subset of data was used which contained haddock
with data for all eight covariates of interest (145 of the 154 haddock). An effect of season on
the probability that a fish was adversely affected by post-release discard mortality (π) produced
the best model fit during the first phase of step-wise model construction for survival data of
acoustically tagged haddock (Table 2.5). Despite a ΔAICc of less than one, a comparable
model with the effect of season on both the capture and handling mortality (τ) and probability
that a fish adversely affected by discard mortality (π) was not considered given the addition of
the season covariate on both terms did not significantly improve model fit. The addition of a
second covariate, specifically an effect of length class, on both the capture and handling
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mortality (τ) and the probability that a fish was adversely affected by discard mortality after
release (π) resulted in a reduction in AICc of over five units. The inclusion of a third covariate
did not result in better model fits based on ΔAICc and thus model selection ended. The final
model with two covariates was then fit to all acoustically tagged fish that had season and length
class data to estimate model parameters (152 of the 154 haddock). The final model produced
estimates that matched well with those from the empirical Kaplan-Meier estimator (Figure
2.4).
Most of the mortality is estimated to have occurred post-release (Table 2.6; Figure 2.4).
Post-release mortality rates in autumn were over three times greater than in spring for small
haddock and five times greater for large haddock. Mortality during capture and handling was
also higher for small haddock compared to large haddock during both seasons. The mean total
fishing-related (i.e., discard) mortality rate in spring was 31% for small haddock and 11% for
large haddock, while mean rates in autumn were 72% for small haddock and 47% for large
haddock.
Upon closer inspection, trends were revealed for covariates selected and included in
the final model, especially those subsumed within season. For instance, average sea surface
water temperatures in autumn (mean ± SD: 18.5 ± 1.1ºC) were 2.5 times greater than in the
spring (7.3 ± 2.8ºC) (MWW: p < 0.001), where their difference from bottom waters was also
significantly greater in the autumn (mean ± SD: 10.3 ± 1.6ºC difference) than in the spring (3.5
± 2.4ºC difference) (MWW: p <0.001). Such trends were also observed when comparing air
temperature between the autumn (18.9 ± 1.9ºC) and the spring (8.5 ± 3.5ºC) (MWW: p <
0.001). With respect to the observed length classes, results from the Pearson’s χ test suggested
2

more small haddock were captured in the autumn than spring and large haddock in the spring
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than autumn (χ2 = 95.24, d.f. = 1, p < 0.001). Although injury was not selected in the final
survival model, more small haddock were observed to be injured from capture and handling
than large haddock (χ2 = 12.29, d.f. = 1, p < 0.001). Further examination into injury presence
for all haddock revealed that the proportion of injured vs. uninjured fish differed by tackle type
(χ2 = 204.05, d.f. = 2, p < 0.001). Multiple comparisons between tackle groups suggested baited
J (p < 0.001) and circle hooks (p < 0.001) resulted in more haddock with no injury as compared
to jig and teaser setups, but there was no difference between these baited hooks (p > 0.05).

Quantifying a fishery-scale discard mortality rate estimate
An overall mean discard mortality rate of 63% (95% CIs: 52 - 74%) was estimated
for haddock captured and released in the 2015 Gulf of Maine recreational groundfish fishery.

Discussion
Factors influencing discard mortality
The parametric survival modelling approach identified the effect of season as the most
important predictor of haddock discard mortality, with increased mortality during the early
autumn. Later analyses revealed that average temperatures were greater in the autumn than
spring, where sea surface water temperatures exceeded 20ºC and produced temperature
differentials of at least 13ºC between bottom waters. Relatively high temperatures in certain
seasons can be one of the most important factors influencing fish mortality during catch-andrelease events (Davis 2002). Elevated temperatures, either sea surface or the differential
between surface and bottom waters, can disrupt physiological homeostasis and amplify
existing disturbances from the capture process, increasing mortality in discarded fish
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(Bartholomew and Bohnsack 2005; Arlinghaus et al. 2007; Gale et al. 2013), including other
gadoids like Atlantic cod (e.g., Suuronen et al. 2005; Milliken et al. 2009; Weltersbach and
Strehlow 2013). While the effect of temperature is compelling and potentially the sole
mortality contributor in this study, the interaction of other environmental factors that coincide
with season could have also influenced mortality. Rougher sea conditions from strong currents
or storms, for example, could extend fight and handling times of hooked haddock, thereby
increasing both strain and injury and air exposure in captured haddock (Davis 2002). Acute
exposure to high levels of ultraviolet radiation can cause oxidative stress, permanent eye
damage (Cullen and Monteith-McMaster 1993), or skin lesions and infections (Zagarese and
Williamson 2001), which can impact an animal’s fitness and survival post-release. Future insitu or laboratory work is therefore warranted to tease apart such factors and their relationship
with season.
The total length of haddock was also found to influence discard mortality, with smaller
fish experiencing higher mortality. Such length-dependent mortality has been frequently
observed after discarding in commercial and recreational fisheries for numerous finfish species
(Veldhuizen et al. 2018), including haddock in trawl and hook fisheries (e.g., Sangster et al.
1996; Huse and Soldal 2002; Ingólfsson et al. 2007). Yet, while the drivers of this inverse
relationship between length and mortality for haddock in hook fisheries remains unclear, it is
likely that small fish are more sensitive to fishing stressors and sublethal effects. The present
study, for example, observed more small haddock during the autumn where warm temperatures
can rapidly increase body core temperatures of small fish, causing physiological stress and
mortality (reviewed in Davis 2002). Larger hooks, despite having some size selectivity towards
larger fish, can still hook smaller fish and cause greater damage at the hooking site (Cooke and
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Suski 2004; Bartholomew and Bohnsack 2005). Further, small fish may be more vulnerable to
predation post-release due to their reduced visual acuity and poor swimming performance
(Raby et al. 2014), which has been corroborated for haddock in other capture fisheries (e.g.,
Breen et al. 2004). More data are therefore needed to evaluate the separate influence of such
factors on haddock discard mortality over varying sizes.
Although not meant to be an exhaustive review, certain covariates were not selected
for in the final survival model despite their influence on discard mortality in other species and
fisheries. For example, physical injury was not found to significantly influence haddock
mortality despite its deleterious effects on Atlantic cod in the same fishery (Capizzano et al.
2016). Tissue damage from hooking and handling is an inevitable consequence of recreational
fishing, where sustained injuries can be immediately lethal or cause behavioral impairments
that reduce growth, fitness, and survival post-release (reviewed in Cooke and Sneddon 2007).
Yet, the vast majority of captured and handled haddock (~72%) did not suffer physical injury
in the present study. In contrast to the former study where physical injury was largely
influenced by capture on jig and teaser (Capizzano et al. 2016), most haddock were captured
on baited hooks (76%) and hooked in the more shallow portions of the mouth (~81%). Such
hooking trends can be explained by the use of circle hooks given they are often recognized for
their ability to reduce deep-mouth hooking events (Cooke and Suski 2004). With respect to
fish captured with J-hooks, similar hooking trends were observed by Capizzano et al. (2016)
for Atlantic cod, suggesting the unique characteristics of this regional fishery (e.g., the leader’s
short dropper loop length and sinker weight dynamic, angler behavior) or species (e.g., feeding
morphology) can influence shallow-mouth hooking. It should be noted that despite observed
trends in this study, results do not suggest haddock are resilient to deep-mouth or body hooking
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and subsequent severe injuries but rather that these hooking locations and injuries do not occur
frequently.
The mortality of fish captured from greater depths is well-documented in both
commercial and recreational fisheries, yet was not identified to influence mortality in the
present study. The retrieval of fish from depth, while capable of causing stress and injury to
fish as they struggle with gear (Pálsson et al. 2003), is most notably recognized for its ability
to cause pressure-related injuries called barotraumas due to the rapid reduction in ambient
pressure (Rummer and Bennett 2005). This is especially evident in physoclistous fish where
air expansion inside the body cavity manifests as numerous injuries (e.g., overexpansion,
hemorrhaging, organ protrusion) that can impact survival or buoyancy control, with the latter
resulting in floating and increased predation risk (reviewed in Eberts and Somers 2017).
Although a physoclistous species, haddock captured from depths between ~45 and 65 m in this
study were rarely observed to have external signs of barotrauma and less than 1% were dead
when brought on deck. Such findings contrast with observed mortality rates for treatment
haddock (1 – 65%) monitored in cages anchored and retrieved from depths of 47 – 90 m
(Ingólfsson et al. 2007). Further, less than 3% of haddock floated upon release in this study,
which is similar to Atlantic cod captured at depths of 45 – 83 m in this fishery (~5%; Capizzano
et al. 2016). The resiliency of Atlantic cod to capture depth in this fishery likely results from
their ability to regulate buoyancy control after swim bladder puncture from rapid
decompression (Humborstad and Mangor-Jensen 2013), but the reasons for such resiliency in
haddock are unclear. Overall, results suggest haddock can tolerate capture from depths of up
to 65 m in this fishery, yet, while additional work can evaluate their susceptibility to capture
at depths >65 m, haddock in this fishery are rarely targeted beyond this depth.
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Estimated discard mortality rate
I provided an empirical fishery-scale discard mortality rate estimate for haddock in the
Gulf of Maine recreational fishery by extrapolating results from tagging experiments with
representative fishery-dependent sampling data. The overall fishery-scale haddock discard
mortality rate was estimated at approximately 63% for the Gulf of Maine recreational fishery
in 2015, which is somewhat higher than the speculated 50% discard mortality rate used in
earlier stock assessments and fishery management (Northeast Fisheries Science Center 2014;
2015). My estimated discard mortality rate was more than double the rate reported for haddock
monitored in seafloor-deployed cages after capture via rod-and-reel at depths of 90 m in the
western Gulf of Maine (17 – 25% between control and fish selected for surgical implantation
of acoustic transmitters; Sherwood 2009). However, considering its objectives and methods,
the study could have artificially reduced mortality by selecting haddock in only good condition,
applying an extended recovery period in chilled holding tanks, and prevented predation due to
the use of enclosures.
The onset of discard mortality for the majority of specimens (~78%) was acute,
generally occurring within 24 h of release, which is consistent with results from other studies
in gadoids. For instance, the majority of discard mortality has been reported to occur within
one day for both haddock (e.g., Beamish 1966; Hislop and Hemmings 1971; Soldal et al. 1993)
and Atlantic cod (e.g., Pálsson et al. 2003; Weltersbach and Strehlow 2013; Capizzano et al.
2016). However, a few other studies observed gadoid mortalities within a few days post-release
(3-8 d; Sangster et al. 1996; Milliken et al. 1999; Milliken et al. 2009). The majority of haddock
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discard mortality occurred post-release rather than during the capture and handling process as
observed in cod discarded in the same fishery (Capizzano et al. 2016).

Analytical considerations
The discriminant function proved to be a robust approach for determining mortalities
using vertical and horizontal movement data of fish with known fates. Such an approach was
capable of simultaneously integrating multiple movement metrics into a single analysis rather
than relying on independent analyses that often produced numerous and contradictory fate and
time of death designations for tagged haddock. Adapting the discriminant function analysis
around the programmed transmitter ping schedule also aided in more accurate determination
of mortality events and times. However, classification accuracy of the discriminant function
analysis relied on representative movement data of the control groups. An absence of such data
could reduce accuracy and increase the likelihood of misclassification errors (e.g., tag
shedding, predation) that bias the overall discard mortality rate estimate. Although there was a
resultant potential for bias in the discard mortality rate estimate, there are insufficient data to
quantify the direction and magnitude of such a bias and how to correct it. To address this, more
detailed acoustic telemetry investigations of controls and other post-release scenarios (e.g.,
predation) would be required.
Since a broader assessment of angler effort and catch rates was not available, the use
of the MRIP survey data set was most appropriate despite some limitations that could affect
the derived fishery-scale discard mortality rate estimates for the 2015 Gulf of Maine
recreational fishery. Raw MRIP length distribution data of alive haddock discards, for
example, were collected solely on headboat vessels and not on other for-hire (i.e., private
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charter) and private vessels, which could bias length distributions by not capturing potential
variation in fishing locations and behaviors among the different fishery sectors. Moreover,
the length sampling of haddock generally follows patterns in recreational catch, potentially
resulting in low sampling in seasons with lower catch (M. Palmer, NOAA Northeast
Fisheries Science Center’s Population Dynamics Branch, personal communication). The
estimated discard mortality rate was dependent upon the frequency of haddock discards from
each MRIP sampling wave and how quantities from each wave were divided into seasons for
the estimation. Changes in the seawater temperature differential during those sampling
waves, however, cannot be properly accounted for when extrapolating haddock releases due
to the 2-month duration of each wave, potentially biasing the discard mortality rate estimate.
Finally, the fishery-scale discard mortality rate estimate, while capable of summarizing
discard mortality during the 2015 fishing year, would be expected to fluctuate in response to
variability in annual discard patterns between fishing years. It thus may be more appropriate
to use season- and length class-specific discard mortality rate estimates with updated
haddock discard frequencies among these groupings when calculating annual total fishery
removals in future stock assessments.

Conclusions
The present study demonstrates the value of integrating results from survivorship
experiments with fishery-dependent data to a derive fishery-scale discard mortality rate
estimate. Both season and length class, for instance, appear to be the most informative
predictors and likely contributors to the mortality of discarded haddock in the Gulf of Maine
recreational fishery. Furthermore, the estimated discard mortality rate for haddock in the Gulf
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of Maine recreational groundfish fishery is greater than previous assumptions and would be
expected to vary with changes in annual fishery discard patterns. Based on these results,
season- and length class-specific discard mortality rate estimates from the present study have
been used to update estimates of fishery removals per fishing year, specifically from 2004–
2016 in recent stock assessment model updates, replacing the previously assumed 50%
discard mortality rate estimate (Northeast Fisheries Science Center 2017). Fishery managers
should consider implementing various size and seasonal fishing regulations that reduce
mortality risk to haddock discards, especially for small haddock captured and released during
warmer months or times of year. Captains and anglers should also consider avoiding fishing
grounds where smaller haddock are known to reside to further reduce such incidental
mortality risk. Additional work is needed to further define terminal tackle types that may
influence catch rates and size selectivity of haddock prior to concluding responsible fishing
practices for members of the angling community.
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Table 2.1. Recorded variables for each sampled haddock. All quantitative variables were
recorded using SI measurement units (in parentheses), while qualitative variables were defined
following Capizzano et al. (2016) (in italics). Air temperature data were obtained from the
nearest NOAA meteorological buoy (i.e., NERACOOS Gulf of Maine – B01 – Western Maine
Shelf), and water temperature data from Star-Oddi DST milli-L depth-temperature archival
tags (Star-Oddi Ltd., Iceland) deployed in the study area.
Category

Quantitative

Qualitative

Technical

Capture time (hh:mm)

Angler experience

Inexperienced;
experienced.

Depth (m)

Terminal tackle

Baited J-hooks; baited
circle hooks; jigs.

Fight time (s)

Hook location

Mouth (shallow,
medium, and deep);
body (any area outside
of mouth).

Handling time (s)

Hook removal
method

By hand; pliers;
dehooking tool.

Total length (cm)

Physical injury

1-none; 2-minor; 3moderate; 4-moribund.

Release behavior

Swam down; swam
erratically; sank;
floated.

Biological

Environmental

Air temperature (°C)
Water temperature (°C)
o
Surface
o
Bottom
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Table 2.2. Description of survival model variants for analyzing haddock data.
Assumptions for the capture and handling (CH; τ) and the probability of being adversely
affected by the fishing event (π) parameters of Equation (1) used to define the three competing
model variants for analyzing haddock survival data. The design matrix for the covariate(s) is
denoted by X and the vector of parameters for the effect of the covariates is β.
Variant Parameters

Description

1

τ = [1 + exp(−𝑋 ′ β1 )]−1
π = [1 + exp(−𝑋 ′ β2 )]−1

Covariate effects on the CH mortality and the
probability of being adversely affected by the
fishing event post-release

2

π = [1 + exp(−𝑋 ′ β3 )]−1

Covariate effect on the probability of being
adversely affected by the fishing event post-release
only

3

τ = [1 + exp(−𝑋 ′ β4 )]−1

Covariate effect on the CH mortality only
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Table 2.3. Fishery-dependent survey data of alive haddock discards in the Gulf of Maine
for the 2015 fishing year. Estimated discard frequencies per sampling wave/2-month period
were assigned to spring (April-July) or autumn (September-October) seasons using water
temperature data (see Figure 2.2) for the final extrapolation scheme. Data were collected by
the Marine Recreational Information Program (MRIP)1.

1

Wave (#)

Months

Discards (#)

Standard error (%)

Season

2

March/April

358

28.1

Spring

3

May/June

122079

16.8

Spring

4

July/August

329751

21.3

Autumn

5

September/October

46759

30.0

Autumn

National Marine Fisheries Service Fisheries Statistics Division, May 5, 2017, personal communication
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Table 2.4. Descriptive catch data for all sampled haddock. Such information includes
characteristics for haddock observations in the larger sample (n = 2288) and the acoustic
subsample (n = 154) by (A) numeric and (B) categorical variables. Descriptive statistics for
each numeric variable include the units, sample size (n), range, mean, and standard deviation
(± SD), whereas categorical variables include sample size and proportion (%) for each group.
Units for all numeric statistics (except sample size) are consistent with units used to measure
said variables.
(A)
Observations
Variable (unit)

Acoustic

n

Range

Mean ± SD

n

Range

Mean ± SD

Capture depth (m)

2190

43.9-66.1

56.4 ± 3.4

154

51.8-66.1

57.0 ± 3.5

Total length (cm)

2278

27.0-67.0

43.5 ± 7.5

152

31.0-69.0

45.9 ± 7.5

Fight time (s)

2153

22-260

71 ± 20

152

38-163

74 ± 20

Handling time (s)

2184

3-272

59 ± 31

153

24-298

104 ± 38

Air temperature
(°C)

2287

5.0-22.9

14.0 ± 4.6

154

5.0-22.9

13.6 ± 5.7

Sea surface
temperature (°C)

2262

4.6-23.1

11.8 ± 6.0

154

4.2-19.2

10.6 ± 6.4

Bottom
temperature (°C)

2149

3.6-10.4

6.3 ± 2.5

154

3.6-8.8

5.6 ± 2.2

Temperature
differential (°C)

2149

0.3-16.3

5.0 ± 3.9

154

0.3-11.9

5.0 ± 4.3
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(B)
Observations
Variable

Group

Tackle type

Hook location

n

%

n

%

Bait – J hooks

1296

56.9

68

13.7

Bait – Circle hooks

463

20.3

21

44.5

Jig and teaser

519

22.8

64

41.8

Mouth - Shallow

1630

71.7

81

52.6

Mouth - Medium

435

19.1

23

14.9

9

0.4

1

0.7

Body

201

8.8

49

31.8

1 – None

1677

73.8

67

44.4

2 – Minor

504

22.2

56

37.1

3 – Moderate

71

3.1

21

13.9

4 – Severe

22

0.9

7

4.6

2167

96.7

145

96.6

Floated

72

3.2

4

2.7

Predation

2

0.1

1

0.7

Inexperienced

935

41.0

40

26.3

Experienced

1347

59.0

112

73.7

Mouth - Deep

Injury score

Release behavior

Angler skill

Acoustic

Swam down
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Table 2.5. Summary of model selection for haddock survival data. Model variant and
covariate selection results were obtained using maximum likelihood and a forward selection
procedure (see Appendix A) with survival data from acoustically-tagged haddock. Length class
categories for small and large haddock in the acoustic subsample were based on total lengths
of <50 cm and ≥50 cm, respectively. Presented ΔAICc refer to the AICc difference between
the present model run and final “best” fitting model.
Run

Covariate(s)

Variant

AICc

ΔAICc

-

~1

-

294.7274

25.4370

1a

~ season

2

274.5435

5.2531

~ season

1

274.3171

5.0267

~ season + length class

1

269.2904

0

2a
a

denotes the row with the selected model variant and covariate(s) for that model run.
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Table 2.6. Model estimates of survival data information for acoustically-tagged haddock.
Sample sizes and estimates of key parameters (with 95% confidence intervals; in parentheses)
for the analysis of survival data for haddock with acoustic transmitters are represented by
season and length class based on a threshold value of 50 cm. The number of fish that died upon
release (dead), that died during capture and handling or immediately after release (leftcensored) and that were last seen alive (right-censored) are presented by season and length
class.
Sample size (#)
Season

Fishing mortality rates (%)
Capturehandling

Post-release

Total

41

13.0
(7.6, 22.1)

17.6
(8.8, 31.6)

30.6
(20.1, 44.9)

1

30

2.5
(0.4, 16.0)

8.8
(3.1, 21.6)

11.2
(4.9, 27.5)

20

10

16

13.0
(7.6, 22.1)

59.2
(41.4, 72.6)

72.2
(56.4, 84.7)

3

0

8

2.5
(0.4, 16.0)

44.3
(21.3, 69.9)

46.7
(24.0, 74.5)

Length

Dead

Left Right

<50

7

6

≥50

3

<50
≥50

Spring

Autumn
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Figure 2.1. The study site and sampling locations for haddock on (A) the central portion
of Jeffreys Ledge in the western Gulf of Maine (USA). (B) All fishing was performed within
the array of 32 acoustic receivers (small dots) which passively monitored the movements of
haddock with transmitters for 191 days to infer post-release fate. Circles with dashed lines
surrounding each receiver indicate the predicted 470 m detection radius according to 50%
mean detection likelihood from range testing. Bathymetric contour lines represent depths of
50 m (light grey) and 70 m (dark grey).
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Figure 2.2. A subsample of haddock was selected for acoustic telemetry to identify the
influence of various capture-related factors on post-release fate. (A) Pressure-sensing
acoustic transmitters with green spaghetti tags were (B) externally affixed to selected haddock
through their dorsal musculature, which (C) allowed fish to be tagged in a quick and efficient
manner.
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Figure 2.3. A time series of water temperature for the Massachusetts Bay (A) buoy in
2015. Plotted values represent temperatures at the surface (2 m; light blue) and seafloor (50 m;
dark blue). Marine Recreational Information Program (MRIP) sampling waves (dotted lines;
top axis) and dates of acoustic transmitter deployments in spring (blue) and autumn (orange)
seasons are also displayed.
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Figure 2.4. Non-parametric and model-based estimates of survival functions for haddock
released with acoustic transmitters. Survival functions include released haddock in the
spring (left) and autumn (right) in two length groups, < 50 cm (red) and ≥ 50 cm (green), where
time zero is the time of release back into the water. Shaded areas indicate the 95% confidence
intervals for the Kaplan-Meier survivor function estimates, the solid lines are estimates from
the preferred survival model, and the circle location and size indicate the occurrence and
relative number of censored observations. The inset plots in each panel show the finer scale
survival functions during the first five days after release, when all of the discard-related
mortality is estimated to have occurred.
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CHAPTER 3
EVALUATION OF METHODS TO REVERSE THE ACUTE EFFECTS OF
BAROTRAUMAS AND REDUCE THE MORTALITY
OF CUSK (BROSME BROSME) DISCARDED IN THE GULF OF MAINE
RECREATIONAL FISHERY

Abstract
Cusk (Brosme brosme) is an increasingly important species to recreational anglers in
the Gulf of Maine multispecies fishery for groundfish, but it may be subjected to future size
and possession limits due to its population status. However, given its susceptibility to
barotraumas when reeled up from depth, the utility of such measures is predicated on
whether cusk can survive capture and release. To identify responsible fishing practices for
the catch-and-release of cusk, I estimated the discard mortality rate of cusk in the Gulf of
Maine recreational fishery, both in its present state and with intervening measures to reduce
mortality. Pilot fishing trips were initially conducted to assess the ability of barotraumatized
cusk to re-submerge on their own when released at the surface and therefore their baseline
discard mortality in the current fishery. A large-scale sampling effort was then conducted to
collect data on 446 cusk across a range of authentic fishery conditions between June and
October 2016. A subsample of 74 cusk were externally tagged with acoustic transmitters and
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released on the seafloor with a descending device to assess their post-release movements and
fate over a 134 d period. A suite of survival analyses were then applied to evaluate which
factors influence cusk discard mortality and if their effect could be reversed by establishing
responsible fishing practices. Overall, I observed an assumed discard mortality rate of 74%
of cusk released at the surface and an estimated mean discard mortality rate of 26% of
acoustically-tagged cusk released with a descending device. Survival analyses did not
identify the influence of any variable on cusk discard mortality, thereby confirming the
successful re-submergence of cusk with descending devices is most effective at mitigating
barotrauma and mortality. Extensive outreach efforts will communicate findings to
assessment and management personnel for consideration in future decisions, as well as
educate anglers, on the efficacy of using descending devices to release cusk.

Introduction
Cusk, Brosme brosme, is a benthic finfish species that is distributed throughout the
North Atlantic with distinct population segments in the northwest Atlantic, including the
Gulf of Maine, Georges Bank, and the Scotian Shelf (Knutsen et al. 2009; Hare et al. 2012).
Within the Gulf of Maine, cusk is often found on hard, rocky substrate in moderately deep
waters with an observed preference for waters 120 to 140 m deep (Hare et al. 2012). After
remaining at or near record low biomass levels in U.S. waters for nearly two decades, this
data-poor species was designated as a Species of Concern by the NOAA National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) in 2004. Given this designation and the paucity of data, cusk is
currently undergoing a status review to determine whether an Endangered Species listing is
warranted (Department of Commerce 2007).
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Cusk is commonly captured in commercial and recreational fisheries in the Gulf of
Maine and an increasingly important species for anglers given the current availability of
Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) and haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus). For example, due
to the present and critically-depleted state of Gulf of Maine Atlantic cod (Northeast Fisheries
Science Center 2017), the recreational harvest of cod has been prohibited or stringently
regulated since 2015 (Department of Commerce 2015; 2016; 2017; 2018). Moreover,
because Atlantic cod and haddock aggregate on similar fishing grounds, regulations are often
implemented on the haddock stock as a measure to prevent high discarding of cod in the Gulf
of Maine recreational groundfish fishery. Consequently, recreational fishing effort directed
towards cusk is expected to increase in coming years as anglers shift their focus away from
cod and other species with strict regulations. Considering the status of the cusk population,
an increase in fishing mortality presents a concern for the management of this species.
Recreational landings of cusk have been increasing since 2006 (up to 25% of the total
catch), and the magnitude of discards in the recreational sector is often higher than in the
commercial fisheries based on the most recent data (Tallack 2012). Moreover, recreational
discard rates may increase further if size restrictions or possession limits are imposed in the
future, a distinct possibility given the aforementioned Species of Concern designation and
ongoing status review. However, the enactment of such policies relies heavily on the fate of
cusk discarded in this fishery (i.e., discard mortality). For example, high unconditional
discard mortality would mandate maximum reductions in discard rates. In this case, closures
centralized around core cusk habitat could instead be implemented to reduce the probability
of incidental catches of cusk while targeting other groundfish species. Therefore,
investigating and estimating reliable discard mortality rates in the recreational fishery is
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critical for the effective management of the species, especially given the potential cascading
effects on recreational fishing opportunities for other species.
Nonetheless, the utility of discarding cusk to reduce overall fishing mortality is
frequently scrutinized due to the speculation that cusk suffer high discard mortality when
released at the surface. Cusk, like other gadoids in the Gulf of Maine, have physoclistous
swim bladders and experience barotrauma, or injuries from the rapid decompression in
ambient pressure as fish are reeled up from deep waters upon capture (Carlson 2012). Such
catastrophic decompression can result in numerous visible injuries, including swim bladder
overexpansion, external hemorrhaging, and organ protrusion, as well as other physiological
disruptions that are not immediately apparent (Eberts and Somers 2017). Even if fish are
capable of recovering from such injuries, barotrauma disrupts buoyancy control in fish and
can prevent them from submerging upon release at the surface. Consequently, fish can suffer
increased physiological stress due to unfavorable environmental conditions (i.e., thermal
shock or asphyxiation while floating inverted) and are prone to increased post-release
predation (Jarvis and Lowe 2008). Runnebaum (2017) frequently observed cusk to float upon
release in this region’s commercial lobster fishery, it is assumed the inability to submerge is
the primary source of mortality for cusk. Yet, cusk discard mortality in the Gulf of Maine
recreational fishery, which represents the largest source of discards and a catch-and-release
process, remains unstudied.
If recreational discard mortality is found to be high in cusk, then investigating
methods to increase survival will be imperative. Descending devices that forcefully return
decompressed fishes back to depth with ambient pressure have shown great promise in
promoting survival in other physoclistous fish that suffer barotraumas (Hannah and Matteson
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2007; Butcher et al. 2012; Pribyl et al. 2012). Although performed with a lobster pot,
Runnebaum (2017) observed that cusk could survive barotrauma in the Gulf of Maine
commercial lobster fishery if they were forcefully recompressed to depth. While observations
from these studies are promising, a more robust evaluation is required, including tracking of
released cusk fully at liberty for extended periods to determine whether descending devices
truly reduce mortality. Furthermore, even if descending devices successfully prevent acute
mortality, delayed mortality may still occur due to critical aspects of capture, handling, and
release, or some combination of these factors, in the hours and days following release (Davis
2002; Arlinghaus et al. 2007; Brownscombe et al. 2017).
This supports the need for a broad-scale study that accounts for the full range of
potential variables influencing cusk discard mortality, and monitors discarded cusk beyond
the initial few days after catch-and-release. Importantly, a careful assessment of the
biological, environmental, and technical factors, including the use of descending devices,
during the fishing process against any observed delayed mortality can illuminate responsible
fishing practices that recreational anglers should employ to reduce the probability of cusk
mortality after release. As such, I employed a phased approach to estimate the discard
mortality rate of cusk discarded in the Gulf of Maine recreational fishery, both in its present
state and with intervening measures to reduce discard mortality.

Methods
Prior to the large-scale sampling and acoustic telemetry effort, pilot fishing trips were
conducted with industry partners to assess the ability of barotraumatized cusk to re-submerge
on their own when released at the surface and therefore their baseline discard mortality in the
current fishery. A total of 146 cusk were captured at depths between 44.2 and 98.1 m on 18
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fishing trips from August – October 2015 and May – June 2016 (see Appendix B; Table B.1
and Table B.2). Nearly 95.9% of the cusk presented some observable manifestation of
barotrauma upon landing, including exopthalmia, stomach eversion, abdominal distension,
subcutaneous gas bubbles, and vent prolapse (Figure 3.1), where only 1.4% had all five
symptoms (see Appendix B; Table B.3). Of the 69 cusk whose behavior was observed
following release at the surface, 73.9% (n = 51) floated and were unable to submerge on their
own, which also included specimens with extended observation periods. While resubmergence success was higher than anticipated, it was clear that releasing cusk at the
surface would not be recommended. It was therefore decided that all cusk affixed with
acoustic transmitters would be released at depth with a descending device to prevent any
unnecessary predation and transmitter loss.

Study site and sampling
A large-scale sampling effort was conducted to properly assess and estimate the
discard mortality of cusk descended to depth in the Gulf of Maine recreational fishery. Cusk
were captured between June and October 2016 on northern Jeffreys Ledge in the western
Gulf of Maine (Figure 3.2), which was known by industry partners for having high catch
rates of cusk. Because it was far away from maritime traffic, the study site was also
appropriate for maintaining an acoustic receiver array necessary for monitoring the postrelease fate of cusk. Trips coincided with the region’s peak recreational fishing effort to best
represent fishing conditions in the Gulf of Maine.
Cusk were captured by volunteer anglers aboard recreational for-hire vessels F/V
Annie B (12.8 m; Capt. Nate Ribblett, Eastman’s Docks) and F/V Too Far (8 m; Capt. Marc
Stettner). Prior to fishing, each volunteer angler was required to complete a brief
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questionnaire to quantify their fishing experience level with respect to this groundfish fishery
(Capizzano et al. 2016). Volunteer anglers were then supplied with a standardized rod-andreel setup consisting of a Shakespeare Ugly Stik rod (model BWB 1120 – 2.4 m), Penn
Senator reel (model 4/0 113H), and a “high-low” groundfishing rig, a configuration with a
lead sinker at the bottom with two hooks attached through dropper loops. Given cusk are
typically found among rocky substrate, all rigs were standardized with two Mustad J-hooks
(size 5/0, model 92671-GL) baited with Atlantic surf clams (Spisula solidissima) and a lead
weight suitable for sea conditions to minimize tackle loss. Anglers were then allowed to fish,
unhook, and handle cusk at their own discretion to promote authentic fishing scenarios,
whereupon a suite of factors were recorded for each cusk landed on deck to aid in identifying
if any factors contribute to discard mortality (Table 3.1). Stopwatches were provided to each
volunteer angler to record the fight time, unhooking time, and handling time. Due to the
conservative nature of using baited J-hooks (Capizzano et al. 2016), the anatomical hook
location and degree of physical injury from capture and handling were not recorded unless
exceptional.

Tagging and post-release fate monitoring
A subsample of the captured cusk was tagged externally with acoustic transmitters to
monitor their post-release movements and fate similar to previous discard mortality studies in
this fishery (Capizzano et al. 2016). Given the impact on the later survival analysis, cusk
were selected for the subsample based on the need to distribute transmitters equally across
the presence of barotraumas as well as total lengths and handling times observed in the study.
Pressure-sensing VEMCO acoustic transmitters (model V13P-1H, 13 x 48 mm, 13 g in-air,
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6.5 g in-water, pressure sensor max depth 204 m [accuracy ± 10 m, resolution 1.5 m];
VEMCO Division, AMIRIX Systems Inc., Halifax, Nova Scotia) were affixed to the dorsal
musculature of selected cusk via end caps to a single Floy FT-4 cinch up tag (Floy Tag &
Mfg, Inc., Seattle, WA, USA) (Figure 3.3). In all cases, the transmitters were programmed
with ping delays based on the competing needs of data resolution and battery life (i.e., every
2 min for the first 7 d, 5 min for the next 120 d, and 10 min for the remainder of the battery
[~ 4 yrs]). All cusk, including those selected for the acoustic subsample, were also tagged in
a similar location with two conventional Floy FT-94 T-bar anchor tags to evaluate postrelease survivorship via fishery-dependent recaptures. All cusk that did not die during
capture and handling were then lowered to the seafloor with the Shelton Fish Descender
descending device (Figure 3.4). Although a variety of descending devices are commerciallyavailable to anglers, the Shelton Fish Descender was considered due to its cost-effective
nature and ability to bring fish to the seafloor without mechanical errors.
The post-release movements and fate of cusk tagged with acoustic transmitters and
released on the benthos were monitored by a passive acoustic array (n = 40; model VR2W-69
kHz and VR2Tx-69 kHz; Figure 3.2). In contrast to passive acoustic telemetry arrays that
simply yield presence-absence data, the present array used the VEMCO Positioning System
(VPS) to estimate fine-scale positions (i.e., latitude and longitude) of tagged cusk and more
accurately identify post-release fate designations. The VPS array was deployed for a period
of 134 d (June 1 – October 13, 2016) on the study area with a 100% receiver retention rate.
Following methods applied by Capizzano et al. (2016), I used movement data
collected from fish with known fates to help characterize the post-release fate of cusk among
the acoustic subsample. A subset of cusk (n = 6) were intentionally sacrificed (i.e., known
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dead fish), affixed with acoustic transmitters, and released into the array to serve as negative
controls. The transmitter affixed to one negative control was determined to be preyed or
scavenged upon after visual inspection of the positional data. As such, the negative control
was subsequently removed from the group, reducing my negative control sample size to n =
5. In contrast, cusk tagged with acoustic transmitters that were later confirmed alive via
recapture (n = 6) were used as positive controls to distinguish behavior for living cusk (i.e.,
confirmed alive fish). However, the positive control sample was reduced to five because one
positive control was determined to suffer tag loss while at large and it was not possible to
identify when the event occurred.

Data analysis
All statistical analyses were performed with the computing software R (R Core Team
2019). Statistical significance was accepted at a level of p < 0.05.

Capture characteristics
Non-parametric and contingency table statistical analyses were performed to identify
potential relationships between factors recorded for each fishing event that could aid with
conducting survival analyses (Capizzano et al. 2016). For instance, Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon
(MWW) tests were used to describe if grouping variables caused variation in continuous
measurements of capture factors for cusk (e.g., angler experience vs. unhooking times). In
cases where covariates possessed three or more levels, a Kruskal Wallis test was used to
assess the potential influence of each factor level on a continuous variable (e.g., total length
vs. capture month). The Pearson’s χ test was also applied to count data to evaluate if
2

observed frequencies varied significantly by covariates. If results were found to be
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statistically significant, post hoc pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni corrections to adjust
for significance value inflation were then performed to identify potential relationships
between levels.

Fate assessment
The fate (i.e., alive or dead) of cusk tagged with acoustic transmitters was identified
by comparing vertical and horizontal movements to positive and negative control cusk. Prior
to analysis, VPS detection data were initially vetted for irrational detection data that
coincided with transmitter failures. Depth measurements from each transmitter were also
corrected for tidal influences in the study area using package oce (Kelley and Richards
2017). Given the impact of misclassified fate assignments in longitudinal survival analyses, I
employed a three-step approach to determine individual fish fate similar to Zemeckis et al.
(2020). Step 1 involved the use of a linear discriminant function, which creates a function
capable of classifying individuals of unknown fate into groups based on metrics from
individuals of known fate (White and Ruttenberg 2007) using solely acoustic detection data.
A linear discriminant function was created using gross movement metrics from positive (n =
5), negative (n = 5), and preyed/scavenged (n =1) control cusk, specifically the logtransformed mean area covered by cusk while at large. Although a suite of gross movement
metrics were generated, a stepwise forward model selection procedure using the Wilk’s
Lambda criterion in package klaR (Weihs et al. 2005) identified only one for its ability to
properly classify cusk of known fate. When tested for its predictive accuracy on control cusk,
the linear discriminant function demonstrated a 63% classification accuracy (80% for alive,
40% for dead, and 100% for preyed/scavenged upon fish). The linear discriminant function
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was executed using the R package MASS (version 7.3-45; Venables and Ripely 2002) and
resulted in a fate assignment (i.e., alive, dead, or predation/scavenged) for each fish.
Step 2 included the comparison of site affinity to suitable habitat using the utilization
distribution of each tagged cusk following methods outlined by Dean et al. (2012). A
utilization distribution is a measure of space use that describes the likelihood of a tracked
animal occurring in a given area during the time of observation (Dean et al. 2012). In contrast
to a traditional kernel density estimator, which does not account for the sequence of observed
relocations, the Brownian bridge movement model (BBMM) creates a probability density
around each successive pair of relocations. The accumulation of these probability densities
for each successive bridge between relocations produces a utilization distribution (Horne et
al. 2007; Dean et al. 2012). Mean location error (δ) and Brownian motion variance (m2)
smoothing parameters were calculated from processed VPS data, allowing for the generation
of a BBMM for each tagged cusk using package adehabitatHR (Calenge 2006). With local
ecological knowledge from industry partners and movement data on positive control fish (n =
5), rocky bathymetric relief at depths less than 50 m were identified as suitable habitat for
this species (see Appendix B; Figure B.1). Therefore, for each tagged cusk, a 95%
probability contour from the BBMM (i.e., the area inside of which there is a 95% probability
of locating the tagged fish; hereafter UD95) was overlaid on a 4m gridded bathymetric raster
of the study area (see Appendix B; Figure B.2). Tagged fish with more than half of their
UD95 shallower than 50 m depth were considered alive due to maintaining their position on
structure, while tagged fish removed from the rocky substrate were inferred as dead.
Fish were then assigned an appropriate fate based on results from Steps 1 and 2 as
well as the amount of collected detection data. For instance, all fish that were detected for > 3
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h, possessed > 10 detections, and whose fate was predicted to be the same by both the linear
discriminant (i.e., Step 1) and site affinity (i.e., Step 2) analyses (n = 48) were assigned the
appropriate fate. For cusk that met these basic data collection requirements but had a fate
discrepancy between the discriminant analysis and site affinity analyses (n = 14), their final
fate was determined in Step 3 by using: (I) a semi-quantitative assessment of the horizontal
and vertical movement patterns of each fish over time that placed particular emphasis on the
comparison of their movements to those evident in both positive and negative controls; and
(II) analysis of horizontal movements in relation to assumed suitable habitat. A time of death
was determined for all cases where a tagged cusk was inferred to be dead. Finally, for those
fish that were detected for ≤3 h or possessed ≤10 VPS positional estimates (n = 16), either
due to a brief monitoring period from emigration or signal attenuation, their final fate was
identified as alive since there was not enough information to confidently infer a mortality.

Longitudinal analysis
Because the continuous acoustic monitoring of tagged cusk identified the time when
fish either died or were last observed alive (i.e., longitudinal data), traditional survival analyses
were used to address two objectives. The first objective was to evaluate the suitability of
capture-related variables (i.e., covariates) for predicting survival and then to identify a
parsimonious subset of these that best predict survival. Using this subset of covariates, the
second objective assessed whether potential models were capable of describing survival over
time (i.e., survival function; Cox and Oakes 1984) and estimating the overall discard mortality
of tagged cusk. To prepare for such analyses, each tagged cusk was characterized by three
components: (a) the time duration they were monitored in the acoustic receiver array, (b) their
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fate status at the end of their monitoring duration (i.e., dead, censored), and (c) recorded values
for relevant capture-related covariates that may influence survival.
A combination of non-parametric and semi-parametric longitudinal survival analyses
were used to address objective (1) following procedures outlined by Knotek at al. (2018).
First, the empirical Kaplan-Meier (KM) estimator was used to visually explore the individual
impact of capture-related covariates on the survival function (Cox and Oakes 1984). Being
entirely non-parametric, the KM estimator is a function of only the data, following the
proportion of individuals alive at each time interval in the absence of censored observations.
In instances where the KM estimator generated multiple survival functions for a categorical
covariate, the Peto & Peto modification of the Gehan-Wilcoxon log-rank test was used to
evaluate if two or more survival functions are statistically different (Harrington and Fleming
1982).
Twelve covariates were identified a priori as potentially influencing discard mortality
in cusk: fight time, unhooking time, handling time, fish total length, capture depth, capture
month, seawater temperature differential, and the five barotrauma symptoms. Despite its
impact on barotrauma and survival in other physoclistous fishes (Benaka et al. 2016), the
capture depth covariate was dropped due to the limited depth range (7.3 m range) observed
during sampling. The capture month covariate was originally considered for future analyses
due to producing significantly different survival functions (p < 0.05), but ultimately removed
due to small sample sizes in June and September. Preliminary KM estimators and log-rank
tests supported the use of coarser categorizations of the remaining covariates, either by
binning continuous covariates at their median value or combining groups in categorical
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covariates to produce meaningful associations, resulting in ten total candidate covariates for
describing survival.
Because the KM estimator is a univariate analysis, a mixed effects Cox proportional
hazards model (CPHM) was therefore used to simultaneously evaluate the additive effect of
multiple covariates as predictors of survival (Cox 1972; Therneau and Grambsch 2000). The
model is expressed as:

ℎ̂(𝑡) = ℎ0 (𝑡) ∙ exp(𝑋′𝛽 + 𝑍′𝑏)

(Eq. 1)

where ℎ̂(𝑡) is the instantaneous probability of mortality at time t conditional on having
survived to time t (i.e., the estimated hazard function), which is a function of a non-parametric
baseline hazard function h0(t), a vector of covariates X’, and a Gaussian random effect Z’.
Because this class of survival analysis is semi-parametric, it makes no assumption about the
shape of h0(t), but assumes that the ratio of hazards for two individuals is constant over time
and is a function of both the covariates and random effects (Cox 1972). The random effect of
“sampling trip” was considered to account for any within-trip correlations (Benoît et al. 2010).
A parsimonious subset of relevant capture-related covariates that best predict for
survival was identified using a mixed effects CPHM, where “sampling” trip was treated as a
random effect. Model selection procedures for identifying the most parsimonious model
followed a stepwise forward selection procedure based on delta-values of Akaike’s
Information Criterion corrected for small sample sizes (ΔAICc; Burnham and Anderson
2002) according to Benoît et al. (2010). Variables were incrementally added to the interceptonly model where candidate models were compared for fit using AICc. Similarly, variables
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were only retained in the candidate model if their inclusion resulted in a ΔAICc of at least
three units from the previous model with the lowest AICc value (i.e., the ‘best fit’ model). If
candidate models had an equal number yet different composition of variables and an AIC
score ≤ 3 units, both were kept and considered equally plausible. Covariates that ultimately
produced the ‘best fit’ model would be used in the subsequent parametric modeling approach
as predictors for survival, however, none of the ten candidate covariates were selected.
Therefore, to properly address objective (2), survival data from all cusk tagged with
acoustic transmitters were fit with the parametric mixture-distribution model to account for
fish that leave the array before suffering mortality (i.e., right-censored individuals) following
methods by Benoît et al. (2015). Briefly, the parametric model is defined as:

𝑆(𝑡) = 𝜋 ∙ exp[−(𝛼 ∙ 𝑡)𝛾 ] + (1 − 𝜋)

(Eq. 2)

where S(t) is the probability of surviving to time t, π is the probability that an individual was
adversely affected by the fishing event (i.e., discard mortality rate), and α and γ are respectively
the scale and shape parameters of an underlying Weibull distribution that describes the attrition
of fish that will die after release due to the fishing event. From Eq. 2, S(t) reaches an asymptotic
value of 1 – π once all mortality associated with the capture, handling, and release process
(including delayed mortality) has occurred. Visual assessment of the cusk survival data
provided strong evidence that the overall cusk survival function had the tendency to asymptote
(see Appendix B; Figure B.3). Additional details and justification of this model form, including
the incorporation of covariate effects on the α, π, or both terms and use of maximum likelihood
methods for fitting data to the model, are provided in Benoît et al. (2012; 2015).
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Two parametric model variants were thus constructed and fitted to the data based on
different assumptions (Table 3.2). Parametric model variants were fit using maximum
likelihood estimation and visually assessed by plotting the predicted survival function along
the KM estimates and 95% confidence intervals. Relative fit between model variants was
quantified and compared using ΔAICc to provide the best overall discard mortality rate
estimate. A combined empirical and parametric bootstrap routine of 1000 iterations was
conducted to determine the uncertainty surrounding the discard mortality rate estimate of the
final model variant. Following procedures by Capizzano et al. (2016) and Knotek et al. (2018),
random parameter values of the preferred survival model were drawn from a multivariatenormal distribution based on the estimated parameter vector and covariance matrix to simulate
model parameter uncertainty. The randomly drawn model parameters were then used to
estimate the discard mortality rate at asymptote. The distribution of bootstrap values were used
to establish the mean and 95% CIs for the discard mortality rate estimate (Efron and Tibshirani
1993).

Results
Capture characteristics
In total, 446 individual cusk were captured by 56 different anglers across 18 fishing
trips from June 14 to October 8, 2016 (Table 3.3). Cusk averaged 57.0 (SD ± 6.5) cm in total
length and were caught at depths ranging from 31 to 62 m (mean ± SD: 50.3 ± 3.0 m) (Table
3.4). One or more signs of barotrauma were observed in nearly all captured cusk (97.3%).
Stomach eversion and coelomic distension were the most commonly observed barotrauma
symptoms among captured cusk, present in 66% and 46% of sampled cusk, respectively.
Vent prolapse was evident in 44% of all cusk, while exopthalmia and subcutaneous gas
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bubbles were less common, present in only 24% and 15% of cusk, respectively. No notable
patterns emerged to support relationships between capture and handling variables after the
use of non-parametric and contingency table analyses.

Fate assessment
A total of 74 acoustic transmitters were deployed on cusk to monitor their postrelease fate and estimate discard mortality. However, while all transmitters were detected at
some time in the array, only 68 transmitters yielded positional estimates necessary for
inferring mortality. Positional data can only be calculated when a transmitter was detected on
three or more receivers. Despite the short nominal delay programmed on each transmitter to
gather additional movement data, the study area’s bathymetric relief likely produced signal
attenuation that resulted in fewer detections for those six fish.
Using the three-step, semi-quantitative procedure and accounting for the fate of
recaptured fish, 58 and 16 cusk were inferred to be alive and dead, respectively. The 58
individuals designated as alive included the six cusk with acoustic transmitters that did not
yield any positional estimates from the VPS array because they were alive when released
from the vessel. Moreover, 16 cusk were deemed alive given they did not possess the
minimum data requirements (i.e., ≤3 h of monitoring or ≤10 VPS positional estimates) for
confidently inferring mortality. When examining the 16 dead animals, three fish were
inferred to be preyed upon their release due to their horizontal movement and emigration
from the array. Moreover, all cusk mortality in the acoustic subsample occurred within the
first 8.5 d after release with the majority dying within one day of release (62.5%; n = 10;
mean ± SD: 1.4 ± 2.4 d).
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Six cusk with acoustic transmitters and six with conventional T-bar tags (n = 12 total)
were recaptured and reported during the study. Recaptured cusk were at liberty anywhere
from 15 to 741 d (June 2016 – August 2018). When initially captured and released,
recaptured cusk ranged in size between 46.0 and 64.0 cm (mean ± SD: 57.0 ± 5.8 cm) and
were caught at depths ranging from 46.9 to 57.6 m (mean ± SD: 49.0 ± 3.1 m). Nearly 83.3%
(n = 10) of the recaptured cusk displayed some symptoms of barotrauma when first released,
but none experienced four or five symptoms of barotrauma (see Appendix B; Table B.4).
Moreover, of the cusk observed to suffer physical injury (n = 10), only one cusk had the
minor physical trauma. Cusk for which the recapture position was reported (n = 10) traveled
a mean (± SD) straight line distance of 0.62 (± 0.56) km with a maximum distance of 1.61
km (see Appendix B; Table B.4, Figure B.4).

Longitudinal analysis
A mixed-effects CPHM was used to assess the ability of ten candidate covariates for
predicting cusk survival. However, as previously mentioned, none of the ten covariates
reduced the intercept model by more than 3 ΔAICc, which was interpreted as cusk survival
was not affected by these capture-related covariates. The Weibull (W1) and Mixture (M1)
model variants, or models with no covariate effects (i.e., intercept only), were therefore used
to analyze the overall cusk survival function. The M1 model was found to produce the best
fit to the overall cusk survival function, resulting in an AICc reduction of 14.7 units from the
W1 model (AICc = 113.15) (Figure 3.5). Furthermore, the M1 model fit the overall survival
function and specific Kaplan-Meier confidence intervals well due to the stabilization in
survival over time (Figure 3.5). Using estimates from the M1 model with the parametric and
empirical bootstrap routine, a mean discard mortality rate of 26.1% (95% CI: 17.2 – 38.2%)
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was estimated for acoustically-tagged cusk released at depth using a descending device
(Figure 3.6).

Discussion
The current study observed that nearly 74% of cusk released at the surface
immediately floated and could not submerge on their own. These results contrast with those
of Runnebaum (2017) who reported that only 42% of cusk released in the Gulf of Maine
commercial lobster pot fishery floated on the surface immediately after release. This
discrepancy could be attributed to Runnebaum (2017) catching cusk in depths shallower than
the current study (< 31 m), where cusk swam away came from shallower depths than those
that floated at the surface. Although barotrauma can cause a suite of internal traumas
(Rummer and Bennett 2005), the expansion of swim bladder gases can prevent a discarded
fish from returning to depth (Hannah et al. 2008), thereby increasing the chance of mortality
(Eberts and Somers 2017). Given that the longer a discarded fish remains at the surface
would increase the likelihood of mortality, cusk observed to float during my pilot work were
also inferred to suffer mortality. Similar to Runnebaum (2017), my results therefore suggest
this 74% rate of floating is similar to the mortality rate of cusk released at the surface in this
fishery.
Despite this, the current study estimated a 26% discard mortality rate for cusk
released at depth with descending devices, suggesting recompression via a descending device
is likely a more sustainable discarding practice than being released at the surface. This is
similar to Runnebaum (2017) who observed a 25% discard mortality rate for cusk after 4 –
14 d of being recompressed in lobster pots, where animals were visually confirmed to be
dead upon retrieval. Overall, barotrauma relief methods generally improve the survival of
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fish that would otherwise die on the surface (Eberts and Somers 2017). However, while
venting can be potentially lethal if administered incorrectly (Wilde 2009; Scyphers et al.
2013), the choice to use descending devices or swim bladder venting remains unclear and
should be decided on a case-by-case basis until more research is conducted (Eberts and
Somers 2017). To this end, the present project provides sufficient evidence that descending
devices can greatly reduce the mortality of cusk suffering barotrauma in the Gulf of Maine
recreational groundfish fishery. Given a variety of devices are available to anglers for
descending fish to depth (Arrington et al. 2016), educational outreach is necessary for
training anglers on the proper use of descending devices when releasing cusk over a range of
fishing scenarios.
Although the presented results support the use of descending devices to reduce
discard mortality in barotraumatized cusk, future research should consider investigating the
relative benefit of swim bladder venting as an additional option for mitigating barotrauma
symptoms and mortality. When correctly administered, venting can be an effective form of
barotrauma relief in physoclistous fishes as it can be performed more quickly than
descending devices (Drumhiller et al. 2014; Stevely et al. 2014). Such time considerations
are important to fish survival given that even short durations of air exposure can create an
oxygen debt that may ultimately determine whether a fish lives upon re-submergence
(Ferguson and Tufts 1992; Cooke and Sneddon 2007). Additionally, Curtis et al. (2019)
noted that head boat captains and crew were less inclined to use descending devices due to
the time-consuming process required to release a single fish while meeting client demands.
Therefore, due to the time sensitive nature of discarding fish, future work should compare the
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utility of descending devices and venting when releasing cusk across a range of fishery
conditions.
The influence of various stressors and injuries, while not detected in longitudinal
analyses due to the benefit of descending devices, could still have compromised cusk
survival. In the present study, 13 cusk were inferred to die after re-submergence either from
stress or sustained injuries from the capture and release process. Post-capture necropsies of
cusk captured in this recreational fishery by Madenjian (2016) revealed severe internal injury
to the swim bladder, gastrointestinal organs, and vasculature, potentially due to decreasing
body space and rising internal pressure after catastrophic decompression (Rummer and
Bennett 2005). Results from Madenjian (2016) would thus suggest cusk can still suffer
significant mortality even with forced recompression due to internal trauma and associated
complications.
The time of year cusk were captured could have also influenced their susceptibility to
mortality. Preliminary KM estimates and log-rank tests, for instance, suggested cusk
mortality was potentially influenced by month of capture, with greater mortality occurring in
June than July, August, and September. Interestingly, the peak spawning period of cusk
ranges from late spring to summer in the Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank (Berrien and
Sibunka 1999), where cusk are known to be highly fecund (Tallack 2012). Given cusk
captured at the start of the study were observed to expel gametes after catastrophic
decompression, spawning cusk may be more susceptible to internal injuries as cavity space is
already limited from reproductive organs. Additionally, the extreme energetic costs of
reproduction could prevent released and descended cusk from fully recovering from
physiological stress and injuries sustained from capture (Wood et al. 1983; Davis 2002;
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Veldhuizen et al. 2018) or making them unable to evade post-release predation events (Raby
et al. 2014).
Three cusk were observed to suffer post-release predation between June and August
2016 based on extreme changes in their vertical depth profile and overall core usage area.
Because cusk experienced a suite of stressors and injuries during capture and release, the
physiological capacity and ability to evade predators was likely impaired (Raby et al. 2014).
While I was unable to distinguish what kind of predator attacked these cusk using acoustic
detection data, visual confirmation at the surface by anglers and sub-surface video footage
would suggest these events were instigated by blue sharks (Prionace glauca). Blue sharks are
very common in the Gulf of Maine throughout the boreal summer as water temperatures
warm and are known to be voracious predators (Bigelow and Schroeder 1953), capable of
making vertical dives from the surface to over 1 km (Queiroz et al. 2012). Regardless,
although these cusk were preyed upon by large animals near the seafloor, the forceful
recompression of cusk via a descending device is likely better than surface releasing given
fish would still be susceptible to predation and other environmental stressors (e.g., high water
temperatures, UV radiation, etc.) (Wilde 2009).

Challenges encountered
The use of a descending device, specifically the Shelton Fish Descender, was
essential for bringing barotraumatized cusk back to the seafloor and reducing the severity of
external symptoms (as confirmed by in-situ video footage; Figure 3.7). However, despite its
low cost and simplicity, I found the ability to successfully release fish at depth without
complications required skill and proper handling. For instance, unlike the SeaQualizer and
other devices that securely grip the fish by the mouth, the Shelton Fish Descender is an
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inverted, barbless hook that carries fish to depth and releases them when the device is
forcefully pulled to the surface by an angler. Depending on the angler’s skill or the vessel’s
gunwale height (i.e., distance from the upper edge of the vessel to the water surface), fish
may prematurely slide off the device prior to descending and be susceptible to predation or
environmental stressors. Cusk were also observed to be very lively during the capture-andrelease process and often became entangled in monofilament connected to the Shelton Fish
Descender (see Appendix B; Figure B.5). If they became entangled during the descent
process, cusk were inevitably brought back to the surface to be untangled and descended
again, which likely exposed these animals to additional stress and injury. Therefore, to ensure
a proper and successful release at depth, the Shelton Fish Descender should be used by
skilled anglers and with at least two people. Given the broad range of angling experiences
and fishing platforms in this fishery, future research should explore the efficacy of other
commercially-available descending devices if and when cusk are discarded.
Due to the diverse nature of the cusk movements and behavior in the study site, the
ability to accurately identify cusk mortalities using solely acoustic detection data was
complex and challenging. Examination of control cusk revealed that vertical movements of
living and dead cusk appear quite similar (See Appendix B; Figure B.6). Such results could
be due to the equipped pressure sensor which, despite being best suited for the study area’s
maximum depth, possessed a ± 10 m accuracy (0.9 m resolution) that made it difficult to
infer mortality unless vertical movements were dramatic (e.g., > 10 m). I also attempted to
relate both positional and depth data of a tagged cusk to the seafloor, assuming a dead
individual would rest on the seafloor. However, although I had access to 4 m gridded
bathymetric data (courtesy of the University of New Hampshire’s Center for Coastal and
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Ocean Mapping), the resolution was not high enough. When considering the horizontal
position error (HPE) associated with estimated VPS positions, the feasibility of relating postrelease fate to the seafloor depth seemed increasingly improbable (e.g., recorded vertical
movements appeared under the estimated seafloor or far above it).
Horizontal movement data were found to be far more indicative of cusk survival, but
these data were often inconsistent, making it difficult to identify spatial trends. Negative
control cusk, for example, were observed to display horizontal movements either similar or
greater to positive control fish (see Appendix B; Figure B.7). The predictive power of various
machine learning algorithms, such as the discriminant function and k-nearest neighbor, fell
short due to inconsistent movement data between cusk of known fate. Attempts were then
made to determine if irregular movement data was correlated to tidal currents using
autocorrelation and predicted tidal current velocities from the Finite-Volume, primitive
equation Community Model (FVCOM; courtesy of the University of Massachusetts
Dartmouth’s School for Marine Science and Technology). Unfortunately, the predicted tidal
activity on Jeffreys Ledge did not appear to influence living or dead cusk. Post-release
scavenging events on negative control cusk by smaller animals were also a potential factor
controlling carcass movement on the seafloor, but such information remains unknown given
that the lack of acoustic detection data on local predators/scavengers. Future work in the field
of discard mortality should consider the use of tri-axial accelerometer sensors now available
for acoustic transmitters given they provide high resolution body movement and pitch data
which can aid in deciphering mortality, predation, and scavenging events (Curtis et al. 2015).
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Conclusions
Because there are no regulations mandating the use of descending devices on Gulf of
Maine recreational vessels, the current study suggests the mortality rate of cusk discarded at
the surface in this fishery is high. Findings from in-situ monitoring confirm that cusk not only
exhibit high site fidelity on rocky substrate but are also capable of high survival when
forcefully recompressed to depth with a descending device. Therefore, if future recreational
regulations mandate the intentional release of cusk due to their current population status, I first
recommend members of the industry and angling community avoid areas where cusk are
known to aggregate with other groundfish. If cusk bycatch is unavoidable, it is highly
recommended that anglers use descending devices to release cusk on the seafloor to reduce
mortality. My work also found that, while an inexpensive means of descending fish to the
seafloor, the Shelton Fish Descender has a steep learning curve and may not be appropriate for
all fishing platforms or angler experience levels. Because a variety of descending devices exist
and vary considerably in price, use, and their overall efficiency (Arrington et al. 2016), it is
vital that Gulf of Maine recreational anglers be educated on the proper use of descending
devices for specific fishing scenarios.
The results presented herein show barotrauma relief methods are a viable option for
discarding barotraumatized cusk that are captured in the Gulf of Maine recreational fishery.
Such findings are valuable to fishery managers given that they support the utility of catch-andrelease angling of cusk as a management tool, which maintains fishing opportunities for other
groundfish. However, as Runnebaum (2017) similarly concluded, my findings are not a “magic
bullet” for addressing the current population status of Gulf of Maine cusk due to ongoing
influences from commercial fisheries (Tallack 2012), climate change (Nye et al. 2009; Hare et
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al. 2012), and depensation (i.e., Allee effects; Hutchings 2015). Even within the current
recreational fishery, the realized value of these recommendations hinges heavily on the degree
to which anglers receive, adopt, and correctly use them in practice. As such, my work adds to
the growing body of literature on Gulf of Maine cusk and hopefully encourages future work to
aid in future rebuilding efforts of this population.
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Table 3.1. Description of recorded variables for sampled cusk. Barotrauma symptom
presence and severity included exopthalmia, stomach eversion, abdominal distension,
subcutaenous gas bubbles, and vent prolapse. Air temperature and surface and bottom water
temperatures were later assigned to each capture event using data from the nearest functioning
meteorological buoy (NERACOOS B01, Western Maine Shelf, www.neracoos.org).
Variable (unit)

Description

Technical
Capture depth (m)

Water depth at the location of capture

Fight time (s)

Time duration from hooking to landing a fish on deck

Unhooking time (s)

Time duration from landing to unhooking a fish

Handling time (s)

Time duration from unhooking to its releasing a fish

Angler experience

Angler experience score as classified by questionnaire (i.e.,
inexperienced or experienced)

Biological
Total length (cm)

Fish length from the tip of the snout to the center of the tail

Barotrauma symptoms

Absent (0); present and mild (1); present and severe (2)

Environmental
Air temperature (°C)

Air temperature at the time of capture

Surface temperature (°C)

Water temperature at the surface

Bottom temperature (°C)

Water temperature at the bottom

Delta temperature (°C)

Difference between surface and bottom water temperatures
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Table 3.2. Comparison of models used to describe the survival function for all
acoustically-tagged cusk descended to depth. The parameters α and π were treated either as
fixed (equal to 1) or constant (estimated).
Model

α

π

Interpretation

Weibull 1 (W1)

Constant

1

Common survival function for all cusk

Mixture 1 (M1)

Constant

Constant

Common survival function for a fixed
proportion of affected individuals
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Table 3.3. Overall summary of cusk sampled and tagged during field sampling trips.
Mark-recapture T-bar tags were deployed on all observed cusk, while VECMO V13P acoustic
transmitters were deployed on a subsample of observed cusk (n = 80). Note that the total
number of cusk observed includes five recaptured individuals. There were therefore a total of
441 individual cusk observed across 446 capture events.
Frequency (#)
Trip

Date

Vessel

Cusk sampled

Cusk tagged

New anglers

1

6/14/2016

F/V Annie B

13

4

8

2

6/15/2016

F/V Annie B

20

5

4

3

6/22/2016

F/V Annie B

20

4

4

4

6/30/2016

F/V Annie B

24

5

4

5

7/5/2016

F/V Annie B

14

5

2

6

7/6/2016

F/V Annie B

44

6

4

7

7/11/2016

F/V Annie B

23

4

4

8

7/13/2016

F/V Annie B

29

4

4

9

7/18/2016

F/V Annie B

20

4

2

10

7/28/2016

F/V Annie B

50

5

1

11

8/2/2016

F/V Annie B

23

4

3

12

8/10/2016

F/V Annie B

22

4

2

13

8/16/2016

F/V Annie B

21

4

2

14

8/19/2016

F/V Annie B

33

6

0

15

8/31/2016

F/V Annie B

27

9

4

16

9/13/2016

F/V Annie B

44

7

3

17

9/16/2016

F/V Too Far

5

0

3

18

10/8/2016

F/V Too Far

14

0

2
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Table 3.4. Descriptive data of captured cusk. Provided values represent data for the entire
sample of cusk (n = 446) and those tagged with acoustic transmitters (n = 76; 74 cusk with 2
recaptures) across 18 fishing trips. Parentheses include the standard deviation (SD) of mean
values for numeric values, and the percentage of frequencies for categorical variables.
Italicized text represents groups for categorical variables.
All observations
Variable (unit)

Tagged fish

Range

Mean (SD)

Range

Mean (SD)

31.4 – 62.7

50.3 (3.0)

46.6 – 53.9

49.6 (1.9)

Fight time (s)

4 – 350

74 (27)

30 – 182

72 (24)

Unhooking time (s)

1 – 245

48 (39)

1 – 194

42 (32)

Handling time (s)

58 – 746

207 (99)

113 – 451

203 (65)

Total length (cm)

27.0 – 76.0

57.0 (6.5)

44.0 – 72.0

58.0 (5.5)

Air temperature (°C)

13.8 – 22.7

18.4 (2.0)

14.3 – 21.7

17.9 (1.8)

Surface temperature (°C)

12.5 – 20.9

17.6 (2.4)

12.5 – 20.7

17.3 (2.5)

Bottom temperature (°C)

6.1 – 11.4

8.2 (1.4)

6.1 – 10.6

8.0 (1.5)

Delta temperature (°C)

4.4 – 12.6

9.4 (1.9)

6.4 – 12.6

9.2 (1.7)

Capture depth (m)

Frequency (%)

Frequency (%)

Inexperienced

124 (28)

21 (28)

Experienced

322 (72)

55 (72)

Exopthalmia

105 (24)

18 (24)

Stomach eversion

296 (66)

49 (64)

Abdominal distension

207 (46)

42 (55)

Subcutaneous gas bubbles

67 (15)

19 (25)

Vent prolapse

198 (44)

37 (49)

Angler experience

Barotrauma presence
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Figure 3.1. The presence and severity of five barotrauma symptoms for cusk captured
throughout pilot and acoustic tagging fieldwork. The severity of barotraumas was evaluated
on a three-level ordinal scale: 0 = absent; 1 = mild; 2 = severe.
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Figure 3.2. The study area and acoustic receiver array to monitor the post-release
movement of cusk. (A) Sampling occurred within a federal closure area on northern Jeffreys
Ledge, a popular recreational fishing location in the western Gulf of Maine. (B) Cusk caught
and affixed with acoustic transmitters were passively monitored with an acoustic receiver array
(n = 40; black dots) that provided nearly 11.7 km2 of coverage. Dotted black lines around the
receiver array identify the predicted 470 m detection radius of each receiver (assuming 50%
mean detection rate) from previous range test studies in this region. Gray bathymetric contour
lines within (A) represent depths of 80 m. A color gradient in (B) indicates bathymetric relief
in the study area, where lighter colors correspond to shallower depths.
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Figure 3.3. Acoustic telemetry was used to monitor the post-release movements for a
subsample of cusk. Selected individuals were externally tagged in the dorsal musculature with
VEMCO V13P-1H acoustic transmitters affixed with a single Floy FT-4 cinch up tag. Due to
the lower recreational effort at the study area, cusk tagged with acoustic transmitters were
double-tagged with Floy FD-94 T-bar identification tags to maximize recapture potential.
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Figure 3.4. The Shelton Fish Descender and protocol for releasing cusk; (A) The Shelton
Fish Descender is (B) tied directly into the angler’s fishing gear and terminal tackle setup. (C)
The device is forced through the bottom lip of the fish whereby (D) the fish can be lowered
into the water. When neutral buoyancy is attained at the benthos, the fish slips off the device
when upward force is applied. Dotted lines in image (A) indicate the length of the fishing line
from the reel to the device and then the device to the sinker weight is variable.
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Figure 3.5. Comparison of two models for describing the survival probability over time
of acoustically-tagged cusk re-submerged with descending devices. Dashed lines and
shaded areas represent the estimate and 95% confidence intervals from the empirical KaplanMeier survival curve for the (A) Weibull model 1 (W1) and (B) Mixture model 1 (M1).
Censored observations are depicted as plus signs (+) along each Kaplan-Meier curve, while
solid lines represent the model prediction. Values under each model title indicate the AICc
value for the fitted model. Inset plots display model fit for the first 20 d post-release of the
cusk tagged with acoustic transmitters.
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Figure 3.6. Final model for describing the survival probability over time of acousticallytagged cusk re-submerged with descending devices. Dashed lines and shaded areas
represent the estimate and 95% confidence intervals from the empirical Kaplan-Meier survival
curve for the final model fit (Mixture Model 1 [M1]). Censored observations are depicted as
plus signs (+) along each Kaplan-Meier curve, while solid lines represent the model prediction.
Inset plots indicate final model fit for the first 20 d post-release of the cusk tagged with acoustic
transmitters.
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Figure 3.7. In-situ photographs demonstrating the utility of descending devices for
reducing external barotrauma symptoms in a captured cusk. (A) A cusk is observed to
suffer severe signs of external barotrauma, including stomach eversion, abdominal distension,
and vent prolapse (red arrows). (B) Although the barotraumatized cusk still displays its various
barotraumas at the start of the release process, (C) external signs of barotrauma are reduced
when the cusk is released at depth with a descending device (green arrows).
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CHAPTER 4
REDUCING BYCATCH IMPACTS IN RECREATIONAL FISHERIES: CASE STUDY
EXAMINING TERMINAL TACKLE IN THE MULTISPECIES GULF OF MAINE
GROUNDFISH FISHERY

Abstract
Terminal tackle regulations can be a valuable tool for fisheries management, especially
in multispecies fisheries where bycatch and discards are common issues. In the Gulf of Maine,
recreational anglers frequently discard critically depleted Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) as
bycatch when targeting the abundant haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) stock. I
investigated species selectivity, catch rates, and animal welfare across various terminal tackle
setups and aspects of capture and handling with the goal of reducing bycatch and discard
mortality. I captured 6,284 cod and haddock with six terminal tackle setups in the western Gulf
of Maine from April-October 2018. Along with angler experience and capture depth, lure type
primarily influenced species selectivity and catch-per-unit-effort; hook types additionally
influenced unhooking times and physical injuries to fish. My results indicate that using baited
hooks can both promote haddock catch and reduce cod bycatch, with specific hook types
promoting increased survival.
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Introduction
Bycatch, or the unintended capture of non-target species, is a well-recognized and
persistent issue in the management of commercial and recreational fisheries (Alverson et al.
1994; Hall and Mainprize 2005; Komoroske and Lewison 2015). Along with the waste of
valuable fishery resources, bycatch can produce a number of adverse impacts, including the
death of animals hours to days after being released (i.e., discard mortality) (Davis 2002), that
threaten the health of marine ecosystems (Bellido et al. 2011). Given the current declining state
of global fisheries (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 2018), reducing
the impacts of bycatch and discard mortality has been a priority for fishery management around
the world (European Union 2013; Department of Commerce 2016). The choice of fishing gear
and how it is used (i.e., practices) plays a large role in the amount of bycatch that can occur
from a unit of fishing effort (reviewed in O’Neill et al. 2019). Therefore, modifying fishing
gear or practices can be a simple yet effective way to capture target species over non-target
species during fishing operations (i.e., selectivity) (Harrington et al. 2005), particularly in
recreational fisheries where fishers can provide individualistic care for captured fish.
Recreational anglers fishing with rod-and-reel equipment use a wide range of fishing
gear, including “terminal tackle” (i.e., tools attached to the end of a fishing line), to catch their
target species (Brownscombe et al. 2017). Terminal tackle primarily consists of various types
of lures and hooks that anglers arrange in distinct configurations (i.e., rigs) using swivels,
weights, and other gear to effectively attract and target desired species. Lure types can be
broadly grouped into natural baits and artificial lures, while hooks attached to lures can be
categorized in various ways based on their design, including dimensions (i.e., J-shaped vs.
circle; inline vs. offset), presence of a barb (i.e., barbed vs. barbless), number of points (i.e.,
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single vs. treble), and size. The multitude of potential terminal tackle combinations and how
they are fished can consequently influence species selectivity and catch rates as well as the
overall welfare (i.e., health) of fish that are released (e.g., Prince et al. 2002; Burns and
Froeschke 2012; Sell et al. 2016), which can possibly hinder sustainability efforts (Cooke and
Suski 2004). Directed investigations are therefore necessary to determine the suitability of
terminal tackle for reducing bycatch while sustainably catching targeted stocks.
In the Gulf of Maine, the recreational “groundfish” fishery is a multispecies fishery
where anglers concurrently catch Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua), haddock (Melanogrammus
aeglefinus), and pollock (Pollachius virens), among other species. Multispecies fisheries that
rely on a single fishing gear to target numerous species are known for bycatch issues (e.g.,
Garner et al. 2014), which can complicate effective management or sustainability efforts when
population status differs among species (Alverson et al. 1994). Such is the case in the Gulf of
Maine, where anglers targeting the highly-abundant haddock stock frequently discard
critically-depleted Atlantic cod as bycatch in accordance with harvest prohibitions established
in 2015 (Department of Commerce 2015; Northeast Fisheries Science Center 2017). Although
the estimated discard mortality rate for cod is only 15% in this fishery (Capizzano et al. 2016),
the mortality associated with cod bycatch when targeting haddock has resulted in cod catch
greater than the annual catch limits for Gulf of Maine cod (Department of Commerce 2015;
2019). To address this issue, regional fishery managers have considered regulating terminal
tackle that would allow anglers to select for haddock while reducing cod bycatch and negative
impacts to both species. Potential tackle restrictions include circle hooks, due to their observed
benefits in other fisheries (Cooke and Suski 2004), and single hooks on artificial lures (“jigs”)
given that treble hook jigs have been found to increase the amount of injury and discard
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mortality of cod (Capizzano et al. 2016). However, an empirical study on the trade-offs
associated with various terminal tackle has yet to be conducted in this regional fishery.
The purpose of this study was to identify terminal tackle that achieved a high catch rate
of haddock while reducing Atlantic cod bycatch and negative impacts to both species in the
Gulf of Maine recreational fishery. In particular, I evaluated how terminal tackle and other
aspects of the fishing event influence catch-per-unit-effort and animal welfare for both species.
Additionally, this study builds upon earlier work conducted by Capizzano et al. (2016) and my
work in Chapter 2 to generate responsible fishing practices, including an ideal set of terminal
tackle and practices, to reduce discard mortality in this Gulf of Maine recreational fishery.

Methods
Study site and sampling
Atlantic cod and haddock were sampled from April through October of 2018 at popular
recreational fishing grounds in the western Gulf of Maine (Figure 4.1). Sampling trips
coincided with the seasons and areas of peak fishing activity for the recreational groundfish
fishery in the Gulf of Maine (Northeast Fisheries Science Center 2013; 2014). Trips were
conducted aboard a recreational charter fishing boat (F/V Annie B, 12.8 m: Eastman’s Docks,
Seabrook, NH) and a scientific vessel that mimicked typical fishery conditions (R/V Michael
Craven, 11.6 m: Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries, Gloucester, MA).
Standardized rod-and-reel equipment and terminal tackle combinations were used to
capture Atlantic cod and haddock on each trip following Capizzano et al. (2016). Each rodand-reel was outfitted with a two-hook “high-low” groundfishing rig that used one of six
terminal tackle combinations that varied by lure and hook type, hereafter referred to as “setups”
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(Table 4.1; Figure 4.2): (1) two baited “J”-hooks; (2) two baited inline circle hooks; (3) two
baited offset circle hooks; (4) jig with barbed treble hook; (5) jig with single hook; (6) jig with
barbless treble hook. Natural bait, or baited hook, setups (#1 – 3) were baited with either
Atlantic surf clams (Spisula solidissima) or shortfin squid (Illex illecebrosus). Artificial lure,
or jig, setups (#4 – 6) consisted of a 10 - 14 oz jig and a “teaser” (size 6/0 hook with synthetic
hair) (Figure 4.2). Baited J-hooks (#1) and jigs with barbed treble hooks (#4) were chosen due
to their popularity in the region’s recreational fishery (see Chapter 2; Capizzano et al. 2016),
while the remaining baited hook and jig setups were selected based on their putative benefits
and consideration for incorporation into fishery management plans. Selected natural bait
options and hook sizes reflected industry standards based on input from industry collaborators.
Volunteer anglers of varying experience levels captured fish on all six terminal tackle
setups over standardized time intervals to distribute effort equally across tackle treatments. On
each trip, every angler fished for one hour with each terminal tackle setup, which sometimes
included changing sampling locations, short periods of rest, and/or fishing gear repairs. Fishing
“sessions” were designated each time an angler fished a particular terminal tackle setup or
whenever the vessel relocated (similar to Lamansky et al. 2018). Given volunteer anglers could
fish for however long they wanted during a fishing session, fishing effort was adjusted
accordingly to reflect the actual time each angler spent fishing. The date, time of day, depth
(m), vessel fishing mode (e.g., anchor, drogue, or drift), and latitude-longitude coordinates
were noted at the start and end of each session to account for spatiotemporal variation in fishing
effort and to calculate the actual time each angler spent fishing with a given setup. Anglers
were each responsible for capturing, handling, and releasing their own fish to represent
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authentic fishing and handling scenarios. Novice anglers received a brief tutorial and some
initial help, but were encouraged to handle and unhook the fish themselves.
Data on capture and handling related variables were recorded for each Atlantic cod and
haddock landed to determine which factors influence catch rates and fish welfare. These
included the time duration from hooking the fish to landing it on deck (i.e., fight time), the
time duration from landing the fish to successfully removing the hook (i.e., unhooking time),
anatomical hooking location, fish total length (cm), degree of physical injury, the presence of
two fish on the same rig at once (i.e., a “double header” event), angler name and experience
level (i.e., inexperienced vs. experienced), and terminal tackle setup. Each angler was assigned
a stopwatch in order to record their own fight and unhooking times. Anatomical hooking
locations were categorized into either mouth hooking (i.e., occurring within the mouth cavity)
or foul hooking (i.e., occurring outside of the mouth). Mouth hooking locations were further
divided into shallow (e.g., lips, jaws), medium (e.g., vomer, tongue), and deep (e.g., esophagus,
gills), while foul hooking locations were categorized as gills, head, dorsal surface, ventral
surface, and tail. Angler experience level was determined using tallied scores from a directed
survey administered prior to sampling following Capizzano et al. (2016). The degree of overt
physical injury from the fishing event was visually assessed using a four-level ordinal scoring
index (1 - No injury; 2 - Minor injury; 3 - Moderate injury; 4 - Severe injury) adopted from
Capizzano et al. (2016). All cod and select haddock were then discarded in accordance with
regulations at the time of sampling trips.
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Data analysis
Two groups of statistical analyses were used to test the effect of terminal tackle setups
and other variables on fishing outcomes: (1) species selectivity and catch-per-unit-effort
(CPUE) and (2) fish welfare for both species. Results from (1) and (2) were then used to
develop responsible fishing practices for informing anglers how best to reduce Atlantic cod
bycatch when targeting haddock as well as negative impacts to both species. All statistical
analyses and model fitting procedures were performed using the R statistical computing
software (version 3.6.2; R Core Team 2019), including the libraries glmmTMB (version 1.0.1;
Brooks et al. 2017) and emmeans (version 1.4.8; Lenth 2020). Statistical significance was
accepted at p < 0.05.
Catch rates of cod and haddock vary both seasonally and by location. As a result, the
first group of analyses used a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) to investigate which
variables impact species selectivity and catch rates by accounting for the variation introduced
by the spatiotemporal distribution of fishing sessions. Several independent variables were
selected a priori as potentially impacting catch rates in both species and because they are
controllable by anglers: month, time of day, depth, vessel fishing mode, terminal tackle setup,
and angler experience. CPUE in fish per hour (fish/h) was then calculated by dividing the
aggregate number of each species caught by the amount of time spent fishing in a session.
Species-specific negative binomial GLMMs were fit to model how CPUE was
influenced by the six previously mentioned variables, where “fishing session” was treated as a
random effect. Similar to Benoît et al. (2010), candidate GLMMs were created for each species
using main effects and a forward selection procedure, but compared via the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) instead of the Akaike Information Criterion. The BIC was selected
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due to its ability to place a larger penalty on model complexity which minimizes overfitting
and yields a more parsimonious model (Schwarz 1978). Final selected GLMMs for each
species were then used to estimate least-squares means and associated 95% confidence
intervals to compare how CPUE varied across retained variables. Least-squares means were
also used to make pairwise comparisons for statistically significant variables with multiple
groups in the final GLMMs, where significance values were corrected for multiple
comparisons using false discovery rate procedures (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995).
The second group of analyses attempted to identify whether certain aspects of the
fishing event negatively influenced the welfare of the fish. A Poisson regression model
evaluated the effect of terminal tackle setup, angler experience, species, and double header
events on unhooking times. Unhooking time was assessed due to its ability to influence air
exposure durations and the mortality of angled fish species (reviewed in Bartholomew and
Bohnsack 2005; Brownscombe et al. 2017). Additional nonparametric analyses, including the
Pearson’s χ and Kruskal-Wallis tests, were used to determine if specific tackle setups affected
2

observed trends in physical injury and total length, factors known to influence mortality in
discarded Atlantic cod (Capizzano et al. 2016) and haddock (see Chapter 2), respectively.

Results
A total of 6,824 fishes (2,558 Atlantic cod and 4,266 haddock) were captured by 92
different anglers across 32 trips and 348 fishing sessions (Figure 4.1). Cod (Mean ± SD: 58.5
± 11.0 cm total length) and haddock (43.5 ± 5.0 cm total length) were captured at depths
between 30 and 140 m where vessels either drifted (40.5%) or used a drogue (32.5%) or anchor
(27.0%) to maintain position on fishing grounds. Anglers collectively fished 934.6 h over the
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study’s duration; however, although the study design attempted to equally distribute fishing
effort across the terminal tackle setups, some variation in effort occurred (Range: 150.8 to
166.7 h per setup). Most haddock were caught on one of the baited hook setups (70.9%; n =
3,026), while most cod were caught on jig setups (60.9%; n = 1,559) (Table 4.2).
Questionnaires indicated that experienced anglers outnumbered inexperienced anglers by an
average of three to one on every sampling trip and accumulated 73% of all fished hours (672.0
h). In general, experienced anglers tended to spend more time fishing and catch more fish than
their novice counterparts, fishing on average 15% longer (5.2 vs. 4.5 h per trip) and catching
nearly four times as many cod and haddock (n = 5,445 vs. 1,378).
Species-specific GLMMs revealed that CPUE for each species was influenced by
similar factors but with differing trends (see Appendix C; Table C.1). For Atlantic cod, CPUE
was affected by terminal tackle and angler experience with higher CPUE resulting from jig
setups and experienced anglers (Table 4.3; Figure 4.3). Jig setups were not statistically
different from each other in terms of CPUE (Table 4.4) and collectively ranged from 3.8 – 4.0
fish/h for inexperienced anglers and 4.5 – 4.8 fish/h for experienced anglers. Further, while Jhooks and inline circle hooks performed similarly (2.9 – 3.4 vs. 2.8 – 3.3 fish/h, respectively),
offset circle hooks produced significantly greater CPUE than its counterparts (p < 0.01 for
both; 3.4 – 4.1 fish/h) and was statistically similar to jigs with treble and single hooks (Table
4.4).
For haddock, the final model for describing CPUE included terminal tackle, angler
experience, and capture depth. Greater CPUE was observed for haddock caught on baited hook
setups, by experienced anglers, and at shallow depths (Table 4.3; Figure 4.4). Similar to
Atlantic cod, offset circle hooks produced the greatest CPUE for baited hook setups, but rates
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did not statistically differ from those for J-hooks and inline circle hooks (Table 4.4). Both
styles of treble hook jigs generated statistically similar CPUEs (treble hook: 2.2 – 6.6 fish/h;
barbless treble hook: 2.1-6.3 fish/h) and outperformed single hook jigs (1.8 – 5.3 fish/h).
Notably, CPUE for the least productive baited hook setup was always statistically greater than
rates for the most productive jig setup (Table 4.4). For instance, inexperienced anglers fishing
with J-hooks achieved a 10% higher catch rate than experienced anglers using any style of jig
(Figure 4.4).
Unhooking time and physical injury were also impacted by terminal tackle setup.
Anglers took on average 82 (SD: ± 37) s to land a fish and between 1 and 212 s (Mean ± SD:
17 ± 18 s) to unhook it. Most fishes were hooked in the inner portions of the mouth (86.5%)
rather than “foul” hooked (i.e., outside the mouth). Baited hook setups represented 66.4% of
the mouth hooking events whereas jig setups constituted the majority of the foul hooking
events (86.8%). Deep hooking from baited hook setups was negligible in Atlantic cod and
haddock, accounting for less than 1% of all hooking events in each species (see Appendix C;
Figure C.1). Most cod and haddock exhibited either no to minimal injury (i.e., score 1; 58%)
or minor injuries (i.e., score 2; 36.7%) after capture and handling, while the remaining 5.2%
displayed moderate and severe injuries (i.e., scores 3 and 4, respectively; Figure 4.5). Jig setups
caused more severe injuries in both species (Pearson’s χ test; p < 0.001) where treble hook
2

and barbless treble hooks resulted in the greatest proportion of injury 3 and 4 scores (Figure
4.5). Length distributions of captured cod (p = 0.12) and haddock (p = 0.26) did not statistically
differ by terminal tackle setups when examined with Kruskal-Wallis tests.
Overall unhooking times were impacted by angler experience, double header events,
species, and terminal tackle setups in that order based on Poisson regression modeling (see
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Appendix C; Table C.2). Specifically, unhooking durations were elevated by inexperienced
anglers, the presence of double header events, the capture of Atlantic cod, and baited hook
setups (Table 4.5). Of the terminal tackle setups, fish hooked with inline circle hooks had the
longest unhooking times, followed by J-hooks, offset circle hooks, treble hook jigs, single hook
jigs, and barbless treble hook jigs. Mean unhooking times under best and worst-case scenarios
were observed to range by 42 s, with experienced anglers unhooking a single haddock caught
on a barbless treble hook jig took 10 s compared to inexperienced anglers unhooking cod from
a double header event caught on inline circle hooks took 52 s.

Discussion
Species selectivity and catch rates
My results demonstrate that when using jigs and hooks baited with clam or squid,
Atlantic cod preferentially target jigs, while haddock preferentially target baited hooks. Similar
findings were observed for haddock in Chapter 2 of this dissertation that were targeted with
baited hooks and jigs in the same fishery. Selectivity of lure type is likely due to speciesspecific food preferences that these terminal tackle mimic in the water (Stoner 2004). Angling
techniques associated with each lure type (i.e., passive techniques for baited hooks and the
unique “bottom bouncing” active technique for jigs; Capizzano et al. 2016) can also exert
selective pressure on fish by targeting behavioral tendencies, or traits, of the species (Wilson
et al. 2015; Alós et al. 2016). These trends align with observed feeding behavior in both
species, where cod are known to be more pursuit-based predators while haddock typically
forage for slower moving organisms due to morphological differences (Auditore et al. 2005).
Despite my confidence in the rigorous sampling design, my results apply to a limited range of
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bait and jig types and may not hold true across the full spectrum of baits and jigs available to
anglers.
All baited hooks maintained high catch rates for haddock and reduced Atlantic cod
bycatch, suggesting anglers would not sacrifice angling success if they switched from jigs to
baited hooks when targeting haddock. Yet, as demonstrated in my study and others, catch rates
can vary by hook type and species (Cooke and Suski 2004). For instance, J-hooks and inline
circle hooks generally had lower catch rates of cod and haddock than offset circle hooks. Such
differences are not only influenced by angler experience (Meka 2004) and the jaw morphology
of target species (Sullivan et al. 2013), but also hook-set techniques relative to the hook type
being fished (Sullivan et al. 2013; Lennox et al. 2015; Lamansky et al. 2018). The most
effective hook-set method for J-hooks, for example, require anglers to rapidly pull up on the
rod to sink the hook in a fish’s mouth (i.e., active), while circle hooks only require anglers to
remain still and apply gentle pressure to the line (i.e., passive) (Cooke and Suski 2004).
Reduced catch rates in J-hooks and inline circle hooks could result from improper hook-set
methods due to angler experience (Schaeffer and Hoffman 2002) or the feeding behavior of
these species (Løkkeborg et al. 1989). The greater catch rates I observed for cod and haddock
on offset circle hooks could therefore owe to anglers being able to both actively and passively
set these hooks.
In contrast, jigs increased Atlantic cod bycatch and reduced haddock catch. Barbed and
barbless treble hook jigs generally produced greater catch rates for both haddock and cod than
single hook jigs. These results were somewhat unexpected given that barbless hooks are often
implicated with reduced catch rates in other fisheries (e.g., Schaeffer and Hoffman 2002; Alós
et al. 2008; Bloom 2013). This suggests that the number of hook points is more important than
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the presence of a barb for catch rates of cod and haddock in this fishery. However, actively
fished treble hook jigs are more apt to snag or foul hook fish along the body (Capizzano et al.
2016) and resulted in significantly higher injury scores than single hook jigs in the present
study. DuBois and Dubielzig (2004) observed similar trends for rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus
mykiss), brown trout (Salmo trutta), and brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis) caught on treble
hooks compared to single hooks, presumably because fewer hook points reduce the chance of
snagging and injuring fish.
Angler experience can have significant impacts on CPUE as demonstrated by my work
where less experienced anglers had lower CPUE for both species on all terminal tackle setups.
These findings likely relate to familiarity with equipment and optimal technique in this fishery,
particularly the ability of anglers to detect fish strikes and use hook-set methods appropriate to
each tackle setup (Schaeffer and Hoffman 2002; Meka 2004). However, observed CPUE trends
could also be driven by uncontrollable differences between anglers. Unforeseen events, such
as adverse weather and sea conditions, often rendered novice participants less effective (e.g.,
motion sickness). Experienced anglers may have also been more accustomed to the physical
demands of typical fishery conditions and offshore locations (i.e., 2.5 h of traveling from port,
6.0 h of fishing) and were generally more motivated and attentive throughout the trip
(Schaeffer and Hoffman 2002). Therefore, in order to be representative of real-world scenarios,
it was necessary to include a range of angler experience levels, which enabled me to more
accurately account for this effect when making inferences about the costs and benefits of tackle
setups.
Finally, CPUE for haddock was higher at shallower fishing depths. Observed CPUE
trends are likely due to shallower depths reducing fight (i.e., retrieval) times for each event.
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Such an effect permits anglers to spend more time fishing, thereby increasing their
effectiveness and catch rate over similar time periods. The relationship between capture depth
and fight time was also observed for black sea bass (Centropristis striata) in the offshore
recreational fishery (Zemeckis et al. 2020). Interestingly, Atlantic cod CPUE was not
influenced by capture depth despite being observed on the same sampling areas. While a
majority of cod and haddock were caught at depths between 50 – 70 m, nearly four times as
many haddock were captured in less than 40 m depth than cod. Many of these haddock were
captured during spring sampling trips on Stellwagen Bank, a peak spawning location for
haddock from February to April that can attain depths as shallow as 20 m (Burchard et al.
2014). Thus, the effect of capture depth may affect cod catch rates as well, but too few were
sampled at these depths to be detected by my analytical approaches.

Fish welfare
The overall welfare of fish in recreational fisheries can be severely impacted by several
factors through the angling process, including air exposure and mechanical stress from hook
removal during handling, which in turn can influence discard mortality (reviewed in
Arlinghaus et al. 2007). Although I did not directly monitor mortality, previous findings within
and outside this fishery suggest that increases in unhooking times and the rate of severe
physical injuries likely affected the welfare and mortality of captured Atlantic cod and haddock
(Cooke and Wilde 2007; Capizzano et al. 2016; see Chapter 2). Combining these earlier
findings with the results of the present study offers a set of responsible fishing practices for the
recreational groundfish fishery to mitigate mortality risk.
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Hook removal is a critical aspect of recreational fishing that can influence air exposure,
where even short durations are capable of increasing physiological disruptions and mortality
in fish (reviewed in Cooke and Sneddon 2007). My results indicate that several factors affected
unhooking times, including angler experience, double header events, species, and terminal
tackle setups, which align with findings in other studies. Newman et al. (1986), Meka (2004),
and Capizzano et al. (2016) all observed that novice anglers required more time to unhook their
catch possibly because prior experience leads to an acquired skill that aids in the removal of
embedded hooks (Brownscombe et al. 2017). Similar to effects observed by Zemeckis et al.
(2020) during retrieval, double header events were observed to further prolong the unhooking
process given anglers could only unhook one fish at a time. My work also identified speciesspecific differences in unhooking times, where Atlantic cod were more difficult to unhook than
haddock. Capizzano et al. (2016) noted anglers also had issues manipulating hooks embedded
in cod, suggesting interspecific variation in unhooking times could result from differences in
morphology or difficulties handling a larger species (Muoneke and Childress 1994).
Regardless of their individual impact on hook removal, however, these factors can be
influenced not only by each other but also terminal tackle, given it is the immediate point of
contact with the fish.
Different terminal tackle setups, specifically hook type, influenced unhooking times in
my study. Fish caught on inline (i.e., non-offset) circle hooks, for instance, took longer to
unhook than J-hooks and offset circle hooks. Similar unhooking trends for inline circle hooks
were observed for largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides; Ostrand et al. 2005), suggesting
the reduced gap width (i.e., distance between the shank and point) in non-offset designs may
not be easily removable for anglers. I also observed lower unhooking times for barbless treble
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hooks in comparison to barbed treble hooks equipped to jigs. Although barbed single hooks
took less time to remove than barbed treble hooks, likely due to the ease of removing one hook
as compared to many hooks from a fish (reviewed in Muoneke and Childress 1994), barbless
treble hooks were still quicker to remove than barbed single and treble hook jigs. Barbless
hooks are well-known for being easy to remove and reducing unhooking times in multiple
fisheries, representing an effective strategy for mitigating risks to welfare and mortality
(Bartholomew and Bohnsack 2005; Arlinghaus et al. 2007). Therefore, while my work
illustrates the trade-offs of various hook types on hook removal, caution should be exercised
when generalizing my results to other species and fisheries as hook designs and mouth
morphology can vary considerably.
Overt physical trauma incurred from hooking and handling can similarly influence
mortality risk through blood loss, tissue damage, and chronic sublethal injuries as seen in
numerous recreational fisheries (reviewed in Arlinghaus et al. 2007). Severe physical trauma
was more frequently observed in Atlantic cod and haddock caught on jig setups than baited
hook setups, where both sets of treble hook jigs were more damaging than single hook jigs.
Results from Capizzano et al. (2016) and Chapter 2 noted similar welfare consequences to fish
when jig setups were actively fished, which promoted foul hooking in vital locations. Reduced
hooking injuries on single hook jigs could therefore result from fewer hooks that would
otherwise pierce a fish multiple times and promote injuries during capture and handling
(Muoneke and Childress 1994). In contrast, baited hook setups often hooked fish in the corner
of the mouth and caused little to no injury. Although generally considered to reduce the
possibility of gut hooking, the performance of circle hooks varies by species (Cooke and Suski
2004). The predominance of shallow mouth hookings across all baited hook setups in the my
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study likely owes to the opposing pressure from short dropper loop lengths and fixed lead
weights on “high-low” groundfishing rigs, which effectively pulls the hook to the anterior
portions of the mouth during hook-set (Beckwith and Rand 2005). Fishery managers should
therefore take care when inferring the potential benefit of a terminal tackle restriction without
investigating terminal tackle typically employed in their fishery.
The ability for terminal tackle to select for specific length distributions of fish (i.e., size
selectivity) is also an important consideration in fish welfare because stress and injuries from
angling may disproportionately affect certain sizes of fish more than others (Davis 2002). Yet,
I did not observe a difference in size selectivity for Atlantic cod and haddock across terminal
tackle setups in my study. These results are inconsistent with other studies that observed size
selectivity in target species, where increasing hook sizes frequently selected for larger fish
(e.g., Cooke et al. 2005; Alós et al. 2008; Patterson III et al. 2012; Garner et al. 2014). The
lack of effect could be due to the limited range of hook sizes (5/0 – 7/0) in my study. However,
the relationship between hook size and fish size across hook types varies considerably by study,
where interactions can promote hooking in vital organs and mortality (Muoneke and Childress
1994; Cooke and Wilde 2007). To this end, my work reflects findings for a small but typical
range of hook sizes used in this fishery, but future work is necessary to examine if and how a
larger hook size range can impact catch rates and size selectivity in these species.

Conclusions
Based on results from the current study, I recommend that anglers use baited hooks
over jigs to increase the likelihood of catching haddock over Atlantic cod. Among the baited
hook types, the differences in catch rates and unhooking times were not large; however, offset
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circle hooks achieved significantly higher catch rates and the shortest unhooking times.
Whenever possible, anglers should fish at shallower depths to maintain haddock catch rates
and reduce any unwanted consequences from extended fight times and rapid changes in
pressure (Arlinghaus et al. 2007). While inexperienced anglers should seek assistance to catch
and handle fish (Capizzano et al. 2016), head boats and other large fishing operations should
also consider modifying groundfishing rigs to reduce prolonged unhooking times, especially
when crew are delayed from handling fish by large numbers of customers. Anglers may be
inclined to use jig setups to target other groundfish species (e.g., pollock) that also aggregate
on these Gulf of Maine fishing grounds. In such cases where baited hook setups are not used,
single hook jigs are recommended to most effectively minimize unhooking times and injury
rates of incidentally captured cod and sublegal haddock.
To ensure acceptance and adoption by anglers, recommended terminal tackle must be
able to maintain or improve catch rates compared to conventional equivalents. In the Gulf of
Maine recreational groundfish fishery, restrictions on the use of specific terminal tackle have
been considered in order to help reduce bycatch of the critically depleted Atlantic cod stock
while allowing anglers to target the healthy haddock stock. However, prior to this
investigation, no study had evaluated how different terminal tackle can influence species
selectivity and catch rates in this fishery. My work demonstrates that anglers can adopt baited
hooks to both increase haddock catch and reduce cod bycatch. Nevertheless, no terminal
tackle was observed to catch solely one species, which is problematic if anglers are on
fishing grounds with high densities of cod. Future studies in the Gulf of Maine should
therefore consider a spatiotemporal component when developing bycatch avoidance
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strategies that can be combined with recommended terminal tackle to promote the long-term
sustainability of this recreational fishery and those who depend on it.
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Table 4.1. Specifications on the terminal tackle setups used when targeting Atlantic cod
and haddock. Terminal tackle setups are broadly categorized by lure type, either baited hooks
or jigs, and then the hook type attached to said lure. Details for each terminal tackle setup
include manufacturing company, model, and size. Overall configurations of these lures and
hook types can be viewed in Figure 4.2.
Setups
Lure type
Baited hooks

Jigs

†

Hook type

Manufacturer

Model

Size

J-hooks

Mustad

Style 92671

5/0

Inline circle hooks

Eagle Claw Lazer Sharp

L2007BU

5/0

Offset circle hooks

Eagle Claw Lazer Sharp

L8197F

5/0

Barbed treble hook

Mustad

Style 3551-DT

7/0

Single hook

Mustad

Style 34091

7/0

Barbless treble hook†

Mustad

Style 3551-DT†

7/0

Barbs were crimped with pliers.
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Table 4.2. Catch statistics of Atlantic cod and haddock across all fishing trips. Values in
parentheses represent the percent of Atlantic cod (n = 2,557) and haddock (n = 4,266) caught
by angler experience and tackle setup.
Baited hooks

Jigs

Species

Angler
experience

Jhook

Inline
circle

Offset
circle

Treble
hook

Single
hook

Barbless
treble
hook

Atlantic
cod

Experienced

260
(10.2)

240
(9.4)

272
(10.6)

412
(16.1)

397
(15.5)

420
(16.4)

Inexperienced

69
(2.7)

64
(2.5)

93
(3.6)

110
(4.3)

108
(4.2)

112
(4.4)

Experienced

758
(17.8)

837
(19.6)

852
(20.0)

373
(8.7)

270
(6.3)

354
(8.3)

Inexperienced

170
(4.0)

195
(4.6)

214
(5.0)

99
(2.3)

66
(1.5)

78
(1.8)

Haddock
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Table 4.3. Estimates of generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) for predicting catchper-unit-effort (CPUE) of Atlantic cod and haddock. Fixed effects include coefficient
estimates, standard error (SE), and the level of statistical significance† (p), where values for
each term represent the difference from the baseline level of each categorical variable (i.e.,
intercept). Random effects include the variance and standard deviation (SD). Tackle setups are
labeled according to the lure type (BH = baited hooks, J = jigs) and hook type.
Terms

Atlantic cod

Fixed effects‡

Estimate (SE)

p

1.227 (0.060) ***

2.590 (0.106)

***

BH: Inline circle hook

-0.029 (0.072)

0.035 (0.044)

BH: Offset circle hook

0.176 (0.068)

J: Treble hook

0.278 (0.065) ***

-0.382 (0.055) ***

J: Single hook

0.286 (0.066) ***

-0.609 (0.062) ***

J: Barbless treble hook

0.339 (0.065) ***

-0.436 (0.056) ***

-0.175 (0.047) ***

-0.280 (0.040) ***

Intercept: BH: J-hook, Experienced

Estimate (SE)

Haddock
p

Terminal tackle setup

**

0.084 (0.044)

Angler experience
Inexperienced

–

Capture depth
Random effects
Fishing session

-0.011 (0.002) ***

Variance (SD)

Variance (SD)

0.184 (0.428)

0.098 (0.313)

†

Levels of statistical significance: ‘***’ <0.001; ‘**’ <0.01; ‘*’ <0.05; ‘ ’ >0.05.

‡

Coefficients are only displayed for variables retained in final GLMMs for each species.
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Table 4.4. Pairwise comparisons of catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE) between terminal tackle
setups for Atlantic cod (green) and haddock (grey). Displayed values of statistical
significance (p)† were calculated by comparing the least-squares means of CPUE between
terminal tackle setups from species-specific generalized linear mixed models (GLMM).
Baited hooks

J-hook

Jig

Baited hooks

J-hook

†

Inline
circle

0.736

Offset
circle

0.016*

Jigs
Offset
circle

0.419

0.067

<0.001*** <0.001***

<0.001***

0.289

<0.001*** <0.001***

<0.001***

<0.001*** <0.001***

<0.001***

0.006*

Treble
hook

Treble
hook

<0.001*** <0.001***

0.122

Single
hook

<0.001*** <0.001***

0.107

0.879

Barbless
<0.001*** <0.001*** 0.013*
treble
hook

0.345

0.002**

Levels of statistical significance: ‘***’ <0.001; ‘**’ <0.01; ‘*’ <0.05; ‘ ’ >0.05.
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Single
hook

Barbless
treble
hook

Inline
circle

0.419

0.019*

0.412

Table 4.5. Summary of the Poisson regression model predicting unhooking duration as a
function of four capture-related variables for all sampled fish. Model outputs include the
log coefficient estimates, standard errors (SE), exponentiated coefficients (i.e., odds-ratios;
OR), and value and level of statistical significance† (p) for each variable and level. Estimated
values for each term represent the difference from the baseline level of each categorical
variable (i.e., intercept). Tackle setups are labeled according to the lure type (BH = baited
hooks, J = jigs) and hook type.
Terms

Estimate

SE

OR

2.947

0.008

19.048

< 0.001

***

0.522

0.006

1.685

< 0.001

***

0.470

0.008

1.600

< 0.001

***

-0.389

0.006

0.678

< 0.001

***

BH: Inline circle hook

0.023

0.009

1.023

0.017

*

BH: Offset circle hook

-0.058

0.009

0.943

< 0.001

***

J: Treble hook

-0.058

0.010

0.944

< 0.001

***

J: Single hook

-0.161

0.011

0.851

< 0.001

***

J: Barbless treble hook

-0.265

0.011

0.767

< 0.001

***

Intercept: Experienced, double
header absent, Atlantic cod, BH:
J-hook

p

Angler experience
Inexperienced
Double header
Present
Species
Haddock
Terminal tackle setup

†

Levels of statistical significance: ‘***’ <0.001; ‘**’ <0.01; ‘*’ <0.05; ‘ ’ >0.05.
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Figure 4.1. The study site and sampling locations of Atlantic cod and haddock off the
northern coast of Massachusetts in the western Gulf of Maine (USA). The location of
fishing sessions (n = 348) in the main image are shown with points where colors relate to when
trips were conducted, while overall fishing effort is displayed with a colored heatmap.
Bathymetric contours are displayed at 50 m (light grey) and 70 m (dark grey).
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Figure 4.2. Schematics of terminal tackle used to catch Atlantic cod and haddock. (A)
Terminal tackle combinations, or “setups”, were equipped to “high-low” groundfishing rigs
that differed by (B) lure and (C) hook type. Baited hook setups (left; white background)
consisted of natural bait, either clam or squid, on two (1) J-hooks, (2) inline circle hooks, and
(3) offset circle hooks, whereas jig setups (right; grey background) were equipped with a (4)
barbed treble hook, (5) single hook, and (6) barbless treble hook (barbs were removed by
crimping them). Red boxes in diagram (A) distinguish the main components of each setup
displayed in (B) and (C). Hook types in (B) are greyed out to show where hook variations in
(C) were equipped on each lure. Terminal tackle setup details can be found in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.3. Least-squares means (bars) and 95% confidence intervals (brackets) of
Atlantic cod catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE; fish/h). Estimated values are displayed by
terminal tackle setup and angler experience from the final generalized linear mixed model
(GLMM).
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Figure 4.4. Least-squares means (lines) and 95% confidence intervals (shaded bands) of
haddock catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE; fish/h). Estimated values are depicted by terminal
tackle setup, angler experience, and capture depth from the final generalized linear mixed
model (GLMM).
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Figure 4.5. Observed physical injury scores for sampled Atlantic cod and haddock.
Percentages are displayed for all six terminal tackle setups over (A) the entire sample of fish
and (B) each species. Numbers within white boxes on each bar indicate the number of fish
caught for that terminal tackle setup, either for all fish or by species.
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CHAPTER 5
RECREATIONAL ANGLER DIVERSITY AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR PROMOTING
RESPONSIBLE FISHING PRACTICES IN A MULTISPECIES GULF OF MAINE
FISHERY

Abstract
Recent work in the Gulf of Maine recreational multispecies fishery has established
responsible fishing practices that anglers can use to mitigate the discard mortality of three
key groundfish species. However, anglers represent a diverse stakeholder group with varied
attitudes and behaviors that can influence how they receive, support, and adopt responsible
fishing practices to sustain catch-and-release angling opportunities. By broadly sampling
Gulf of Maine recreational licensee holders with an online survey, I found that anglers who
participate in this regional groundfish fishery can be distinguished into three distinct
subgroups (striped bass enthusiasts, all-rounders, and offshore groundfishers) based on their
primary fishing mode and target species. Although collectively willing to adopt speciesspecific practices from scientific investigations, anglers used numerous channels to receive
angling information that varied by subgroup membership. Therefore, to encourage the
adoption of responsible fishing practices alongside regulations, I recommend fishery
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managers use a mixed outreach program to effectively communicate and engage with anglers
in this fishery.

Introduction
Recreational fishing (i.e., angling), a popular outdoor activity worldwide that yields
numerous socio-economic benefits to its participants (Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations 2012; Tufts et al. 2015), is increasingly recognized as a major source of
mortality for many freshwater and coastal marine fish stocks (Post et al. 2002; Cooke and
Cowx 2004; Brownscombe et al. 2019). In an effort to reduce their impact, recreational
anglers often release fish, either willingly or in accordance with management regulations, in
a practice called catch-and-release angling (Cooke and Wilde 2007). However, the utility of
catch-and-release angling as a tool for achieving sustainability goals is often scrutinized.
While fish may appear perfectly healthy and vigorous upon release, the capture, handling,
and release process may lead to mortality (i.e., discard mortality) or reduced biological
fitness from physical injuries and physiological disturbances (reviewed in Arlinghaus et al.
2007). As such, directed investigations on catch-and-release angling are often conducted to
identify which factors influence discard mortality and establish responsible fishing practices
that anglers can use to mitigate discard mortality and associated impacts (Cooke and Suski
2005; Brownscombe et al. 2017).
The true value of catch-and-release angling for reducing fishing mortality rates
depends, to a large extent, on how effectively responsible fishing practices (as determined by
directed scientific investigations) are disseminated and then accepted and willingly adopted
by recreational anglers (Nguyen et al. 2012; Cooke et al. 2013). Anglers, while capable of
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negatively impacting the health of fish and aquatic environments (Cooke and Cowx 2004),
can also be instrumental in achieving fishery sustainability when they are properly engaged
with and open to simple changes in angling behavior (Cooke et al. 2013; Elmer et al. 2017).
However, anglers are a diverse stakeholder group whose members vary not only in their
socio-demographic backgrounds and angling characteristics but also in their beliefs, attitudes,
and norms (Shafer 1969; Fisher 1997; Salz and Loomis 2004). These factors can all
significantly influence an angler’s willingness to deviate from established habits and engage
in new behaviors (Sturgis and Allum 2004), including responsible fishing practices where
levels of adoption can vary by fishery and practice (e.g., Nguyen et al. 2013; Scyphers et al.
2013; Curtis et al. 2019). Moreover, even if they are willing to adopt such practices, anglers
use a variety of channels to receive angling-related information, which can complicate
effective outreach efforts (e.g., Nguyen et al. 2012). Therefore, if management agencies aim
to engage with this stakeholder group and promote the use of responsible fishing practices
alongside regulations, it is important to both understand anglers’ attitudes towards adopting
responsible fishing practices, and effectively target anglers through strategic communication
(Arlinghaus et al. 2007; Cooke et al. 2013).
This is especially true for recreational fisheries in which responsible fishing practices
have been recently generated or refined to sustain catch-and-release angling opportunities. In
the case of the Gulf of Maine recreational multispecies fishery for “groundfish” (e.g.,
Atlantic cod, haddock, pollock), anglers frequently release fish in compliance with strict size,
possession, and seasonal regulations where, until recently, the fate of these released fish was
uncertain. As such, catch-and-release studies were conducted to investigate discard mortality
and its impact on the health of several ecologically-important stocks, including Atlantic cod
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(Gadus morhua; see Chapter 4 and Capizzano et al. 2016), haddock (Melanogrammus
aeglefinus; see Chapter 2), and cusk (Brosme brosme; see Chapter 3). In addition to other key
deliverables, these studies established scientifically-validated responsible fishing practices
that were widely disseminated to the Gulf of Maine angling community through various
information channels operated by federal, state, academic, and non-profit organizations.
However, despite these directed research efforts and large-scale outreach campaigns, no
study to date has evaluated the willingness of Gulf of Maine anglers to receive, support, and
adopt these responsible fishing practices or the most effective channels through which to
reach them.
The goal of this study was to therefore understand angler diversity in the Gulf of
Maine recreational groundfish fishery in order to better support the promotion of sustainable
catch-and-release practices. To this end, I conducted an online survey to query Gulf of Maine
recreational anglers who target groundfish on various topics, including the (a) willingness to
voluntarily adopt species-specific responsible fishing practices and (b) use of various
channels for receiving angling information. Because distinct groups of anglers can exist in a
fishery (e.g., Nguyen et al. 2012; 2013), I used the latent class cluster analysis to identify and
describe classes, or subgroups, of anglers based on their angling behavior and ultimately
determine if subgroups varied in their response to survey topics (a) and (b). Overall, my
results will guide management bodies when promoting responsible fishing practices in the
Gulf of Maine angling community.
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Methods
Through an online survey I broadly sampled the Gulf of Maine recreational angling
community, specifically targeting anglers that catch groundfish. I sought e-mail addresses for
recreational anglers that held fishing licenses in 2019 from the marine resource division of
each state bordering the Gulf of Maine, specifically Massachusetts (MA), New Hampshire
(NH), and Maine (ME). I obtained records and e-mail addresses for 118,653 recreational
anglers from MA (n = 118,003) and ME (n = 504). E-mail addresses could not be obtained
for NH recreational anglers due to information sharing restrictions. To adequately sample a
representative portion of the angling community that targeted groundfish, a two-wave phased
approach was used to send online survey invitations to >20,000 anglers with valid e-mail
addresses. The first wave randomly subsampled 1,000 anglers to pilot the survey’s format
and content and examine the prevalence of groundfish anglers. Based on the observed
response rate for anglers that target groundfish (~ 2%), the second wave randomly
subsampled 19,000 additional MA anglers and all 504 ME anglers. To incentivize
participation, survey recipients could enter in a gift card raffle (US $25 value) to Bass Pro
Shop. Each survey wave was active for a two-week period between February and March of
2020, and four e-mail reminders were sent to invitees throughout each wave to promote
responses. My survey was approved by the University of Massachusetts Boston’s
Institutional Review Board (#2020005) and administered online using Qualtrics Survey
Software Research Suite.
All survey participants were asked a series of questions that spanned across four
general categories: (1) fishing characteristics, (2) responsible fishing practices, (3)
information channels, and (4) socio-demographics (Table 5.1). In (1), fishing activity and
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experience questions described an angler’s participation in the Gulf of Maine, percent time
on various fishing modes (i.e., shore, for-hire vessel, private vessel), years of experience,
average number of days fished per year (i.e., avidity), and targeted species and groups (e.g.,
groundfish, striped bass, sharks, etc.), and screened out anglers that did not target groundfish
in the Gulf of Maine (similar to Murphy et al. 2015). The responsible fishing practices
section (2) evaluated the degree to which anglers would voluntarily adopt tools and tactics to
reduce the mortality of Atlantic cod, haddock, and cusk. Participants were first informed of
findings from recent Gulf of Maine catch-and-release studies, specifically which factors
influenced discard mortality and what recommendations were established to reduce
mortality in each species. Then, on a 5-point scale from “extremely likely” to “extremely
unlikely”, participants were asked to gauge their willingness to voluntarily adopt three
species-specific practices: (i) using baited hooks for Atlantic cod (see Chapter 4; Capizzano
et al. 2016); (ii) fishing during cooler times of year for haddock (see Chapter 2); and (iii)
using descending devices to release cusk (see Chapter 3). The information channels section
(3) assessed which channels (e.g., online and print media, in-person exchange) anglers
typically use to receive angling-based information. The survey concluded with a set of sociodemographic questions (4) to record the age, gender, education level, total household income,
and state of residence (via ZIP code) of participants. Participants took roughly 15 minutes to
complete the survey given they were asked additional supplementary questions beyond the
objectives of the current study.
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Data analysis
Following procedures outlined by Nguyen et al. (2012; 2013), I carried out a two-step
analysis to explore angler diversity within this fishery and understand if such diversity could
impact attitudes towards responsible fishing practices and information channels (Figure 5.1).
I first used the latent class (LC) cluster analysis to characterize distinct angler typologies with
respect to their fishing attributes and behaviors. LC cluster analysis is an exploratory
statistical technique that has become increasingly popular among researchers for its ability to
identify and describe latent classes, or “hidden groups”, within a population using responses
from two or more categorical variables (Nylund-Gibson and Choi 2018). In comparison to
other cluster analysis techniques like k-means clustering, LC cluster analysis is model-based
where cases are classified into mutually exclusive classes using membership probabilities
(Vermunt and Magidson 2002). Therefore, because managing fish involves managing people
and their behaviors (Hilborn 2007), fisheries researchers have begun using the LC cluster
analysis to distinguish angler typologies and understand how such heterogeneity can impact
responses to management actions (e.g., Morey et al. 2006; Nguyen et al. 2012; 2013; Tingley
et al. 2019).
I estimated latent classes of anglers based on their fishing characteristics using the
maximum likelihood via the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm in the software
package Latent GOLD (version 5.1; Vermunt and Magidson, 2016). However, before
selecting the most appropriate model from the LC cluster analysis, I first had to decide on the
number of classes and then the form of the model given the number of classes (Vermunt and
Magidson 2002; Nylund-Gibson and Choi 2018). Therefore, to determine the number of
mutually exclusive classes and which variables to include, I initially analyzed LC models
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with 1 – 5 classes and five variables of fishing experience and activity that were converted
into nominal variables with broad groupings (1B – 1F; Table 5.1, 5.2). Based on
recommendations by Nylund et al. (2007), I used the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) to
guide model selection given its ability to penalize overfitting and yield the most
parsimonious model (Schwarz 1978). Model fit was then evaluated using the bootstrapped
likelihood-ratio χ2 statistic (L2) where, in this case, a p > 0.05 indicated an adequate fit. If,
however, the model with the number of classes that minimized the BIC did not provide the
“best” fit, I compared the fit of neighboring class models (i.e., comparing k – 1 and k class
models) using the bootstrapped likelihood ratio test. In addition to global measures of model
fit, I inspected the assumption of local independence between variables using bivariate
residuals (BVRs). Generally, significant BVRs (χ2 > 3.84, d.f. = 1, p < 0.05) indicate the
model does not provide a good fit to the data because correlations between variable pairs
have not been adequately explained (Vermunt and Magidson 2003). Therefore, I eliminated
significant local interactions by sequentially removing variables with the highest number of
significant BVRs until resulting values were less than two units (Nguyen et al. 2012; 2013;
Schreiber 2017). Finally, I assigned individual anglers to their most probable class, or
subgroup, using posterior probabilities of membership from the final LC model.
Although the identification of distinct subgroups provides valuable information about
heterogeneity in angling behavior, I also sought to determine which variables best predict a
subgroup’s behavior (Beckman and Goulias 2008). Therefore, to evaluate the most
significant predictors of subgroup behavior and their order of importance, I applied treebased classification models using the Chi-Squared Automatic Interaction Detection (CHAID)
growing method in the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (version 26; IBM Corp 2019)
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2019) (Magidson and Vermunt 2005). At each step of the process, the CHAID growing
method identifies the variable with the greatest predictive power while merging categories
that are not significantly different with respect to the dependent variable (Scyphers et al.
2013; Drymon and Scyphers 2017). My analysis included five predictor variables centered
around angler socio-demographics, specifically gender, age, education level, household
income, and region of residence (4A – 4E; Table 5.1).
The second step of the analysis used univariate statistical tests to explore relationships
among angler subgroups and surveyed questions (Nguyen et al. 2013). Specifically, I used a
series of Pearson’s 𝜒 frequency tests to evaluate the influence of angler subgroup on the
2

willingness of anglers’ to adopt responsible fishing practices (2A; Table 5.1) and use of
specific information channels for receiving angling information (3A; Table 5.1). When
appropriate, I applied Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise comparisons to further determine which
angler subgroups statistically differed in their response to specific questions. All frequency
and subsequent pairwise comparisons were conducted in the statistical computing software R
(version 4.0.2; R Core Team 2020). For all analyses, data were considered statistically
significant at p < 0.05 unless otherwise stated.

Results
Survey response and sample descriptives
I collected a total of 1,938 responses across both survey waves for anglers that fished
in the Gulf of Maine. Although a pool of 20,500 survey invitations was sent to recreational
license holders from MA and ME, only 7,558 e-mail invitations were opened, resulting in an
adjusted response rate of 26%. Only 6% (n = 452) of anglers who responded to the survey
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indicated they targeted groundfish in the Gulf of Maine to some extent. Of these respondents,
a final subsample of 306 anglers was retained given that the LC cluster analysis could only
assess groundfish anglers with complete information.
Despite providing a range of responses, respondents were overwhelmingly similar
across various socio-demographics and fishing characteristics (Table 5.2). Nearly 95% of
survey participants resided in states surrounding the Gulf of Maine (i.e., MA, NH, ME), 94%
were male, and 71% were between the ages of 40 and 69. The majority of these respondents
possessed a 4-year college degree or higher (58%) and had a total household income of over
100,000 USD (60%). With respect to fishing activity and experience, over 80% of anglers in
the subsample indicated they primarily fished from private modes (i.e., shore, vessels) and
averaged 28 years of fishing experience and 25 days of fishing per year. Furthermore, while
all anglers in the subsample indicated they targeted groundfish in some capacity, only 31% (n
= 95) of anglers claimed to primarily target groundfish while the remainder primarily
targeted other species, including striped bass (Morone saxatilis; 54%), mackerel (Scomber
scombrus; 5%), bluefish (Pomatomus saltarix; 2%), and black sea bass (Centropristis striata;
2%), or groups of species, such as regionally-specific flatfish (4%) and highly migratory
species (3%).

Latent class cluster analysis
The LC cluster analysis was conducted using data from the subsample of 306 anglers,
specifically on their fishing experience, avidity, primary fishing mode, number of target
species, and primary target species. Based on these variables, I initially chose a model with
three classes for segmenting Gulf of Maine anglers who target groundfish (Table 5.3).
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Although a 2-class model produced the lowest BIC value, the bootstrapped likelihood ratio
test indicated that a 3-class model provided a statistically better fit to the data (p < 0.05),
which was supported by the decreasing L2 statistic and associated non-significant p value.
Calculated BVRs were well below the conservative threshold of two (see Appendix D; Table
D.1.) and so the final 3-class model retained all five variables of fishing activity and
experience.
Using posterior probabilities of class membership from the final 3-class model, I
labeled anglers as either striped bass enthusiasts (53%), all-rounders (35%), or offshore
groundfishers (12%) (Table 5.4; Figure 5.2). Striped bass enthusiasts typically fished from
private modes and targeted multiple species, but indicated striped bass as their primary target
species. All-rounders similarly fished from private modes but were more split on their
primary target species, focusing somewhat equally on striped bass, groundfish, and other
species. Although capable of targeting multiple other species than groundfish, anglers in this
subgroup were more likely to focus on a single other species than groundfish. Finally, the
majority of offshore groundfishers fished on for-hire platforms and primarily targeted
groundfish species. Striped bass enthusiasts indicated they fished ≥ 30 days per year while
the remaining subgroups limited their avidity, fishing less than 29 days per year on average.
Interestingly, all subgroups were mainly composed of anglers with over twenty years of
fishing experience, but all-rounders had the greatest percent of anglers with less than five
years of fishing experience. The CHAID analysis determined that age was the most
significant socio-demographic predictor of angler subgroup and behavior (χ2 = 20.47, d.f. = 2,
p < 0.01), where anglers in the age brackets of 18 – 29, 30 – 39, and 40 – 49 were statistically
more likely to be categorized as a striped bass enthusiast than older individuals.
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Willingness to adopt responsible fishing practices
The majority of Gulf of Maine anglers across all angler subgroups in the LC analysis
reported that they were willing to adopt responsible fishing practices for Atlantic cod and
cusk, and, to a lesser extent, haddock. For instance, over 88% of anglers indicated they were
likely to use baited hooks to reduce Atlantic cod discard mortality, while nearly 70% said
they would use descending devices to mitigate cusk discard mortality. While anglers were
willing to fish at times of the year with cooler temperatures to reduce haddock discard
mortality (53%), roughly 44% indicated they were indifferent towards adopting the practice.
Interestingly, responses to a supplementary question on fish survival indicated that many
anglers had varying ideas of which factors are harmful (i.e., likely to impact survival) to
groundfish during fishing. Many anglers, for example, indicated time out of water (77%),
injuries sustained by fish (70%), and depth of capture (65%) were of principal concern to fish
survival, followed by angler experience (53%), and the type of tackle used (49%). However,
a small number of surveyed anglers believed that the size of the fish (16%), water
temperature (8%), and sea conditions (3%) had any effect on fish survival. Regardless of
these observations, Pearson’s χ2 frequency tests concluded that angler subgroups did not
significantly differ in their willingness to adopt responsible fishing practices for Atlantic cod
(p = 0.24), haddock (p = 0.25), and cusk (p = 0.78) (Figure 5.3).

Information channel usage
I found that anglers used a variety of channels to receive angling-related information
where subgroups used them at varying rates. When asked if they used a specific information
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channel or not, 79% of anglers indicated they used Internet websites. The most used
information channels by anglers then included other members of the angling community
(53%), tackle shops (50%), friends and family (46%), e-mail blasts/ listservs (35%),
newspapers and magazines (32%), social media (30%), for-hire captains and crew members
(21%), TV and YouTube (16%), and podcasts and radio talk shows (4%). Frequency test
analyses determined that angler subgroups significantly differed only in their use of captains
and crew members for information (χ2 = 44.7, d.f. = 2, p < 0.001) (Figure 5.4). Offshore
groundfishers used captains and crew members significantly more than striped bass
enthusiasts (p < 0.001) and all-rounders (p < 0.001), where usage rates between these latter
two subgroups did not statistically differ from each other.

Discussion
Angler diversity
Overall, I found that anglers who partake in the Gulf of Maine recreational fishery for
groundfish can be categorized into three subgroups based on their primary fishing mode and
target species. For example, striped bass enthusiasts and all-rounders were generally
observed to target striped bass and other species from shore and on private vessels whereas
offshore groundfishers primarily targeted groundfish using for-hire vessels. These findings
align with Gulf of Maine fishing practices where, in contrast to those who target coastal
species like striped bass, anglers who target and catch groundfish rely on larger vessels, like
those in the for-hire industry, to access offshore fishing grounds. However, when considering
travel times and cost to get these offshore sites as well as the availability of groundfish by
season and regulations, anglers may opportunistically catch other species in addition to
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groundfish to satisfy catch-related motivations. Salz et al. (2001), for instance, reported that
MA anglers fishing on for-hire (e.g., party boat) vessels placed more emphasis on catching
fish as a condition for a successful fishing trip than did anglers in private modes. My findings
therefore suggest angler subgroups in the Gulf of Maine recreational groundfish fishery also
engage in other forms of fishing and express dynamic motives that can shift in response to
target species or fishing mode (Nguyen et al. 2013). Given its observed impact on fishing
decisions (e.g., Beardmore et al. 2011), fishery managers should strive to understand whether
these motivations translate into behaviors to better anticipate responses to management
efforts (Fedler and Ditton 1994).
Age was found to be the sole predictor of membership to a specific angler subgroup.
Anglers below the age of 49 were more likely to exhibit behaviors similar to individuals
categorized as striped bass enthusiasts, while anglers older than 49 behaved more like allrounders and offshore groundfishers. Other angler typology studies in North America have
reported mixed results on the ability for age to predict (e.g., Reitz and Travnichek 2006;
Tingley et al. 2019) and not predict (e.g., Nguyen et al. 2012; 2013) angler subgroup
membership, perhaps due to unique factors surrounding anglers in each recreational fishery.
The ability or desire of anglers to spend money on angling activities and equipment could be
one such factor. Dalrymple et al. (2010) found that age significantly predicted annual
expenditure of North Carolina anglers, where middle-aged anglers spent more money on
equipment and activities than younger and older anglers. Gulf of Maine survey respondents
younger than 49 years of age may therefore not have the necessary resources to frequently
fish offshore for groundfish. Age could also influence subgroup association due to shifting
priorities as anglers grow older as Schuett et al. (2010) observed in Texas anglers. Salz et al.
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(2001) reported that MA anglers on for-hire “party boat” anglers placed greater emphasis on
the social aspects of fishing (e.g., family recreation, sharing experiences with others) than
private mode anglers. As such, the tendency of older anglers in my study to associate with
subgroups that rely on for-hire vessels may reflect the desire of this group to form long-term
social bonds with others (Burch 1969; Schuett et al. 2010).

Willingness to adopt responsible fishing practices
Despite the existence of distinct subgroups in this fishery, I found that Gulf of Maine
groundfish anglers were largely willing to adopt alternative terminal tackle and descending
devices to reduce discard mortality in Atlantic cod and cusk, respectively. While such trends
may be attributed to the sample of anglers surveyed (see “Limitations of survey approach”), I
speculate that this result is due to anglers’ perceived risks, or threat perceptions, to fish
survival. For example, surveyed Gulf of Maine anglers more often believed that factors
within their control, including handling times, injuries sustained by the fish, depth of capture,
angler experience, and type of terminal tackle, threatened the survival of discarded
groundfish. Nguyen et al. (2013) similarly observed that anglers in the lower Fraser River
recreational sockeye salmon fishery not only used many of the same federally-recommended
responsible fishing practices but were aware that their own actions have consequences on the
fate of released fish. Scyphers et al. (2013) also showed that anglers most willing to use
venting tools and techniques to release offshore reef fish were those who perceived it to
benefit the survival of fish experiencing barotrauma. Therefore, due to the critically-depleted
state of Gulf of Maine Atlantic cod (Northeast Fisheries Science Center 2017) and cusk’s
designation as a Species of Concern (Department of Commerce 2007), these findings are
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critical to managers if they hope to understand angler support and compliance with potential
management actions.
Such threat perceptions could also suggest why a large portion of respondents (44%)
were indifferent towards fishing during times of year with cooler water temperatures to
reduce haddock discard mortality. Although there are number of factors known to influence
discard mortality, temperature has long been termed the “master factor” in fish biology due
to its influence over physiological processes (Brett 1971), where elevated water temperature
is well known to catalyze a series of physiological disruptions that threaten internal
homeostasis and fish survival (reviewed in Gale et al. 2013). However, my survey revealed
that only 8% of survey respondents believed water temperature was harmful to groundfish
survival. These results are similar to Nguyen et al. (2013), who showed that 7% Fraser River
anglers believed water temperature threatened fish survival, suggesting that anglers may not
understand or appreciate the influence of water temperature on the fate of released fish. Such
a result could be attributed to the rarity of observing fish mortalities after release (Gallagher
et al. 2015). Discard mortality can be cryptic, delayed, and occur out of sight as a result of
fish being unable to recover from physiological stress (reviewed in Arlinghaus et al. 2007;
Gallagher et al. 2015). It is therefore possible that many anglers have not seen a haddock die
when fishing during warmer times of the year (see Chapter 2) and fail to establish a causeeffect relationship like with other more evident cases (e.g., hooking injuries, post-release
predation).
Understanding threat perceptions to fish survival is important if managers hope to
gauge the extent to which anglers support and adopt specific responsible fishing practices or
comply with regulatory measures related directly to catch-and-release angling (Sturgis and
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Allum 2004; Arlinghaus et al. 2007; Cooke et al. 2012). This information can aid not only in
identifying knowledge gaps among the angling community but also crafting outreach efforts
for particular groups of anglers to improve fish welfare and survival (Nguyen et al. 2013).
Nonetheless, it is unclear if angler beliefs towards the effect of water temperature on fish
survival are the result of limited education and experience or displaced by the desire to fish
during seasons with favorable conditions. For example, when asked during which season
they prefer to fish for groundfish in the Gulf of Maine, nearly 82% of surveyed anglers
indicated they preferred fishing during the summer (June to August) and autumn (September
to November). Surveyed anglers could have also chosen answers that would result in the
least amount of impact to their fishing activities if additional regulations were established
(Gallagher et al. 2015). The use of in-season closures to reduce discard mortality in the
Newfoundland recreational Atlantic salmon fishery when temperatures exceed 20°C (Breau
and Caissie 2013), for instance, may be unfavorable in the Gulf of Maine fishery due to the
disconnect in perceived threats to fish survival and the complete restriction in overall fishing
as compared to other controls (e.g., size and possession limits; Gallagher et al. 2015).
Therefore, while Gulf of Maine anglers appear to care about groundfish, my results suggest
they are either unaware of the threat of water temperature on fish survival or they
purposefully avoided acknowledging this due to the perceived fear of incurring fishing
restrictions (Gallagher et al. 2015). Future studies must continue to explore the underlying
beliefs and motivations of anglers to better understand if education and outreach are capable
of shifting such threat perceptions and behaviors, especially if the region’s haddock stock
collapses in the future and requires rebuilding efforts.
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Information channel usage
Gulf of Maine anglers appear to be supportive of responsible fishing practices from
scientifically-validated investigations, but are unlikely to consult peer-reviewed literature for
this information (Pelletier et al. 2007). Here, I found that surveyed Gulf of Maine anglers
who target groundfish indeed consult a number of channels to receive angling-related
information. Nearly 80% of respondents, for instance, indicated they used Internet web pages
to find information followed by interpersonal communication with other anglers in the
community (53%), tackle shops (50%), and friends and family (46%). Nguyen et al. (2012)
observed similar trends in information channel use by lower Fraser River recreational anglers
in British Columbia, who primarily used Internet websites (55%), talking with anglers at
fishing sites (12%), and word-of-mouth from family and friends (12%), among other sources.
My results somewhat agree with Cardona-Pons et al. (2010) and Gray and Jordan (2010),
who both reported a diverse use of information channels by regional groups of marine
anglers. However, Cardona-Pons et al. (2010) showed that roughly 70% of Palma Bay
anglers in Spain mainly consulted printed “leaflets” from tackle shops, fishing sites, and
angling clubs and associations. Gray and Jordan (2010) also found that print and online
magazines (53%) and tackle shops (49%) were more often consulted for information than
Internet websites (40%). Therefore, to increase information dispersal among the Gulf of
Maine angling community, outreach efforts should not only cover diverse platforms but also
prioritize dissemination among the Internet and target industry members, such as tackle
shops and for-hire captains and crew, who will serve as conduits of information.
Interestingly, the influence of angler heterogeneity, while seemingly absent in the
willing adoption of responsible fishing practices, was evident in the use of specific
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information channels. Offshore groundfishers, for example, consulted with captain and crew
members far more than other subgroups who target groundfish. These results are not
surprising given that offshore groundfishers are most likely to fish aboard for-hire vessels
when targeting groundfish where captains and crew members are available for long
durations. However, simply because an information channel is easily accessible for anglers
does not mean it is their most preferred channel (e.g., Gray and Jordan 2010; Nguyen et al.
2012), which can impact dissemination efforts (Wilkins et al. 2018). Such impacts can be
inflated by the fact that some people do not always feel their most preferred information
channel was the most credible (Westley and Severin 1964; Kiousis 2001). Therefore, in light
of the observed usage trends among anglers, it is important to differentiate which channels
anglers use out of convenience and preference to maximize message dissemination (Wilkins
et al. 2018).
Nevertheless, as reviewed in Gray and Jordan (2010), where information comes from,
or the source, will likely determine how, or even if, a message is properly received (Giffin
1967). Results from Peters et al. (1997), for example, demonstrated that trust and credibility
are key factors in environmental risk communication and could influence an angler’s
decision to ultimately accept or reject a message (Trettin and Musham 2000). Although trust
is sometimes defined as a function of credibility (e.g., high credibility of source positively
impacts trust in the source), distrust towards a source can impact the degree to which people
accept information even if the source is credible (Frewer 2004; Wilkins et al. 2018). Given
that relations of trust facilitate cooperation between people that are critical for sustainability
(Pretty 2003), identifying which sources (and channels) anglers trust may be valuable when
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conveying the importance of responsible fishing practices to the angling community
(reviewed in Gray and Jordan 2010).

Limitations of survey approach
My study provides valuable information on angler diversity and its impact on
promoting the adoption of responsible fishing practices, but there were some limitations to
my approach. For instance, in contrast to a mail survey or face-to-face interviews, I solicited
responses using an online survey via e-mail invitation given its convenience and ability to
quickly obtain a large survey sample at minimal cost (reviewed in Evans and Mathur 2005).
However, online surveys inherently exclude a portion of anglers without Internet
connectivity, computer access, or e-mail addresses (Murphy et al. 2015), possibly skewing
results towards anglers who favor the Internet as a resource. Another potential limitation was
my survey instrument did not require anglers to answer all questions, which promoted nonresponse and reduced sample sizes for various analyses. Furthermore, I only focused on
anglers that held valid recreational licenses in MA and ME. Given the average years of
experience and days fished per year for anglers in my study, surveying recreational license
holders could have biased my results towards more avid and experienced anglers (e.g.,
Murphy et al. 2015; Curtis et al. 2019). This approach not only limited me from surveying
anglers from all Gulf of Maine states (i.e., NH) but also non-licensed anglers who can legally
fish on for-hire platforms like charter and party boats. Because for-hire anglers, both licensed
and non-licensed, can differ from anglers who fish on private modes (Salz et al. 2001),
responses of non-licensed anglers would likely shift my results but it is uncertain in what
direction. To this end, my results may not be fully representative of the greater Gulf of Maine
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groundfish angling community because all anglers did not have an equal chance of being
surveyed (Fisher 1997). Future studies should therefore consider a suite of additional survey
methods, including in-person interviews, mail, and phone, to obtain a more complete sample
of this fishery.

Implications to management
Nevertheless, the results herein should not be discounted given that they still provide
fishery managers with valuable insight into Gulf of Maine recreational anglers who catch
groundfish. For example, my study demonstrated that three angler typologies exist in this
fishery and, while the number and composition of these groups can potentially shift with a
larger sample, cannot be ignored (Nguyen et al. 2012). Given such diversity was closely
related to specific angler behaviors in the present study, fishery managers should take
considerable care when preparing and conducting future studies in this fishery to properly
account for angler typologies and their impact on subsequent results.
Contrary to the previous statement, I observed that angler diversity had no influence
on attitudes towards responsible fishing practices as respondents were collectively supportive
of adopting them. Such consensus towards the use of responsible fishing practices by anglers
is promising; Cooke et al. (2013) noted informal institutions have the potential to achieve
management objectives and, while capable of reducing the transaction costs of more formal
regulations, rely far more heavily on communication and participation among the angling
community. This information sharing could be complicated given that surveyed anglers used
a vast array of channels, including Internet web pages and interpersonal communication, that
differed by subgroups. Therefore, due to the impact angling communities can have by
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informally communicating and disseminating information among its members (e.g., CardonaPons et al. 2010), I recommend that fishery managers consider a mixed outreach approach to
effectively share responsible fishing practices with all anglers (Nguyen et al. 2012). The use
of key industry members in the fishery, including tackle shop owners and captains and crew
members, may be pivotal in networking with the community (reviewed in Hall-Arber et al.
2009) as they can potentially aid in building social capital (Pretty 2003) that leads to greater
resilience and sustainability. Furthermore, outreach efforts should highlight the variables that
influence the fate of released fish given that anglers’ threat perceptions towards fish survival
may ultimately influence the adoption of responsible fishing behaviors (e.g., Sturgis and
Allum 2004).

Conclusions
In conclusion, this study serves to advance our understanding of the adoption of
responsible fishing practices by anglers for reducing the impact of catch-and-release angling
in the Gulf of Maine recreational groundfish fishery. My results support the old adage that
“the average angler does not exist” (Shafer 1969) and such diversity can manifest itself as
differing attitudes towards responsible fishing practices and information channels. If fishery
managers hope to encourage the adoption and use of responsible fishing practices along with
regulations, anglers in this fishery will need to be made aware and informed through a mixed
outreach program. Because the optimal mix of communication and engagement strategies by
fishery managers is currently unknown, I hope this work encourages others to conduct more
comprehensive studies to understand anglers’ communication preferences (Nguyen et al.
2012) and trust in sources of information (Wilkins et al. 2018). Moreover, researchers should
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further investigate anglers’ threat perceptions towards fish survival and how they relate to
responsible fishing practices to better craft outreach material for anglers who are unaware of
the impact of catch-and-release angling on fish (e.g., Nguyen et al. 2013). Although these
findings are not anticipated to be a panacea to overexploitation issues in the Gulf of Maine, I
believe they will continue to highlight complexity in the recreational groundfish fishery and
the importance of stakeholder participation in supporting its long-term sustainability.
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Table 5.1. Summary of survey questions by general category.
Categories

1. Fishing
activity and
experience

Questions

Response

A. Participation in Gulf of Maine fishing

Multiple choice

B. Fishing experience (years)

Numeric entry

C. Avidity (days/ year)

Numeric entry

D. Percent time on fishing mode

Numeric entry

E. Target species/ groups

Select all

F. Primary target species/ groups

Multiple choice

A. Willingness to [practice] for reducing discard
mortality in [species]
2. Responsible
fishing
practices

3. Information
channels

4. Sociodemographics

i.

Use baited hooks; Atlantic cod

Multiple choice

ii.

Fish at times of the year with cooler
temperatures; Haddock

Multiple choice

iii.

Use descending devices; Cusk

Multiple choice

A. Current information channels

Select all

A. Gender

Multiple choice

B. Age

Multiple choice

C. Highest level of education

Multiple choice

D. Total household income

Multiple choice

E. ZIP code

Numeric entry
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Table 5.2. Responses of surveyed Gulf of Maine anglers that target groundfish (n = 306).
Response frequencies (n) and percentages (%) refer to socio-demographic and fishing activity
and experience questions, where the latter set of questions were used in a latent class (LC)
cluster analysis to identify angler subgroups.
Socio-demographics
Gender (n = 283)
Male
Female

n

%

265 93.6
18 6.4

Age (n = 287)
18-29
30-39
40-49

17
48
67

50-59
60-69
≥ 70

71
65
19

Angler subgroup questions
Fishing experience (n = 306)
< 5 yrs
5 – 9 yrs
10 – 19 yrs
≥ 20 yrs
Avidity (n = 306)
< 10 d/yr
10 – 29 d/yr
≥ 30 d/yr

%

33
59
27
99
66

11.6
20.8
9.5
34.9
23.2

0
10
18

0
4.0
7.3

$60,000 - $79,999

37

14.9

$80,000 - $99,999

33

13.3

$100,000 - $149,999
≥ $150,000

73
77

29.4
31.0

n

%

246
27
33

80.4
8.8
10.8

Education level (n = 284)
High school or less
Some college
2-year college degree
4-year college degree
Post-graduate

5.9
16.7
23.3 Household income in USD (n =
248)
24.7
< $20,000
22.6
$20,000 - $39,999
6.6
$40,000 - $59,999

1

Region of residence (n = 275)
Gulf of Maine
Greater US

n

261
14

94.9
5.1

n

%
Primary fishing mode (n = 306)
Private modes2
11.8
For-hire modes
11.4
No primary mode
25.5

36
35
78
157 51.3

75
143
88

24.5
46.7
28.8

Primary target species (n = 306)
Groundfish species
Striped bass
Other species

95 31.0
164 53.6
47 15.4

Other target species (n = 306)
None
Single other species
Multiple other species

12 3.9
41 13.4
253 82.7

1“

Gulf of Maine” = MA, NH, ME; “Greater US” = AZ, FL, MD, MI, NY, PA, RI, VT.

2

“Private modes” include shore/pier and private vessels.
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Table 5.3. Fit statistics1 of latent class (LC) cluster models with 1 – 5 classes. The model
with the lowest BIC value is presented in italics while the final selected model is shown in
bold.

1

Model

LL

BIC

Npar

L2

d.f.

p

Class. Err.

1-Class

-1351.8233

2766.6061

11

319.7235

295

0.15

0

2-Class

-1275.7471

2683.1367

23

167.5711

283

1

0.0862

3-Class

-1261.1587

2722.643

35

138.3944

271

1

0.1944

4-Class

-1251.7477

2772.5039

47

119.5723

259

1

0.1682

5-Class

-1243.9079

2825.5074

59

103.8927

247

1

0.1595

Fit statistics include: LL: Log-likelihood; BIC = Bayesian information criterion; Npar = Number of

parameters; L2 = likelihood-ratio χ2 statistic; d.f. = Degrees of freedom; p value = significance value from L2;
Class. Err. = Classification errors.
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Table 5.4. Class response percentages for surveyed Gulf of Maine anglers into one of
three subgroups. The latent class (LC) membership of surveyed Gulf of Maine recreational
anglers who targeted groundfish (n = 306) was dictated by fishing activity and experience,
specifically primary fishing mode and target species.
Class 1
Striped bass
enthusiast
53.1

Class 2
Allrounder
34.6

Class 3
Offshore
groundfisher
12.3

Indicators
Experience (yr)
<5
5–9
10 – 19
≥ 20

5.6
12.3
28.8
53.4

22.5
10.9
18.8
47.8

8.4
9.2
30.1
52.4

Avidity (d/yr)
< 10
10 – 29
≥ 30

8.9
37.7
53.4

38.3
60.6
1.1

53.1
46.6
0.3

Primary fishing mode
Private mode
For-hire mode
No primary mode

99.1
0.0
0.9

73.7
6.3
20.0

18.3
53.9
27.8

Primary target species
Groundfish species
Striped bass
Other species

12.7
74.0
13.4

35.4
40.9
23.7

98.2
1.2
0.6

Other target species than groundfish (#)
None
Single other species
Multiple other species

0.0
3.9
96.1

0.0
23.3
76.7

31.8
26.7
41.5

Class Size
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Figure 5.1. Overview of a phased approach to identify angler diversity and its
implications for promoting responsible fishing practices. Specifically, analyses sought to
determine if anglers who participate in the Gulf of Maine recreational groundfish fishery
differed in their (A) fishing behavior using a latent class (LC) cluster analysis and, if so, (B)
how subgroups of anglers differed in their willingness to adopt species-specific repsonsible
fishing practices to mitigate discard mortality and use information channels to receive angling
news. Responsible fishing practices included (i) using baited hooks to reduce Atlantic cod
bycatch and discard mortality, (ii) fishing at cooler times of the year to reduce haddock discard
mortality, and (iii) using descending devices to reduce cusk barotrauma and discard mortality.
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Figure 5.2. Latent class (LC) membership of surveyed Gulf of Maine anglers into one of
three subgroups. Membership of Gulf of Maine groundfish anglers (n = 306) was based on
their [A] experience, [B] avidity, [C] primary fishing mode, and [D] primary target species,
and [E] number of target species other than groundfish. The width of horizontal splines (i.e.,
alluvia) depict the frequency of anglers in each subgroup.
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Figure 5.3. Gulf of Maine angler responses towards adopting species-specific responsible
fishing practices by their latent class (LC) membership in one of three subgroups. Such
responses include the willingness to adopt responsible fishing practices for Atlantic cod (top),
haddock (middle), and cusk (bottom). Calculated percentages refer to the proportion of
responses for each subgroup. Statistical significance (p) values for Pearson χ2 tests are
presented in the top-right corner of each plot.
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Figure 5.4. Gulf of Maine angler responses for using various information channels
according to their latent class (LC) membership in one of three subgroups. Calculated
percentages refer to the proportion of responses for each subgroup. Asterisks indicate statistical
significance between angler subgroups and responses based on Pearson χ2 tests.
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CHAPTER 6
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Despite the importance of Atlantic cod, haddock, and cusk to the Gulf of Maine angling
community, no studies until now have explicitly sought to investigate the mortality of
discarded groundfish in this recreational fishery. My dissertation aims to promote the current
and continued sustainability of Gulf of Maine recreational fishery for groundfish by addressing
discard mortality knowledge gaps via estimation, mitigation, and outreach efforts. Overall,
using innovative techniques and science-industry partnerships, my work provides valuable
insight into the discard mortality of various groundfish targeted in the Gulf of Maine
recreational multispecies fishery. For example, my work contributes to the growing body of
evidence that recreational fishing can influence the mortality of released fish at differing rates
due to key processes during capture, handling, and release. Given the potential impact of
discard mortality on sustainability efforts, my findings demonstrate the need for scientific
investigations for identifying specific tools and tactics that reduce bycatch and impacts to fish
welfare and survival. My dissertation not only points out the complex relationship of discard
mortality in fishes but also among members of the recreational angling community whose
behavior ultimately influences the fate of released fish. Furthermore, to best guide the
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stakeholders that depend on this resource, this dissertation summarizes all findings into a
simple and easily digestible set of recommendations.
Taken at face value, I generated information crucial to the immediate management of
stocks targeted in the Gulf of Maine recreational fishery for groundfish. For instance, with
assistance from industry partners and emerging technologies and techniques, Chapter 2 and 3
estimated the discard mortality of haddock and cusk across a range of authentic fishery
conditions. Discard mortality rates estimated for haddock and cusk can be used to more
accurately estimate total fishing mortality and aid in setting annual catch limits and targets to
ensure overfishing does not occur in these stocks. These estimated discard mortality rates can
also be used for supporting the development of regulations by fishery managers or, in the case
of haddock, a bioeconomic model that jointly manages Atlantic cod. Moreover, based on the
extent to which fish are estimated to die upon release, these results can inform fishery managers
on the efficacy of regulations, like mandatory catch-and-release, for mitigating
overexploitation rates.
My work also underlines the benefit of and need for research that generates responsible
fishing practices for reducing fishing mortality rates of targeted stocks. Results from Chapters
3 and 4 indeed suggest there is an ideal set of fishing tools and equipment that anglers can use
to reduce bycatch and discard mortality of released groundfish. In comparison to large-scale
seasonal and area closures, my results demonstrate to management bodies that the use of these
specific tools and tackle combinations are effective at reducing fishing mortality rates for
specific groundfish while maintaining Gulf of Maine fishing opportunities for other species.
My findings also highlight the importance of collaborating with fishery industry partners and
enlisting ideas from other fisheries where specific practices benefit the welfare of released fish.
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However, while my work largely agrees with the collective findings on descending devices
and selective tackle, the degree to which this work should be expanded to other fishes caught
in this fishery should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis until further work can be done.
Furthermore, my dissertation showcases the inherent complexity of the human
component in this fishery and its importance towards sustainable fishing. Chapter 5, for
instance, revealed that Gulf of Maine anglers who target groundfish were collectively willing
to adopt responsible fishing practices, but fishery managers will need to develop a mixed
outreach campaign to successfully share information with this diverse stakeholder group.
Because of their direct interaction with fish, members of the recreational angling community
are key allies in facilitating the sustainable use of recreational fisheries. Therefore, to foster
stewardship and promote education and the use of appropriate tools and tactics to this
stakeholder group, it is vital that anglers are properly engaged with through effective
information channels. Nonetheless, even if managers leverage a variety of channels to connect
with this group, the degree to which anglers support or even adopt responsible fishing practices
could be influenced by how much anglers trust the source (i.e., organization) and messenger
(i.e. channel). For example, while not reported in Chapter 5, survey respondents believed
information from some channels and organizations was more trustworthy than others. Given
the current issue of misinformation in daily news and its ability to undermine trust in numerous
topics, these unreported survey responses should be reviewed in order to guide dissemination
efforts as well as future studies in this fishery.
One potential concern when distributing information to the Gulf of Maine angling
community is the complexity of what content to include and how to present it. For example,
responses in Chapter 5 suggested threat perceptions, or anglers’ beliefs towards what factors
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influence discard mortality, may ultimately dictate if they are open to adopting responsible
fishing practices, specifically the effect of water temperature on survival versus the likelihood
of fishing at cooler times of the year for haddock. This disparity highlights a teachable moment
for anglers on the documented effect of high water temperatures on fish survival, especially
given the rapid warming of the Gulf of Maine in recent years. Yet, messages should be crafted
carefully so as to not reduce the credibility of findings because of beliefs and attitudes towards
other topics. For instance, despite the scientific consensus on its existence, the impact and
consequences of human-induced climate change, such as rising ocean temperatures, remains
an issue of widespread debate. Although increasing water temperatures would be expected to
threaten the survival of haddock released in the autumn, linking responsible fishing practices
with such a politically-charged topic may be detrimental to its overall conveyance and
acceptance among the angling community. Further, because Chapter 5 found diversity exists
in the Gulf of Maine angling community, a single message shared across multiple information
platforms may not be an ideal education and outreach strategy. Fishery managers will therefore
need to craft multiple messages on discard mortality and responsible fishing practices to
properly reach multiple groups of people.
Beyond the results stated in each chapter, my work adds to the growing body of
literature that both supports and refutes the claim that discard mortality information from one
species cannot be used to inform another. For example, the observed differences in discard
mortality between groundfish highlights the importance of conducting species-specific
investigations, especially when results will be used for stock assessments, management plans,
and developing responsible fishing practices. There is sufficient evidence outside of my
dissertation to support the notion that differences in discard mortality exist due to the unique
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qualities of species and fisheries, including the characteristics of the target species, the fishing
process, and their interaction, and should be considered when closing data gaps on specific
stocks. Nevertheless, results also support the fact that key factors during capture, handling, and
release often influence mortality in many fishes. Discard mortality in fish has been frequently
observed to increase with injury severity, extended fight and handling durations, high water
temperature, and for smaller fish in various commercial and recreational fisheries. Given the
time and effort required to conduct a single study, these generalities may be substantial enough
for establishing responsible fishing practices in unstudied fisheries, specifically those where
biomass and abundance are near management targets or in data-poor fisheries where proactive
assessments are needed. The use of general discard mortality trends may therefore be valuable
to the management of various fisheries until more directed investigations can be conducted.
While potentially overlooked due to the numerous methods and results, all of my
chapters with field components demonstrate the value of stakeholder involvement and
collaboration, specifically members of the fishing industry, in promoting this fishery’s longterm sustainability. Fishing industry collaborators, for instance, were instrumental to the
experimental design of each field study, recreating authentic fishing scenarios so that results
could be extrapolated to the fishery level. With their experience and local ecological
knowledge, these industry members provided input on experimental treatments, such as the
specific tools and terminal tackle combinations to be tested, and the interpretation of fate
assignment procedures. These collaborations are also mutually beneficial given fishing
industry collaborators became invested in the work and were observed to support and adopt
various findings (e.g., use of descending devices and offset circle hooks on chartered fishing
trips). Further, because my work determined Gulf of Maine groundfish anglers used a variety
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of channels for receiving information, including conversations with captains and crew
members, fishing industry partners can serve a vital role as conduits of information and
influencers of responsible fishing practices in the angling community.
The successful generation and use of results from my dissertation, especially those from
field investigations, would not be possible without the use of emerging technologies and
techniques to address complex issues. In addition to the valuable input from industry
collaborations that boosted sample sizes and reinforced realistic conditions, acoustic telemetry
was an effective method for monitoring the behavior and thus post-release fate of groundfish
released into their natural environment for extended periods of time. In comparison to other
methods used to monitor post-release movements, acoustic telemetry yielded high-resolution
data for confidently inferring mortality events with semi-quantitative procedures and fully
accounted for all mortality associated with the capture and release process. The ongoing
tracking of fish via acoustic telemetry also generated longitudinal data necessary for
conducting survival analyses, which can handle missing data that would otherwise be lost in
other analyses. This work also continues to highlight the flexibility and overall utility of the
parametric mixture-distribution model for estimating factor-specific and long-term discard
mortality rates of tagged fish in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively.
Further, my research shows the utility of an extrapolation scheme to generate results
with the highest applicability for stakeholder groups (see Chapter 1; Figure 1.4). Such an
innovative approach is valuable to researchers because of the limitations associated with insitu field tagging studies and intended analyses. For instance, despite its ability to monitor postrelease fate and generate longitudinal data of fish, acoustic telemetry is costly in terms of
expenses (e.g., transmitters, receivers, and vessel and fuel prices) and labor (e.g., maintenance),
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which can severely impact sample sizes for statistical analyses. While survival analyses can
identify which factors influence discard mortality and at what rates, they do not inform
researchers on the distribution, or occurrence, of said factors in the fishery over a typical
fishing year. Therefore, by connecting the results of survival analyses with fishery-dependent
data, researchers can provide assessment and management personnel with fishery-scale discard
mortality rate estimates. The inclusion of fishery-dependent data are especially helpful in
instances where discard mortality rates need to be continually re-estimated due to annual
variations in discard patterns from fishing effort and regulations (see Chapter 2). Although
only exercised within the Gulf of Maine region, this approach is highly adaptable and can be
used in other regional recreational and commercial fisheries as long as appropriate survival
information and fishery-dependent data are acquired.
While my dissertation provides a wealth of valuable information for sustaining the Gulf
of Maine recreational fishery for groundfish, results continue to highlight the need for
additional research. For instance, Chapter 4 found that, despite the ability to reduce Atlantic
cod bycatch, terminal tackle combinations still caught both Atlantic cod and haddock. Future
studies should therefore focus on bycatch avoidance, specifically how anglers can pick specific
fishing areas where they can access haddock while avoiding critically-depleted Atlantic cod.
Given the sheer amount of topics surveyed and not reported in Chapter 5, future work should
indeed consider reviewing what information has already been collected to reveal trends among
the angling community. However, if additional human dimension studies are required, they
should consider a mixed-mode survey design (e.g., mail, telephone, and Internet surveys and
intercept interviews), to properly assess the views of visiting anglers that do not hold fishing
licenses in states that border the Gulf of Maine. Further, the ability to extrapolate results from
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statistical models to the fishery-scale relies on access to fishery-dependent data collected under
authentic situations. If researchers hope to encourage the sustainable use of the Gulf of Maine
recreational groundfish fishery, efforts should be made to institute and evaluate the success of
a citizen science program that encourages anglers to report their catch and aspects needed for
ongoing projects. Such a program would also provide an opportunity for recreational anglers
to get involved with and learn about fisheries science, all of which would encourage aquatic
stewardship in this fishery.
Based on observations throughout these chapters, my dissertation presents some key
research considerations for moving forward. For instance, because the Gulf of Maine
recreational fishery for groundfish targets multiple species, future work should also proactively
evaluate and estimate the discard mortality of other species. This includes species such as
pollock (Pollachius virens) and Acadian redfish (Sebastes fasciatus) which are increasingly
important target species for the recreational sector given stringent regulations placed on
Atlantic cod and haddock. Although the pollock and Acadian redfish stocks are not currently
overfished and overfishing is not occurring, both stocks are susceptible to fishing pressure
given the large fluctuations in spawning stock biomass in recent decades. However, when
conducting a discard mortality investigation, researchers must properly evaluate the strengths
and limitations of numerous methods for monitoring the post-release fate of fish, including
laboratory, confinement, and tagging trials. Given that the study species and resources
available to researchers can dictate which method is used, future work should consider
comparing the performance of multiple methods for estimating the discard mortality rate of a
target species. In doing so, researchers could identify which methods were most appropriate
and generate a “correction value” between methods. For example, rather than leveraging a
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significant amount of resources to conduct an acoustic telemetry study every few years,
researchers could hypothetically perform in-situ confinement trials and apply a “correction
value” to improve the accuracy of estimated discard mortality rates. Such results could
therefore be beneficial in situations where discard mortality rate estimates need to be
continually revisited in a species due to changing fishery conditions.
Finally, future efforts should consider the development of unique outreach campaigns
with industry partners due to their role as an information channel for groundfish anglers. For
example, aside from word-of-mouth information exchange, captains and crew members can be
instrumental in sharing responsible fishing practices on their own Internet websites and social
media accounts or during community events (e.g., fishing shows). Because of their extended
reach among the angling community, tackle shops and companies could be beneficial in
promoting these recommended tools and tactics. However, because anglers also rely on
members of the angling community as well as friends and family for information, one cannot
overlook the influential power that anglers in this recreational community can have on their
colleagues. From in-person to online exchanges, anglers can reinforce social norms around
responsible fishing practices by communicating praise or disapproval, which is valuable
considering the large spatial and temporal scales of this fishery. Nonetheless, the promotion of
these practices by recreational anglers hinges not only on whether anglers are open to
sanctioning others but also the degree to which evidence-based responsible fishing practices
are clearly communicated through the aforementioned outreach campaigns. Therefore, in
addition to identifying the barriers that prevent the anglers from receiving information and
sanctioning others, additional work should evaluate how many anglers actually adjust their
behavior to promote fish welfare.
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In summary, my work adds to our understanding of discard mortality in the Gulf of
Maine recreational groundfish fishery as well as the mounting body of literature on the topic.
With science-industry partnerships and emerging technologies and techniques, I successfully
evaluated discard mortality and bycatch reduction among three types of groundfish. In addition
to informing assessments and management decisions, my work established scientificallyvalidated responsible fishing practices that both fishery managers and recreational anglers can
consider when attempting to reduce the mortality of released groundfish. Furthermore, I
demonstrated the pivotal role that anglers could play in achieving management goals if fishery
managers learned how to properly engage with and inform this community on important topics.
My dissertation, although not a panacea, highlights the complexity of discard mortality and its
implications on the sustainable use of groundfish in the Gulf of Maine recreational fishery.
Therefore, given the ever changing state of fish stocks and regulations in the Gulf of Maine, it
is important that discard mortality data gaps are addressed to continually promote the longterm sustainability of the recreational groundfish fishery and the stakeholders that depend on
it.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 2
Fishing gear and terminal tackle
Haddock were captured using standardized fishing gear and terminal tackle types that
are widely used in the regional recreational fishery. Standardized gear consisted of a
Shakespeare Ugly Stik rod (model BWB 1120 – 2.4 m), a Penn Senator reel (model 4/0 113H)
equipped with braided mainline (29.5 kg test), and a monofilament “shock” leader (22.7 kg
test). Using previous survey results from Capizzano et al. (2016) (Table A.1), the two most
commonly used terminal tackle types were selected for the study: (1) an unplated LavJig (283
- 340 g) equipped with a Mustad treble hook (size 9/0) and single-hook teaser (size 6/0,
equipped with synthetic hair) connected to a dropper loop ~ 40 cm above the jig, and (2) a lead
weighted, sea clam-baited “high-low” rig with two Mustad J-hooks (size 5/0, model 92671GL) tied into the leader with dropper loops (~ 10 cm) (Figure A.1). Additional input from
industry partners resulted in the incorporation of another type of hook style on the sea clambaited “high-low” rig, specifically two Gamakatsu Octopus circle hooks (size 5/0, SKU
02415), resulting in three overall terminal tackle types used in the study. Because of the
differences in fishing style between jig and baited hook terminal setups, the jig and teaser
configuration were treated as one rather than their individual components. Furthermore, jig
sizes and lead sinker weights were selected to ensure anglers could effectively keep their
terminal tackle on the seabed given the prevailing weather and fishing conditions (Capizzano
et al. 2016).
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Step-wise forward selection procedure based on Akaike’s information criterion corrected for
small sample sizes
Beginning with an intercept-only model, covariates were individually fit to all three model
variants of Eq. (1) (Table 2.2) and compared using delta-values of Akaike’s information
criterion corrected for small sample sizes (ΔAICc; Burnham and Anderson 2002). AICc can
be calculated using the following function:
𝐴𝐼𝐶𝑐 = 𝐴𝐼𝐶 + (2𝐾(𝐾 + 1))/(𝑛 − 𝐾 − 1)

(Eq. 3)

where AIC denotes the Akaike information criterion value for the model, K is the number of
estimated parameters in the model, and n is the sample size. The model variant and covariate
were only retained if the combination resulted in a ΔAICc of at least 3 units from the previous
“best” fitting model (i.e., model with lowest AICc score from previous run). This systematic
procedure was repeated until an additional covariate on the , π, or both terms failed to cause
a ΔAICc of at least 3 units from the previous model. Model variants with an equal but different
composition of covariates and a ΔAICc value ≤ 3 units between one another were considered
equally plausible and retained for during the model selection procedure.
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Table A.1. Terminal tackle configurations from the 2013 Marine Recreational Information
Program’s gear and tackle survey interviews (n = 593) for Massachusetts anglers targeting cod
(see Capizzano et al. 2016 for details).
Terminal tackle type
(A) Jig
11%






(B) Baited hooks
89%


Style

Hook number

o Norwegian

85%

o 1

52%

o Other

15%

o 2

41%

o 3

<1%

Size
o < 350 g

23%

o 350425 g

45%

o 450500 g

23%

o 550600 g

5%

o > 600 g

0%

o Unknown

5%

Teaser number
o 0

5%

o 1

78%

o 2

17%
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o Unknown




7%

Hook style
o J-hook

82%

o Circle hook

18%

Bait type
o Clams

99%

o Other

1%

Figure A.1. Terminal tackle types and their placement on the rod-and-reel’s monofilament
leader (black line; thickness not to scale) on fishing trips following setup procedures by
Capizzano et al. (2016). General terminal tackle type configurations used in the study included
either (A) a jig with a teaser or (B) baited hooks with a lead weight. The dotted line along the
monofilament leader on both tackle types represents a break so crucial elements to each
configuration could be seen more easily.
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Figure A.2. An example of representative movement data for a (1) positive and (2) negative
control over their entire post-release monitoring period (September – October 2015). Column
(A) shows the vertical movement of haddock of both fate groups. Dotted points indicate tideadjusted depth recordings where coloring relates to each control’s time-at-large (green = start,
red = end). The grey dotted line simply connects said points to show how movement progressed
over time. Column (B) displays the overall horizontal movement of haddock in the acoustic
receiver array displayed in Figure 2.1 (see Chapter 2) where each number refers to a unique
receiver. The red circles mark the receivers that detected haddock, with the size of the circle
corresponding to the proportion of detections at said receiver (i.e., larger circles mean more
time spent near that receiver).
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Figure A.3. Plot of the Kaplan-Meier estimator of the overall survival function for all tagged
and released haddock over the first 20 days, with the 95% confidence intervals indicated by
shaded areas and times of right censoring indicated with circles. Time zero is the time of release
back into the water. The plot is annotated to indicate the presence of two types of mortality
over time for haddock that were captured and released (no evidence of natural mortality in this
subset of acoustically-tagged haddock). The inset plot displays the Kaplan-Meier estimator of
the overall survival function for these fish over 100 d.
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APPENDIX B: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 3
Table B.1. A summary of preliminary cusk observations (n = 146) collected aboard
recreational fishing vessels targeting cusk and other groundfish species between August 2015
and June 2016. Fishery-dependent observational trips were conducted aboard head boats (F/V
Yankee Clipper, Yankee Fleet, Gloucester, MA; F/V Lady Merrilee Ann III and F/V Lady
Audrey Mae, Eastman’s Docks, Seabrook, NH). Fishery-independent trips targeting cusk were
chartered aboard the F/V Too Far (Captain Marc Stettner), F/V Annie B (Eastman’s Docks),
and NOAA-collaborative vessels F/V Mary Elizabeth and F/V Tenacious II.
Trip

Date

Vessel

Cusk (#)

1

2015-08-06

F/V Yankee Clipper

9

2

2015-08-10

F/V Lady Merrilee Ann III

7

3

2015-08-13

F/V Lady Merrilee Ann III

3

4

2015-08-21

F/V Lady Audrey Mae

1

5

2015-09-03

F/V Annie B

4

6

2015-09-09

F/V Annie B

2

7

2015-09-10

F/V Annie B

2

8

2015-09-18

F/V Too Far

12

9

2015-09-27

F/V Too Far

4

10

2015-09-28

F/V Annie B

4

11

2015-10-27

F/V Annie B

16

12

2016-05-10

F/V Annie B

13

13

2016-05-17

F/V Annie B

22

14

2016-05-19

F/V Annie B

18

15

2016-05-23

F/V Tenacious II

12

16

2016-05-26

F/V Tenacious II

9

17

2016-06-02

F/V Mary Elizabeth

2

18

2016-06-03

F/V Mary Elizabeth

6
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Table B.2. Capture characteristics of cusk captured between August 2015 and June 2016 on 18
fishing trips during pilot fieldwork (see Table B.1). Abbreviations are as follows: n =
frequency, SE = standard error.
n

Range

Mean

SE

Capture depth

m

247

31.4 - 62.7

51.01

0.22

Fish total length

cm

257

26.7 - 76.2

57.57

0.42

Fight time

s

249

4 - 350

70

1

Unhook time

s

248

1 -245

36

2

Handling time

s

244

62 - 746

204

6
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Table B.3. Frequency of cusk (n = 146) exhibiting barotrauma symptoms from preliminary
fieldwork. Table (A) displays the cumulative frequencies and percentages of cusk observed
with at least that number of barotrauma symptoms. Table (B) displays frequencies and
percentages of observed cusk with said many barotrauma symptoms.
(A)
Symptoms present (#)

Frequency (#)

Cumulative total (%)

0+

146

100

1+

140

95.9

2+

94

64.4

3+

52

35.6

4+

21

14.4

5

2

1.4

Symptoms present (#)

Frequency (#)

Total (%)

0

6

4.1

1

46

31.5

2

42

28.8

3

31

21.2

4

19

13.0

5

2

1.4

(B)
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Table B.4. Descriptive data for the ten recaptured cusk that were reported with coordinates in
the study, including days-at-liberty, distanced traveled, and initial capture conditions (i.e.,
capture depth, total length, physical injury score, barotrauma symptoms). Unique ID for each
fish corresponds to unique value on the mark-recapture map (see Figure B.4).

1

Days at liberty
(#)
15

Distance traveled
(km)
0.60

Capture depth
(m)
57.6

Total length
(cm)
58.5

Physical
injury
1

2

39

0.45

47.5

59.0

1

3

62

0.13

47.2

62.0

1

4

62

0.15

47.2

50.0

1

5

69

0.14

49.1

64.0

1

6

334

0.63

49.4

53.0

2

7

355

1.61

47.9

60.0

1

8

355

1.61

46.9

55.0

1

9

424

0.19

48.2

46.0

1

10

741

0.67

49.1

62.5

1

ID

Exophthalmia

1

ID

0

Stomach
Eversion
1

Abdominal
Distension
2

2

0

0

1

1

0

3

0

1

1

0

0

4

0

0

2

0

2

5

2

2

0

1

0

6

0

1

1

0

1

7

2

2

0

2

0

8

0

1

1

0

2

9

0

2

0

0

0

10

0

2

0

0

0
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Figure B.1. High-resolution digital elevation model of the (A) western Gulf of Maine and (B)
study area for the present study (both with raster data gridded at 4 m). The red rectangle
identifies the study area with respect to the western Gulf of Maine. The black arrows identify
rocky, bathymetric relief that industry partners know to be suitable habitat for cusk. Moreover,
the color ramp legend depicts the seafloor depth (i.e., negative elevation) in meters, while gray
lines display bathymetric contours at 50, 60, and 70 m depth for reference. The digital elevation
model was provided by the University of New Hampshire’s Center for Coastal and Ocean
Mapping.
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Figure B.2. An example depicting the utility of the Brownian bridge movement models
(BBMM) for relating the movement of a recaptured cusk (i.e., positive control) to the study
area and suitable habitat identified by industry partners (see Figure B.1). Plot (A) plot the
relative location of the control cusk in the study area, with black contour lines identifying 50
m depth (i.e., suitable cusk habitat) and gray contour lines identifying progressively deeper
areas. Plot (B) zooms in to the red rectangle in left-side plot to view high-resolution movement
of cusk with respect to bathymetric relief. Yellow (low) to red (high) pixels indicate usage
areas, while the encompassing blue line identifies the estimated UD95 (i.e., 95% utilization
distribution).
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Figure B.3. Plot of the Kaplan-Meier estimator of the overall survival function for all tagged
and released cusk over the first 100 d, with the 95% confidence interval indicated by shaded
areas, and times of right censoring indicated with plus (+) signs. Time zero is the time of release
back into the water. The inset plot displays the Kaplan-Meier estimator of the overall survival
function for these fish over 10 d where a dotted red line depicts the eventual end of mortality
for the subsample.
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Figure B.4. A map displaying documented movement of ten tagged cusk within (A) the
acoustic array and (B) the greater study site on northern Jeffreys Ledge based on reported
recaptures and coordinates. Arrow directions display the assumed straight line movement of
cusk between their initial capture (i.e., mark) and recapture locations, while arrow length
represents the estimated distance. Numbers associated with arrows identify each tagged cusk
to be recaptured (see Table B.4). Color ramp and contours visually display the bathymetric
relief in the study area.
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Figure B.5. Image demonstrating some of the inherent difficulties with using the Shelton Fish
Descender release device. Cusk were observed to be very lively throughout the entire capture,
handling, and release event. Unfortunately, cusk were known to thrash and tangle the
monofilament over the Shelton Fish Descender, preventing the animal from slipping off the
device at depth.
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Figure B.6. Vertical depth profile of twelve control cusk (6 negative and 6 positive control)
over the duration of the acoustic monitoring period. One negative control was identified to be
scavenged and considered to be an example of a predation event. Tide-adjusted depth
detections are indicated by dots and connected via lines to show progression through time.
Labels above each plot indicate the control group (i.e., positive = alive, negative = dead, etc.)
and unique ID for each transmitter.
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Figure B.7. Horizontal movement of twelve control cusk (6 negative and 6 positive control)
over the duration of the acoustic monitoring period. One negative control was identified to be
scavenged and considered to be an example of a predation event. Estimated latitude and
longitude positions from VPS data of each fish are depicted by dots for their entire time at
liberty. Labels above each plot indicate the control group (i.e., positive = alive, negative =
dead, etc.) and unique ID for each transmitter.
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APPENDIX C: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 4
Table C.1. Results from the forward model selection procedure for candidate generalized linear
mixed models (GLMM) generated for each species that evaluate catch-per-unit-effort (CPUE)
as a function of six factors. Each row represents the candidate model with the lowest-producing
BIC score at each phase of the procedure until a final model was selected (italics).
Species

Model

BIC

Atlantic cod

~1

4346.707

~ Terminal tackle

4313.549

~ Terminal tackle + angler experience

4302.502

~1

6828.259

~ Terminal tackle

6424.170

~ Terminal tackle + angler experience

6333.169

~ Terminal tackle + angler experience + capture depth

6299.616

Haddock
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Table C.2. Results from the forward model selection procedure for candidate Poisson
regression models to evaluate unhooking time as a function of four factors. Each row represents
the candidate model with the lowest-producing BIC score at each phase of the procedure until
a final model was selected (italics).
Model

BIC

~1

116308.9

~ Angler experience

109142.7

~ Angler experience + Double header

104253.6

~ Angler experience + Double header + Species

100946.7

~ Angler experience + Double header + Species + Terminal tackle

100054.7
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Figure C.1. Percent of physical injury scores for all six terminal tackle types by hooking
location (rows) and species (columns). Numbers within white boxes on each barplot indicate
the number of fish caught for that terminal tackle setup, hooking location, and species.
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APPENDIX D: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR CHAPTER 5
Table D.1. Bivariate residuals (BVRs) for the selected 3-class latent class (LC) cluster model.
Indicators
Experience (yr)

Experience
(yr)

Avidity
(d/yr)

Fishing
mode

Primary target
species

Other target
species (#)

.

Avidity (d/yr)

0.4586

.

Fishing mode
Primary target
species
Other target
species (#)

0.7552

0.4201

.

0.4626

0.6945

0.4222

.

0.3693

0.8257

0.8837

0.1904
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